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## GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;E</td>
<td>Accident and Emergency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACAP</td>
<td>Australian College of Ambulance Professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACPHR</td>
<td>Australian Centre for Pre-Hospital Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acuteness</td>
<td>(Acuity): Having a rapid onset and following a short but severe course: acute disease; afflicted by a disease exhibiting a rapid onset followed by a short, severe course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>Ambulance Education Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHS</td>
<td>Area Health Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulance Service</td>
<td>Ambulance Service of NSW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ATS    | Australasian Triage Scale. A five point scale used by hospital-based emergency services to rate clinical urgency. The maximum patient waiting time for each of the scales is as follows:  
  - ATS 1 - Immediate  
  - ATS 2 - 10 minutes  
  - ATS 3 - 30 minutes  
  - ATS 4 - 60 minutes  
  - ATS 5 - 120 minutes  
  The scale is not comparable with the priority rating used by the Ambulance Service. |
<p>| CAA    | Council of Ambulance Authorities. The CAA is the peak body representing the principal statutory and other providers of ambulance services in Australia, New Zealand and Papua New Guinea. |
| CAD    | Computer Aided Dispatch                                                    |
| CARE   | Clinical Assessment and Referral Program. Enhanced training for Ambulance Service paramedics to assist them to identify appropriate patient conditions for alternative methods of treatment and avoid transporting patients to hospital. |
| CISP   | Capital Investment Strategic Planning                                       |
| COAG   | Council of Australian Governments                                          |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSU</td>
<td>Charles Sturt University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTO</td>
<td>Clinical Training Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPC</td>
<td>Department of Premier and Cabinet (NSW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVA</td>
<td>Department of Veterans’ Affairs (Commonwealth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECP</td>
<td>Extended Care Paramedics. A pilot program operated by the Ambulance Service to treat and discharge patients with low acute or chronic conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>(Hospital) Emergency Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDIS</td>
<td>Emergency Department Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDL</td>
<td>Essential Deployment Levels. The minimum number of staff rostered (or available) to cover a geographical area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFT</td>
<td>Equivalent Full-Time (alternative to FTE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRV</td>
<td>Fast Response Vehicle - a solo responder in a car or motorcycle primarily used to respond to serious emergency calls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE</td>
<td>Full-Time Equivalent (alternative to EFT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HACC</td>
<td>Health Assistance Coordination Centre, a Sydney-based call centre service operated by the Ambulance Service to provide clinical advice for patients and paramedics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSU</td>
<td>Health Services Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information and Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident</td>
<td>An incident is a call to a specific location for ambulance assistance or treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPART</td>
<td>Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (NSW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRC</td>
<td>Industrial Relations Commission (NSW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAS</td>
<td>London Ambulance Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM&amp;CO</td>
<td>Late meal and call off – penalties paid to Ambulance Service paramedics for delayed or interrupted meal breaks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS</td>
<td>Metropolitan Ambulance Service (Melbourne)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIC</td>
<td>Major Industrial Case. A ‘work value’ hearing for ambulance workers by the IRC commencing in May 2008.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>Memorandum of Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDS</td>
<td>Medical Priority Dispatch System. A call triaging system (ProQA) used as a component of the Computer Aided Dispatch by the Ambulance Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEPT</td>
<td>Non-Emergency Patient Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSWFB</td>
<td>NSW Fire Brigades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Productivity Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>A system of (MPDS) codes that inform the type of ambulance response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1A - P1C</td>
<td>Urgent emergency (Hot response – lights and sirens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2A – P2C</td>
<td>Emergency (Cold response)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Medical Case (Transport time determined by booking clinician)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 - P7</td>
<td>Routine Case (Arrive at appointment within 30 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Aero-medical (Arrive in line with aircraft times / also used for major incident transports)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProQA</td>
<td>A proprietary emergency medical dispatch software package used by the Ambulance Service and most modern ambulance services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSCU</td>
<td>Professional Standards and Conduct Unit. A unit within the Ambulance Service that manages allegations of staff misconduct and serious complaints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAS</td>
<td>Queensland Ambulance Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response</td>
<td>A response involves an individual ambulance resource being sent to an incident. The number of responses exceeds the number of incidents because more than one ambulance may attend an incident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFS</td>
<td>Rural Fire Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRV</td>
<td>Rapid Response Vehicle – an alternative term for FRV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAT</td>
<td>Special Casualty Access Team. A team of highly trained Ambulance Service paramedics who provide expert support during rescues and play a large role in urban search and rescue: canyons, mines and patients on cliff ledges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEOC</td>
<td>State Emergency Operations Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>State Emergency Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiering</td>
<td>Tiering is the separation of ambulance work into distinct operational streams that service emergency and non-emergency patients. Tiers in the Ambulance Service include Accident and Emergency; Rapid Responder Vehicles; and the Patient Transport Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transports</td>
<td>A transport involves taking a patient to an ED or some other location. Where someone is transported to an ED, it is considered an emergency transport. Any other type of transport is an NEPT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU</td>
<td>United Services Union</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Ambulance Service of New South Wales (Ambulance Service) maintains a high standard of service against a backdrop of increasing demand. It compares favourably with other jurisdictions on key measures of performance and efficiency. Clients of the service rate their satisfaction very highly. This Review focuses on improvements that will need to be made in order to maintain and, where possible, improve on current levels of performance.

The Review found that many of the challenges faced by the Ambulance Service in NSW are consistent with the experience of other Australian jurisdictions. Notably, an increase in demand above the rate of demographic change has been seen in both Queensland and in the Melbourne metropolitan area. This situation is mirrored in NSW. More work is needed to enable better understanding of the drivers of this demand, and to facilitate the development of strategies to mitigate levels of growth above the rate of demographic changes.

For instance, better utilisation of the clinical skills of paramedics would see a greater proportion of patients being treated on site, rather than always being transported to a hospital emergency department (ED). In turn, reducing unnecessary transports to EDs would result in:

- reductions in access block;
- greater convenience for patients;
- improved capacity to respond to emergency incidents; and
- efficiencies in Ambulance Service operational costs.

Typically, the approach to management of demand has been to rely solely on the addition of ambulance crews. While the quantum of resources must always be carefully assessed against actual and likely demand scenarios, the Review has found a number of opportunities to respond to demand by using existing resources differently, and by changing some work practices. For example, Ambulance Service resources could be far better matched to demand with some new arrangements for the provision of non-emergency patient transport (NEPT).

The Review has found that current arrangements for NEPT in NSW are inadequate. This issue transcends the Ambulance Service and has implications for the entire New South Wales health system. Various Area Health Services (AHS) have established their own patient transport services which are at times competing with the Patient Transport Service (PTS) operated by the Ambulance Service.

The PTS is not adequately resourced to meet the demand for NEPT, especially in Sydney. This results in emergency ambulances being used for routine patient transport work, affecting the cost structure of Ambulance Service operations without any measurable additional benefits for clients of the service. An international consultant contracted by the Review has indicated that extra capacity to improve response times for emergency ambulances can be achieved by enlarging the PTS and expanding the use of single crewed, rapid responder vehicles. Several of the significant recommendations of the Review respond to this issue and, in doing so, acknowledge the complexity involved in moving from the current operational model to a fully ‘tiered’ service (i.e. a service in which NEPT is not routinely done by emergency ambulances).
The current placement of the Ambulance Service within the health portfolio (rather than with emergency services) is supported. There are opportunities for the Ambulance Service and NSW Health to work more closely to:

- strengthen joint strategic and service planning;
- coordinate demand management strategies across the health system;
- improve patient flow at EDs; and
- deliver a new system for NEPT across NSW.

The community is supportive of the Ambulance Service but needs to be better informed about the service. An ongoing education campaign is needed so that the community:

- is able to utilise Ambulance Service resources more effectively;
- understands the role of paramedics in providing on-site treatment;
- understands under what circumstances it is appropriate to call an ambulance; and
- understands the fees for ambulance attendances.

The Review Team observed that morale across the Ambulance Service is low. Significant challenges need to be addressed by the management of the Ambulance Service to improve this situation. A review of all management and supervisory positions and current capabilities is recommended. Other management challenges include:

- improving systems and processes to resolve complaints and grievances;
- enhancing all elements of the Ambulance Service’s policies and processes that relate to the prevention and management of bullying and harassment;
- improving policies and procedures relating to staff transfers; and
- improving change management processes and staff consultation mechanisms so that the relationship between staff, unions, and management is more productive.

Ambulance Service business processes, and the systems that support them generally, require updating. When compared to other NSW public sector agencies, the Ambulance Service employs too many manual processes for transactional activities such as payroll. There is scope to consolidate corporate service functions such as finance, information and communications technology (ICT), and data services within the Ambulance Service. There are also opportunities to improve the efficiency of corporate service functions by using a range of shared services operated by NSW Health.

The Ambulance Service should acquire the necessary skills and develop an internal capacity to undertake sophisticated service modelling and planning. At present, much of this work is done by external consultants with little skills transfer into the organisation. As one of the largest and busiest ambulance services in the world, the management challenges are significant. In-house skills are needed to better inform resource allocation decisions and to improve the quality of service planning, especially over the medium to long-term.

The issue of risk management within the Ambulance Service should be further reviewed. The organisation’s systems and processes should be benchmarked against
best practice standards. Reforms are needed to ensure that there is an integrated risk management plan and a centralised governance function with the capacity to monitor all aspects of business risk.

The level of bad debt in the Ambulance Service is increasing, and urgent action is needed to arrest the situation to protect an important revenue stream. The Ambulance Service should assess all available options to recover debt in accordance with a hardship policy to be developed in line with Government guidelines.

Performance management within the Ambulance Service needs reform. The Ambulance Service should develop a more highly integrated performance management system that links the targets and priorities of the State Plan with those of NSW Health and of the Service. All staff should have individual objectives and their performance should be reviewed regularly by a supervisor. These objectives should show direct linkages to the business and operational plans of the organisation.

The workforce of the Ambulance Service needs to be more efficiently allocated and rostered to match demand more closely. A number of local agreements between management and unions restrict efficient resource allocation. The base pay of Ambulance Service paramedics is better than or comparable with that in other jurisdictions, but overtime and allowances make up a disproportionate amount of take home pay. Further reform in this area is required and is being pursued by the Ambulance Service.

There are limited incentives for staff to apply for management positions. There is some evidence of a culture which pits managers against frontline paramedics. Improvements to the performance management framework, supported by better development of managers and improved grievance processes, should go a long way towards addressing these cultural issues.

Workforce planning should be strengthened to ensure that the Ambulance Service’s long-term needs are met. The Service has recognised that more work is needed to develop its managers and is finalising a workforce development plan which should aid career-planning opportunities. The educational requirements on new paramedic recruits (and existing staff) should be communicated in a new policy.

The Ambulance Service is the only service in Australia that maintains a rescue function, shared with other agencies and volunteer organisations. Rescue is not a core function for the Ambulance Service and it is recommended that it be relinquished.

Although the Review has identified several areas for improvement, the Ambulance Service has much of which to be proud. The organisation has managed to maintain good levels of service to the community against ever-increasing demand. The work of a paramedic often involves caring for the most disadvantaged members of the community and paramedics often witness horrific trauma. Staff have genuine passion and commitment to the maintenance of high standards of care for the community. The recommendations of the Review aim to build on those strengths while, at the same time, focusing the Ambulance Service’s attention on those things that require attention in order to maintain or improve the organisation’s performance.

The Review Team acknowledges the assistance of staff and management of the Ambulance Service in conducting the Review.
1.1 Key Findings

Current operating environment

- In recent surveys, 98-99% of the community have expressed a high regard for the Ambulance Service.
- The recommendations of previous reviews of the Ambulance Service (conducted between 2001 and 2007) have largely been implemented. Minor exceptions are documented in this report.
- There has been an increase in demand for ED attendances. Demographic changes account for about 3.4% per annum of this growth since 2002/03. However, in the past three years, transport to EDs by ambulance has increased by about 8% per annum.
- The drivers of this demand increase are not well understood.
- To date, the Ambulance Service has responded well to this growth, i.e. response times have remained generally stable and compare well with other comparable jurisdictions.
- In the face of continuing growth in demand, maintaining current response times or improving upon them will require some operational changes.
- About 40% of transports to EDs are assessed as ATS 4 or ATS 5 (patients with non-acute conditions).
- The increase in the number of transports was higher than that of incidents/responses in 2005/06 (i.e. of all ambulance attendances, a higher proportion are now transported rather than being treated in situ).
- Over the past three years, transport of lower acuity (ATS 4 and ATS 5) patients to EDs has occurred at a higher rate in NSW than in Queensland or Victoria.
- The Ambulance Service does not have publicly stated targets for emergency responses, unlike ambulance services in London, Melbourne and South Australia and many other ambulance services.
- In comparison to other ambulance services, the Ambulance Service has very limited public reporting of performance against clinical performance indicators.

Non-Emergency Patient Transport (NEPT)

- The growth in demand for NEPT by the Ambulance Service has been relatively static over the past four years.
- There is widespread support from most stakeholders for expansion of the PTS.
- The Ambulance Service has undertaken limited business analysis of the current operations of and potential for expanding the PTS.
- The PTS is not effectively coordinated with patient flows to and from hospitals.
- There is an opportunity to improve coordination of non-emergency transport across the PTS and other services provided by AHSs.
Funding and resources

- Funding for the Ambulance Service is provided through NSW Health.
- Growth in Ambulance Service funding has increased significantly, in line with NSW Health funding increases.
- There have been significant enhancements to both Ambulance Service staffing and to its fleet since 2004/05.
- Recurrent funding provided since 2002/03 has increased at a rate higher than activity.
- Compared to other Australia jurisdictions, the Ambulance Service is relatively efficient but further efficiency gains could be made.
- Fee revenue has increased by 57% since implementation of the recommendations of the IPART Review (undertaken in 2004/05).
- Bad debts have increased by 100% over the same period.

Demand Management

- Ambulance Service dispatch protocols tend to over-allocate resources relative to patient clinical needs.
- The Health Assistance Coordination Centre (HACC), a telephone advisory service, is not currently included as a discrete response option when assessing patient needs.
- There is a clear need for a more sophisticated analysis of the key drivers of demand in order to ensure appropriate response.
- Fewer than 20% of emergency transports are charged direct to the patient, while 50% of patients are exempt from fees (concession cardholders, etc.) and most others are covered by private health insurance.
- Ambulance Service fees are not strongly communicated to the community.
- The Ambulance Service has not updated its Hardship Policy in line with IPART recommendations.
- There is strong anecdotal evidence that there is a high level of inappropriate use of ambulance by the community, and that this is a growing problem.

Corporate Governance

- Reforms in 2006 that brought the Ambulance Service into NSW Health have a way to go in assisting the service to improve its business systems.
- There is an opportunity to deliver key corporate support functions in a more integrated manner through restructuring two currently separate areas, (the Corporate Services Division, and the Finance and Data Division), into a single Corporate Services Division.
- Following the 2006 reforms, it is timely for the Ambulance Service to review its risk management framework to ensure a high level of both clinical and corporate governance.
Ambulance services are structured as part of either emergency services or health portfolios in different jurisdictions. Arguments for either can be mounted. The Review has found no case for the transfer of the Ambulance Service to the emergency services portfolio.

There are generally solid working relationships with other emergency services.

There is no compelling case for the Ambulance Service to retain an emergency rescue function. Other emergency services are well placed to undertake this responsibility.

The Ambulance Advisory Council is in a transitional phase following the 2006 reforms. Its role, functions and reporting arrangements require clarification.

Improvements can be made to strategic and operational planning, involving NSW Health, AHSs and the Ambulance Service.

The current performance agreement between NSW Health and the Ambulance Service places too much emphasis on inputs/activities rather than on improved outcomes.

Workforce Management

Staff have demonstrated a strong commitment to patient care, but Ambulance Service surveys and staff consultations conducted as part of this Review confirm that morale is poor.

NSW Ambulance Officer base pay is better than or comparable with other jurisdictions.

Overtime and penalties make up a disproportionate amount of take-home pay.

Statewide and local agreements impede optimal staffing allocation by restricting rostering and dispatch arrangements.

Staff, management and unions all identified the combative industrial relations climate within the Ambulance Service as ultimately unhelpful although, unsurprisingly, there were strongly different views as to the reasons for the current climate.

There appears to have been a very solid program of reform of operations and clinical processes over a number of years, but without either the quantity or quality of internal stakeholder engagement essential for any long-term change management process.

Improvement in change management processes and practice will go a long way towards improving morale and rebuilding trust.

Staff were critical of both management and unions regarding the relationship between the two.

Workforce planning is developing in the Ambulance Service but will need a stronger focus if it is to respond to the ageing of the workforce and to the different expectations of newer recruits regarding both the culture and flexibility of the work environment.

There is no organisation-wide staff performance management and staff development system linking individual performance to corporate objectives.
There is an increasing recognition in the Ambulance Service of the need for better preparation of first-line managers, particularly at the time of their transition from an operational role to a management role.

The rate of sick leave in the Ambulance Service is higher on average than in both the NSW Public Sector and in the NSW Health sector (including nurses), but is comparable to that of Queensland ambulance officers.

The Ambulance Service’s workers’ compensation performance has been improving.

The Ambulance Service’s workers compensation claims per 100 employees are comparable to or better than for emergency services agencies, with a lower incurred cost per claim. However, they are significantly higher than for the NSW public health sector.

Peer support counselling and the Employee Assistance Program are both viewed positively by staff, but there is a perception that there is a lack of concern for frontline staff at periods when they are dealing with difficult incidents, or where they have problems in their private lives that require some sensitivity from management.

Inflexible rostering practices and inconsistent relief allocations contribute to inflexible leave arrangements.

There is widespread dissatisfaction with the way staff transfers are managed with a perceived lack of transparency and inconsistency in the way rules are applied.

Education and Training

Other jurisdictions have adopted or are moving towards graduate entry models. NSW training is primarily in-house.

There are financial disincentives to movement into management positions due to loss of penalties/overtime.

The flat structure of the Operations Division limits vertical career paths.

Management development is insufficient to meet organisational needs.

Funding has been allocated to an Ambulance Research Centre to support evidence-based practice and long-term service planning.

Complaints Handling and Grievances

A significant source of poor relations between staff, management and unions relates to the Ambulance Service approach to handling complaints about staff conduct, and to the management of grievances.

Resolution of disciplinary proceedings often takes too long (with some matters remaining open for over a year).

Disciplinary and grievance processes are not clear and, as a result, are poorly understood by management and staff.
- The Professional Standards and Conduct Unit (PSCU) is currently involved in the management of a wide range of complaints. The Review believes that it should be involved in the investigation only of allegations of serious misconduct.
- There is a lack of management skills and resources to handle grievances at a local level.
- In order to focus the PSCU work on serious complaints, a system of ‘triaging’ complaints must be developed, with clear accountabilities and processes for investigating, resolving, reporting, and (where appropriate) escalating.

Rescue
- The Ambulance Service is the only ambulance service in an Australian jurisdiction with a rescue function.
- Rescue is not a core function of the Ambulance Service.
- Utilisation of Ambulance Service rescue officers is low compared to that of other Ambulance officers.
- The potential cost savings to the Ambulance Service from the transfer of its rescue function would be limited, but, given the other demands faced by the organisation, it is timely to consider moving the rescue function to NSW Fire Brigades (NSWFB).

Service Planning
- The Ambulance Service is not adequately integrated into NSW Health’s financial resource planning.
- There is an over-reliance on external consultants to provide day-to-day business and operational analysis.
- There is a lack of medium and long-term planning in the Ambulance Service.

Business Systems and Processes
- The Ambulance Service currently uses a number of key administrative processes which require reengineering in order to improve efficiency and integrity.
- There are many manual systems (e.g. rosters, payroll, billing, procurement).
- There is a significant opportunity, through process reengineering, to reduce corporate overheads.
- In undertaking business process reform, the Ambulance Service should consider the advantages and disadvantages of shared service arrangements with NSW Health. At minimum, common platforms for financial and human resources (HR) systems should be in place.
2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 Streamlining operations to manage demand growth

Recommendation 1:
That ‘tiering’ be adopted in the Ambulance Service as a means of focusing resources on greatest need (A&E demand).

Recommendation 2:
That, to support progress towards a fully ‘tiered’ service, a review of NEPT be undertaken (in collaboration with NSW Health and AHSs) with terms of reference including the following elements:

- Describe the NEPT service system by classifying the different transport types associated with existing service providers and patient presentations across NSW (including air transport);
- Describe the attributes of an efficient NEPT service system by identifying good practice models;
- Estimate the overall size of the NEPT market in NSW including the development of a number of scenarios forecasting possible market growth over 5-10 years;
- Review the existing eligibility criteria and processes to authorise, arrange, and fund NEPT by registered health professionals in NSW;
- Review the governance structure, capacity and efficiency of the existing PTS within the Ambulance Service;
- Assess costs, benefits and risks of expanding the PTS to meet expected market demand;
- Review the current and future arrangements for an expanded PTS within the Ambulance Service, including possible contractual arrangements, dispatch procedures, service planning, accommodation and station infrastructure, staff recruitment and training needs, and linkages to the Transport for Health policy of NSW Health; and
- Assess the potential for any contestability in the provision of NEPT services, including barriers to market entry and any regulatory issues that would arise from the entry of any new providers into the market.

Recommendation 3:
That the NEPT review be overseen by a steering committee comprised of NSW Health, Ambulance Service, Department of Premier & Cabinet, and NSW Treasury. The review is to ensure detailed consultation with Area Health Services and other key stakeholders, including the Health Services Union.
Recommendation 4:
That the Ambulance Service and NSW Health initiate a study with other jurisdictions, through the Council of Ambulance Authorities, to analyse factors beyond demographic changes that are driving increased demand for ambulance services. The study should be undertaken in close collaboration with state health departments and other key stakeholders to analyse the issues and develop appropriate demand management strategies.

Recommendation 5:
That the Ambulance Service undertake an annual review of the determinants for its dispatching procedures (MPDS) with the aim of better matching resources to patient presentations, reducing multiple deployments, and freeing up capacity to respond to genuine life threatening emergencies.

Recommendation 6:
That the Ambulance Service develop a business case for the new Sydney metropolitan infrastructure model, and pursue other efficiencies to free operational capacity to better meet demand.

2.2 Working with the community

Recommendation 7:
That the Ambulance Service continue to improve the public reporting of its performance by:

- expanding the set of performance measures for regular reporting to include patient safety and clinical quality measures; and
- including targets in performance measures to inform the public better about how well Ambulance Service is tracking in its service delivery.

Recommendation 8:
That the Ambulance Service develop and implement an ongoing community education program promoting appropriate use of ambulances. This campaign should be designed using detailed research on Ambulance Service clients and potential clients and should seek to:

- promote effective use of Ambulance Service resources;
- reduce unnecessary requests for ambulances;
- increase acceptance in the community that paramedics are well-equipped to determine whether treatment on site rather than transport to an accident and emergency department is the most appropriate clinical response to an incident;
- ensure that citizens are well informed of the fees payable for ambulance attendances; and
- promote effective use of ‘triple-0’ for life-threatening events.
Recommendation 9:
That the Ambulance Service regularly report the number of hoax calls and other inappropriate calls. The Service should develop a policy and procedures dealing with the management of such calls, including the triggers for taking regulatory action. Where appropriate, the Ambulance Service should engage appropriate agencies or members of the community to work with those who have been identified as regular abusers of the Service.

Recommendation 10:
That the Ambulance Advisory Council be retained with its broad advisory function.

2.3 Improving culture and staff morale

Recommendation 11:
That the Ambulance Service review all policies and procedures on complaints handling, grievance handling, and bullying and harassment for consistency with updated NSW Health policies. Revised processes should, at a minimum, contain the following elements:

- A clearly articulated process wherein complaints about staff (whether from other staff or members of the public or allied health professionals) are properly assessed and handled, according to clearly defined procedures, by the right people. The role of the PSCU in handling only those matters where serious misconduct has been alleged should be spelled out clearly;
- An up to date Code of Conduct, defining and prohibiting bullying and harassment by Ambulance Service staff;
- A clear policy on the Ambulance Service position on the prevention and management of bullying and harassment;
- Amended position descriptions requiring all Ambulance Service staff to comply with the Code of Conduct and related policies;
- Mandatory training for all supervisory/management positions on the policy and related procedures; and
- Information sessions for all staff in the service about the Code, related policies and procedures and their rights and responsibilities.

Recommendation 12:
That, as a means of improving the relationship between the Ambulance Service and the Health Services Union, the Ambulance Service undertake the following as a matter of priority:

- Review current arrangements for the operation of the Joint Consultative Committee;
- Prepare, as a basis for consultation with unions, draft guidelines for the management of future organisational change (including the process for change management for both clinical procedures and corporate processes); and
- Develop an agreed process for undertaking any future staff ‘climate’ surveys, dealing with the frequency and focus of surveys, reporting of survey findings to staff, and the process for responding to key issues raised by staff in surveys.

**Recommendation 13:**
That, in order to continue to promote the welfare of staff, the Ambulance Service, by the end of 2008, evaluate its program of staff support services (including the list of available programs) and take action on the findings of the evaluation by mid-2009.

**Recommendation 14:**
That the Ambulance Service develop, in consultation with staff and unions, a staff transfer policy that is clearly understood, is applied fairly and transparently, and provides the opportunity for feedback to staff on their applications.

**Recommendation 15:**
That, in order to ensure that Ambulance Service managers are well supported in undertaking their roles, the Service undertake:
- a review of all position descriptions for executive/management/supervisory positions to ensure that key accountabilities and management competencies are properly articulated against business requirements;
- an assessment of current management capabilities against revised position descriptions; and
- a training and development program to assist managers to deal with any issues raised in the assessment.

**Recommendation 16:**
That, taking account of the previous recommendation, Ambulance Service design and implement a management development initiative targeting those people in operational roles who wish to move into management. This initiative should focus on:
- assessing the suitability of officers to move from operational roles into management positions; and
- for suitable candidates, providing training in a number of core areas: financial management; human resource management; conflict resolution; putting the Code of Conduct into practice.
2.4 Strengthening governance and business systems

Recommendation 17:
That the Ambulance Service consolidate all existing corporate services functions (including Finance and Data Services) into a single Corporate Services Division. The existing positions of General Manager, Corporate Services and Director, Finance should be abolished and a new position of General Manager Finance and Corporate Services should be created.

Recommendation 18:
That the Ambulance Service:

- assess its governance systems against the better practice framework in the *Internal Audit Capacity in the NSW Public Sector, Final Report*;
- create a joint Audit and Risk Management Committee better to integrate the assessment of controls on identified risks; and
- benchmark the Ambulance Service current risk management systems and processes against *Australian and New Zealand Standard 4360:2004 – Risk Management*, and develop a strategy to address any deficiencies.

Recommendation 19:
That the Ambulance Service review its key financial and human resource transactional processes, with a view to optimising automation, reducing corporate overheads, and ensuring compliance with government policies. Where appropriate, ICT systems should mirror those used elsewhere in the NSW Health department. Where benefits can be clearly identified, the Ambulance Service should consider shared service arrangements with NSW Health.

Recommendation 20:
That, subject to finalising and promulgating its Hardship Policy, the Ambulance Service develop a comprehensive policy and procedures to improve performance with respect to the collection of bad debts.

2.5 Strengthening and focusing the workforce

Recommendation 21:
That the Ambulance Service establish a more highly structured performance management system comprising the following elements:

- a five year corporate plan;
- annual operational plans;
- annual performance agreement with NSW Health; and
- a staff performance and development system which links individual performance to corporate objectives.
Recommendation 22:
That NSW Health ensure that it has mechanisms in place to secure Ambulance Service inputs to its strategic and corporate planning.

Recommendation 23:
Ambulance Service reduce its reliance on external consultants by strengthening its internal capacity to undertake business analysis to optimise operations, strengthen service planning, and estimate the operational impacts of new clinical practices and major projects.

Recommendation 24:
That the Ambulance Service seek agreement with the Health Services Union on the transparent implementation of demand-based rostering that ensures that resources are matched to peaks and troughs in demand for ambulance services.

Recommendation 25:
That the Ambulance Service develop a policy by the end of January 2009 concerning the minimum educational requirements for new paramedic recruits and ongoing training needs for the existing workforce.

Recommendation 26:
That, by the end of June 2009, the Ambulance Service finalise an initial workforce plan, with development and succession planning linked to performance management for all staff.

Recommendation 27:
That the Ambulance Service rescue function be transferred to NSWFB. The Ambulance Service, in consultation with NSWFB and the HSU, should develop a transition plan (by 1 December 2008) to facilitate the transfer.
3. THE REVIEW PROCESS

3.1 Terms of Reference

In September 2007, the Minister for Health announced a Review of the Ambulance Service of NSW (the Ambulance Service) to be undertaken by the Performance Review Unit of the Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC).

Under the NSW Health Services Act 2007, the Director-General of Health is responsible for the provision of ambulance services to the NSW community.

The Ambulance Service, under the leadership of a Chief Executive, is established under the Health Services Act 1997 to discharge the Director-General’s responsibilities to provide ambulance services.

The Ambulance Service has experienced significant growth in demand over the past two years, and particularly over the last twelve months. There has been a significant increase in the number of incidents in various AHSs and in relation to The Children’s Hospital at Westmead.

The Minister requested that the Review examine:

- demand trends across all AHSs in NSW;
- the current capabilities of the Ambulance Service;
- options for improved service delivery within the health, aged and community care systems; and
- future funding arrangements for the Service.

On 26 September 2007, the Standing Committee on the Budget formally commissioned the Review and approved the following terms of reference:

1) Undertake a review of operational and management systems of the Ambulance Service of NSW.

2) The Review is to include an examination of:
   i. All funding commitments that have been made since 2004/05, and what has been delivered by way of services and infrastructure, including vehicles and equipment;
   ii. All external reviews and audits undertaken since 2001;
   iii. The clinical services focus of the service, now and into the future, and options for demand management, including removing any current impediments to a flexible, responsive, efficient, well-trained and well-managed workforce;
   iv. The effectiveness of current work and management practices in supporting a safe, healthy working environment, including staffing levels, overtime worked, counselling support for ambulance officers, and consultation mechanisms between management and ambulance officers;
   v. The processes and structures to support implementation of changes in operational policy and practice;
   vi. The effectiveness of current resources utilisation;
vii. Any efficiencies to be gained in changing payroll systems and other administrative services and structures; and

viii. Career path options for ambulance officers within the Service.

3) Make recommendations as to any changes to the conduct, structures, processes, management, operations and funding arrangements for the Ambulance Service.

i. To improve its capacity to maintain an appropriate level of performance in meeting and managing future increased demand; and

ii. To ensure equitable and timely access by the NSW Community to an appropriate level of clinical services.

3.2 The Review Team

The Review was undertaken by a small team working in the Performance Review Unit of the NSW Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC). The team was led by Mr Graeme Head, Deputy Director-General (Performance Review) in DPC, and comprised:

- Mr Frank Greathead, DPC;
- Mr John Healey, DPC;
- Mr Kent Broadhead, DPC;
- Mr Dimitrios Deligiannis, NSW Treasury.

A steering committee for the Review was established, comprising:

- Mr Graeme Head (Chair);
- Ms Karen Crawshaw, Deputy Director-General NSW Health;
- Mr Enrico Sondalini, Director, Human Services Branch, NSW Treasury;
- Mr Owen Torpy, Deputy Chief of Staff, Office of the Minister for Health.

Mr Mick Willis, General Manager, Operations in the Ambulance Service provided high-level liaison between the Review Team and the Ambulance Service.

The Review Team was supported by expert advisors:

**Mr Robert McGregor AM**, a former Deputy Director-General of NSW Health and former Chief Executive of the Ambulance Service. Mr McGregor was contracted as an expert advisor to facilitate a series of group consultations with Ambulance Service staff across the state.

**Operational Research in Health (ORH) Limited**, a UK-based management consultancy that specialises in optimising operations and resource planning for emergency services. ORH was contracted by the Review Team to identify and analyse potential operational improvements. ORH’s Managing Director, Mr Mike Vicary, has worked with Ambulance Services across the UK, Singapore, Hong Kong, and New Zealand. ORH’s final report was an extension of previous work undertaken for the Ambulance Service.

---

3.3 **Review Methodology**

The Review Team used a variety of methods to collect and analyse data before determining its key findings and recommendations. These data collection methods included desktop research, specific requests for data from NSW Health and the Ambulance Service, and interviews with internal and external stakeholders (including key Ambulance Service personnel, the HSU, and relevant professional associations).

**Desktop research**

Published material from a variety of sources was examined to identify better practice initiatives and future directions in the ambulance industry, and to apply operational performance benchmarks to the Ambulance Service. This material, sourced from Australian and international jurisdictions, included internal and external reviews of the Ambulance Service, annual reports, and peer reviewed journal articles from emergency service academics and practitioners.

Reports from industry bodies (such as the CAA) and the Productivity Commission’s (PC) *Report on Government Services 2007* compare ambulance operations across all Australian jurisdictions. A number of benchmarks (including sources of funding, revenue, expenditure, and response times) were examined and, where applicable, were re-presented in this report.

The Review’s terms of reference require an examination of all external reviews and audits undertaken since 2001. These include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Audit</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordination of Rescue Services: State Rescue Board of NSW (Audit Office)</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transporting and Treating Emergency Patients. NSW Department of Health / Ambulance Service of NSW (Audit Office)</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report of the ORH Review of Rotary Wing Services in NSW</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Red: Hospital Emergency Departments: NSW Department of Health / Ambulance Service of NSW (Audit Office)</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulance Service of New South Wales: Readiness to Respond (Audit Office)</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

See list of references at Attachment 2.
Consultation with internal and external stakeholders

The Review consulted with a range of stakeholders, using workshops, interviews, and surveys. Several consultations were arranged with a ‘vertical slice’ of Ambulance Service staff, including frontline ambulance paramedics, administrative and support staff, middle and senior managers, and members of the Ambulance Service Executive.

A DPC email address was established to provide Ambulance Service staff with an opportunity to contribute to the Review by identifying issues that concerned them and by suggesting improvements. Several staff provided the Review Team with comprehensive and well-considered submissions. These staff submissions provided important input into overall data collection.

A random selection of frontline staff from across NSW attended workshops with members of the Review Team. Workshops were held in Sydney (2), Newcastle, Dubbo, and Goulburn. The workshops, held without managers attending, allowed staff freely to express their views about the Ambulance Service. A final staff workshop was held in May 2008 to consider the broad findings of the Review.

Additional workshops were held with operational managers and with members of the PSCU. At the request of the HSU, a separate workshop was convened with union delegates and staff to discuss the effectiveness of current management practices used to resolve allegations of misconduct and grievances against Ambulance Service staff.

Written submissions to the Review were received from:

- the Ambulance Service;
- the HSU;
- the United Services Union (USU); and
- National Patient Transport Pty Ltd.3

The Review Team interviewed representatives from a wide range of professionals from other ambulance services across Australia, as well as from key internal and external stakeholders.4

---

3 This private sector organisation provided a submission to the review at its own volition.
4 See Attachment 1.
4. OVERVIEW OF THE AMBULANCE SERVICE OF NSW

4.1 Functions and place in the NSW Health system structure

The Ambulance Service is an integral part of the NSW health system, providing emergency pre-hospital care and transport, medical retrieval and health transport services. It is one of the world’s busiest ambulance services. Over 1,000,000 emergency and non-emergency requests were responded to in 2006/07. This includes about 85,000 responses for the PTS.

The Ambulance Service employs over 3,700 staff in 291 locations across NSW. Formerly a separate statutory corporation, it is now a part of NSW Health.

The Service’s stated purpose (or mission) is:

“As an integral part of the State’s health system, the Ambulance Service of New South Wales will provide responsive, quality, emergency clinical care and support for patient transport, rescue and retrieval services.”

Of the Ambulance Service’s staff, 89.7% are in front-line service delivery roles, working as paramedics, ambulance officers, clinical trainers, doctors and nurses or as call-takers and dispatchers in operations centres.

The Ambulance Service operates over 1,200 vehicles. The fleet includes ambulances, patient transport vehicles, motorcycles, rapid responders, support vehicles and rescue trucks. The Air Ambulance fleet of nine helicopters and five aeroplanes is used for medical retrieval missions, rescue operations and inter-hospital transfers. These aircraft are contracted through a variety of arrangements.

The Ambulance Service has four operations centres (Sydney, Newcastle, Wollongong and Dubbo) that answer triple-0 calls and co-ordinate response for the State. The Ambulance Service runs an education centre, regional training units, administrative support offices and vehicle workshops. State Headquarters is at Rozelle in Sydney.

In 2006/07, the Service responded to 880,215 incidents, of which 453,179 were emergency incidents requiring an immediate response under lights and sirens. Demand for ambulance services has increased by 5.2% since 2005/06, and the number of emergency incidents has increased by 8.69%.

There are seasonal peaks in demand during the year - demand for ambulance services usually increase in winter. In 2005/06, the Ambulance Service provided an average of 2,885 responses per day, answering a call for assistance, on average, every 30 seconds.

The Figures 1 and 2 show, respectively, the organisational arrangements for the Ambulance Service within NSW Health, and the Service’s internal structure.

The Ambulance Service is a “health services function” of the Director-General of NSW Health. It was a statutory corporation under the Ambulance Services Act 1990 until 17 March 2006. However, the Ambulance Services Act 1990 was repealed as part of the NSW Government’s response to ‘WorkChoices’ and the major provisions were transferred to the Health Services Act 1997.

---

5 Source: Ambulance Service Annual Report 2006/07.
Ambulance Service, Area Health Services, etc. work directly with NSW Health Office divisions on relevant functions/matters.
Under the *Health Services Act 1997*, the Director-General of Health has responsibility for the delivery of ambulance services. Operational and organisational management functions have been delegated to the Chief Executive of the Ambulance Service, who reports to the Director-General.

The Ambulance Service has a performance agreement with NSW Health, with the agreement aligned to the NSW Health Plan and the State Plan. The Service reports on its performance against targets on activity, staffing, health and safety, clinical quality and patient safety, and budget performance. Performance against all indicators is monitored by the Senior Executive and by the Ambulance Service Advisory Council.

The Ambulance Service delivers a statewide service using a structure that centralises clinical and corporate governance and regionalises operations. Centralised functions are based at the Ambulance Service head office in Rozelle in inner Sydney. Direct services to the community are delivered from the Operations, divided into four Divisions for road-based service: Sydney (Sydney Division), Newcastle (Northern Division), Orange (Western Division), and Goulburn (Southern Division).

The Aero-medical Services Division is based in Sydney and coordinates fixed wing, helicopter and medical retrieval services across the state, including a medical advice service and an Intensive Care Unit bed-finding service for rural doctors.

The Ambulance Service uses statewide data on emergency incidents to model demand patterns, to assist other parts of NSW Health to improve patient flow at EDs, and to reduce access block – the time between a patient’s arrival at hospital by ambulance and admission to the ED.

The dedicated PTS was introduced in 2003 in response to rapidly growing demand for non-urgent transfers of patients between hospitals. The PTS vehicles provide planned inter-hospital transports and improve the Ambulance Service response to emergency and urgent cases by reducing demand on emergency ambulance resources.

More recently, separate transport services have been established as stand-alone transport services outside the control of the Ambulance Service. These services are funded and managed by individual hospitals, or by AHSs. The demand for the PTS service provided by the Ambulance Service has not grown as a result.

4.2 Funding

NSW Health is the recipient of funding for the Ambulance Service, all AHSs, and other health bodies. The Department determines an annual level of funding for the Ambulance Service and once that allocation has been made, the funding is essentially locked in. Changes to the overall level of funding to the Department have generally been reflected in the Ambulance Service’s funding.

In 2006/07, expenses for the Ambulance Service were $452 million - an increase of 9% on the previous year. The recurrent Consolidated Fund contribution for 2006/07 was $308 million and the capital allocation nearly $22 million. In addition, well over $100 million was received in revenue (principally fees). Table 1 analyses relevant financial data from 2000/01 to 2006/07.
Table 1: Financial data for the NSW Ambulance Service and NSW Health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>($000)</th>
<th>2000/01</th>
<th>2001/02</th>
<th>2002/03</th>
<th>2003/04</th>
<th>2004/05</th>
<th>2005/06</th>
<th>2006/07</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ambulance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expenses</td>
<td>288,364</td>
<td>304,890</td>
<td>330,895</td>
<td>366,793</td>
<td>386,483</td>
<td>414,693</td>
<td>451,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales of G &amp; Services</td>
<td>62,429</td>
<td>63,670</td>
<td>71,650</td>
<td>72,506</td>
<td>74,746</td>
<td>90,504</td>
<td>117,632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Revenue</td>
<td>2,621</td>
<td>2,766</td>
<td>3,108</td>
<td>6,793</td>
<td>10,104</td>
<td>15,285</td>
<td>10,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent Confund</td>
<td>190,322</td>
<td>198,059</td>
<td>215,777</td>
<td>236,905</td>
<td>258,580</td>
<td>291,324</td>
<td>308,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Allocation</td>
<td>9,490</td>
<td>9,206</td>
<td>9,064</td>
<td>14,646</td>
<td>15,114</td>
<td>18,872</td>
<td>21,769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly Change</td>
<td>-3%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yearly Change Expenses</strong></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yearly Change Sales G&amp;S</strong></td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yearly Change Confund</strong></td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NSW Health</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expenses</td>
<td>7,506,070</td>
<td>8,014,804</td>
<td>8,866,556</td>
<td>9,686,527</td>
<td>10,389,854</td>
<td>11,274,443</td>
<td>12,031,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent Confund</td>
<td>5,939,094</td>
<td>6,234,675</td>
<td>6,798,996</td>
<td>7,447,711</td>
<td>8,027,362</td>
<td>9,226,042</td>
<td>9,800,594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly Change Expenses</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly Change Confund</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Government Sector – Annual Change in Expenses</strong></td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Source: Annual Reports Ambulance Service and NSW Health.
Over the 5 years 2002/03 to 2006/07, average expenses increased by over 8% and the average increase in Consolidated Fund funding was over 9% in nominal terms. Over this time, CPI increases averaged approximately 2.5%. In real terms, the average annual increase over the period was about 5.5% for expenses, and 6.5% for Consolidated Fund funding.

This contrasts with average annual activity over the same period. In that period, the average annual increase in ambulance incidents, responses and transports was 3.5%, 4.2% and 3.6% respectively. Therefore, funding in real terms has increased by about 1.8 times compared to activity.

The graph at Figure 3 shows changes in expenses and revenues against ambulance demand (measured in incidents). The graph shows that expenses (and funding) have experienced a faster increase than has activity.

Whether the funding increases experienced to date can be sustained into the future is questionable. If the Ambulance Service was to pursue efficiencies, some pressure on funding may be alleviated.

Changes in Ambulance Services fees will also assist with alleviating pressure on funding. The increase in fee revenue from 2004/05 to 2006/07 is evident in Figure 3. Fee revenue – which currently constitutes over 90% of total Ambulance Service revenue other than Consolidated Fund contributions – increased by approximately $43 million or 57% over the period. On current projections, there will be a significant

---

8 It should be noted that activity in the past two years has been above the longer-term averages cited above.

9 Source: *Report on Government Services* and Ambulance Service of NSW Annual Reports.
increase from 2006/07 to 2007/08. However, the Ambulance Service has a substantial problem with the management of bad debts associated with this revenue stream.

**Funding Commitments since 2004/05**

Since 2004/05, growth in recurrent funding for the Ambulance Service has generally mirrored the level of growth for NSW Health. The Service has received significant increases in its budget over the period. Expenditure increases have, on average, been greater than for the general government sector. Specific recurrent and capital commitments include the following.

Since 2004/05, additional recurrent funding has been provided specifically for:

- Metro Strategy - $8 million in 2005/06, $10m in 2006/07, $13m in 2007/08 and $20m thereafter;
- Rotary Wing Service - $2 million in 2005/06, $6m in 2006/07, and $10m per year thereafter; and
- Mobile Data Radio Service - $2.25 million in 2006/07 and each year thereafter.

Since 2004/05, funding has been specifically provided for:

- In 2005/06, the capital spend was $14.455 million which included:
  - Ambulance Infrastructure (includes medical equipment) - $6.637m;
  - Campbelltown Station - $1.337m;
  - Fleet Replacement - $3.202m;
  - Paddington Station - $1.150m;
  - Port Macquarie Station - $0.348m;
  - Rural Ambulance Fleet - $1.5m;
  - Ryde Station - $0.281m.
- In 2006/07, the capital spend was $19.004 million and included:
  - Ambulance Fleet replacement - $8 million;
  - Rural radio network - $1.3m;
  - Auburn Station - $0.2m;
  - CAD - $2.8m;
  - Dubbo Station - $1.34m;
  - Internet Booking System - $1.9m;
  - Liverpool Station - $0.48m;
  - Medical equipment and maintenance - $2m;
  - Port Macquarie Station - $0.883m;
  - Ryde Station - $0.101m.
In 2007/08, the capital spend is expected to be $15.798 million and will include:

- CAD - $0.25m;
- Station Upgrades - $0.17m;
- Auburn Station - $1.630m;
- Dubbo Station - $0.2m;
- Fleet Replacement - $8m;
- Liverpool Station $1.350m;
- Equipment and Maintenance - $2m;
- Port Macquarie Station - $0.206m;
- Ryde Station - $1.992m.

2008/09 commitments include:

- Funding of $7.2m for 75 additional ambulance paramedics in Sydney;
- $6.9 million for new capital works for the Ambulance Service, including $830,000 for the construction of new ambulance stations at Byron Bay and Batemans Bay;
- $15.3 million to progress the redevelopment of a number of ambulance stations, including:
  - $1.8 million for the Auburn Ambulance Station;
  - $1.8 million for the Liverpool Ambulance Station;
  - $1.6 million for the Ryde Ambulance Station;
  - $1.1 million for the Deniliquin Ambulance Station;
  - $900,000 for the Nelson Bay Ambulance Station;
- $6 million for ambulance fleet replacement;
- $6 million for the introduction of the Electronic Patient Record program and the upgrade of the Government Radio Network and the Private Radio Mobile Network, allowing paramedics to better communicate with hospitals for faster diagnosis and treatment;
- $2 million to purchase new medical equipment and maintain existing equipment.

An overall budget and allocation of funding to the Ambulance Service for 2008/09 will be made by NSW Health shortly.
5. CURRENT OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

5.1 Progress in implementing the findings of earlier reviews

Based on an analysis undertaken of earlier reviews, the conclusion has been reached that the majority of recommendations and proposals advanced in them have been implemented.

The 2007 Auditor General’s Report on the Ambulance Service specifically found that all of the recommendations in the original 2001 Report had been substantially implemented. The Government had made changes to the Service’s governance structure (restructuring the Ambulance Board and reporting structure in 2002 and subsequently in 2006, making the Ambulance Service a unit of NSW Health).

Implementation of the remaining recommendations, and other initiatives not part of the 2001 Report, had resulted in slightly improved response times, continuing high customer satisfaction levels, and generally improved performance.

Notwithstanding the above, full implementation of a small number of recommendations has not been finalised. Two examples are:

- the lack of real progress in automation of the Ambulance Service rostering system; and
- barriers to flexibility in resource deployment have not been fully removed (although the current industrial case incorporates a review of some relevant award conditions).

Recommendations from the 2003 and 2004 Auditor General’s Reports (dealing with the ambulance/hospital interface) have largely been implemented. The exception is a recommendation to link Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) and the Emergency Department Information System (EDIS).

CAD and EDIS have not been linked, although the Ambulance Service does supply daily information to AHSs on off-stretcher times and long delays. While greater integration of the two systems would result in benefits, the Review Team understands that there are complex technical issues to be resolved in implementing this initiative. Work being undertaken by NSW Health on electronic health records is expected to assist in this area.

The outstanding issue – although not a specific recommendation – from the Auditor General’s 2005 Review of the State Rescue Board is the role of the Ambulance Service in rescue.

The Government endorsed the recommendations for changed or new charges made in the 2006 IPART Report. These have been applied from the 2006/07 financial year. The changes include:

- charging “treat not transport” patients (for whom there was previously no charge);
- charging a standby fee for involvement in dangerous incidents or events (e.g. chemical spills or industrial accidents);
- charging the Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA) for services to its clients; and
- charging increased and more cost-reflective fees for inter-hospital transfers and for primary cases.
However, a range of policy and other related recommendations from the IPART Review remain to be implemented. These include:

- the Ambulance Service to clarify its hardship policy;
- the Department of Health to undertake a public education campaign to raise public awareness of charges; and
- an exploration of the addition of an ambulance component to the Medicare levy.

The first two issues are taken up further in the current Review. The question of incorporating an ambulance component into the Medicare levy is largely a question for the Commonwealth Government to consider in negotiation with relevant State Governments. This could be taken up at a later stage in the COAG discussions on the reform of Commonwealth/State arrangements in health and community services.

Proposals arising from the various 2002 and 2004 ORH organisational reviews have largely been implemented although, in some cases, a revised approach was adopted. For instance, the Ambulance Service advises that the Switch program, commenced in February 2006, has overtaken some particular recommendations in the ORH report for the Sydney Ambulance Centre. Switch is a project designed to improve the efficiency of work practices and processes in the Sydney Ambulance Centre.

### 5.2 Activity levels

Ambulance activity can be categorised using the following terms:

1. **Incidents.** An incident is a call to a specific location for ambulance assistance or treatment.
2. **Responses.** A response involves an individual ambulance resource being sent to an incident. The number of responses exceeds the number of incidents because more than one ambulance may attend an incident.
3. **Transports.** A transport involves taking a patient to an ED or some other location. Where someone is transported to an ED, it is considered an emergency transport. Any other type of transport is classified as an NEPT.

It is worth noting at the outset that there is more reliable data on the level of demand than on the drivers of that demand. This section of the report attempts to identify the current situation. Where the evidence base for possible drivers is poor, it is proposed that further work be undertaken to analyse the reasons for changes in demand.

In the three years from 2004/05 to 2006/07, there was increasing demand for ambulance services compared to the previous three years, 2001/02 to 2003/04. Over the five year period from 2002/03 to 2006/07, ambulance incidents increased by an average of 3.5%. In the three years from 2004/05 to 2006/07, this rate of increase accelerated to 4.1%.

Over the same periods, transports increased by an average 3.6% in the past five years rising to 4.8% in the past three years. It is important to note that over the past three years, emergency transports have increased by an average of 8.2%. This is where most demand pressure is being experienced. Based on demographic change, the expected increase would be about 3.4% per annum.

The growth in ambulance demand, shown in Figure 4 below, demonstrates that demand has increased significantly in the past three years.
Table 2 shows the change in ambulance activity between 2001/02 and 2006/07. In 2006/07, the Ambulance Service responded to approximately 1,053,000 incidents. Incidents for the year totalled 880,000. The number of transports for the year was approximately 709,000.

The increase in activity from 2005/06 to 2006/07 was about 5.5%, while transports increased by over 8%. In the past two years, activity across the board has been greater than the historical trends. The data highlights that, since 2004/05, there has been a significant increase in the rate of change for ambulance activity.

Table 2: Ambulance Activity 2001/02 to 2006/07

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2001/02</th>
<th>2002/03</th>
<th>2003/04</th>
<th>2004/05</th>
<th>2005/06</th>
<th>2006/07</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incidents ('000)</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>834</td>
<td>880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responses ('000)</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>1,053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transports ('000)</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year to Year Change – Incidents</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year to Year Change – Responses</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year to Year Change – Transports</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>-3.6%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Source: Ibid.
NSW Health has identified a similar spike in ED admissions commencing after 2004/05. Ambulance admissions represent only about 25% of overall ED admissions. The specific factors that have caused this phenomenon are not clear.

Analysis undertaken by NSW Health indicates that between 2001/02 and 2005/06, demographic changes (in terms of both overall population growth and an ageing population) explain about half of the increase in ED attendances, equating to about a 3.4% increase per year. This relates especially to emergency transports by the Ambulance Service, as most of these arrive at an ED.\textsuperscript{12}

A similar spike in activity has been experienced in other jurisdictions. Figure 5 sets out the recent trends in New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland. In Victoria, the spike in activity commenced at the same time as in NSW (2004/05), whereas Queensland experienced an increase in demand two years earlier (2002/03).

\textbf{Figure 5: Ambulance Incidents NSW, QLD, VIC} \textsuperscript{13}

The analysis above demonstrates that demand for ambulance services has, over recent years, been increasing significantly with demand for patient transport representing the most significant component of the Ambulance Service’s resource utilisation.

\textbf{Changes in Demand – Patient Transport}

The Ambulance Service is engaged in two key patient transport activities. One relates to responses to emergency incidents and the other to general inter-facility transport services authorised by a medical professional.

\textsuperscript{12} \textit{Analysis of Emergency Data}. Discussion Paper. June 2007. NSW Health and Paxton Partners.

\textsuperscript{13} Source: \textit{Report on Government Services}.
About 60% of ambulance transports are to an ED. The balance consists of inter-hospital transports, renal patient transfers, transports to and from medical appointments, and “other” transports, such as to and from nursing homes.

Table 3 shows the total transport activity for the Ambulance Service since 2003/04. Non-emergency transport has been static for the past four years. The Ambulance Service is only one of several NEPT providers, (which include AHSs and other independent operators).

Table 3: Total Transport Activity by Ambulance Service of NSW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(.000)</th>
<th>2003/04</th>
<th>2004/05</th>
<th>2005/06</th>
<th>2006/07</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Transports</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED attendances by ambulance</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non emergency transports</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Emergency transports have increased at a faster rate than has other ambulance activity. There has been a significant increase in emergency activity from 2004/05.

Figure 6: Total ED Attendances by ambulance in NSW 2003/04 - 2006/07

Acuity is measured using the Australasian Triage Scale (ATS), where ATS 1 represents the highest acuity and ATS 5 the lowest. Figure 7 shows the annual change in acuity since 2003/04 in NSW. The increase in emergency transports has not been uniform across triage categories. However, as with other ambulance services, the higher acuity patients (ATS 1 and 2) represent less than 20% of all emergency transports.

14 Source: Ambulance Service of NSW (using AIHW Australian Hospital Statistics) and NSW Health.
Figure 7: ED attendances by ambulance per triage category 2003/04 - 2006/07

Figure 8 demonstrates changes in the acuity of emergency transports since 2003/04, with the significant spike in activity in 2005/06 evident. In 2006/07, the increase in emergency transports for low acuity patients was significantly higher than for high acuity patients.

Figure 8: Change in ED attendances by ambulance 2004/05 - 2006/07

15 Source: Ambulance Service of NSW (using AIHW Australian Hospital Statistics) and NSW Health.
16 Source: Ambulance Service of NSW (using AIHW Australian Hospital Statistics) and NSW Health.
Figure 9 shows ED attendances by ambulance for ATS categories 4 and 5 across a number of jurisdictions. These categories are the lowest acuity conditions in terms of presentations at an ED. In NSW, the proportion of emergency transports for low acuity matters is higher than for other comparable jurisdictions.

Figure 9: ED attendances for ATS 4 and 5 transported by ambulance

The key findings from the preceding analysis are:

- Emergency transports have increased significantly in the past three years;
- A significant component of the increase in emergency transports is for patients with low acuity conditions, where a significant proportion may not genuinely require ambulance attendance or consequent transport;
- ED attendance by ambulance for categories ATS 4 and 5 is higher in NSW than other jurisdictions; and
- Non-emergency demand is relatively static for ambulances.

5.3 Performance

The main performance measure used for Ambulance Services is response times. This is predominantly a measure of effectiveness, and does not include any evaluation of the efficiency of the service or its equitable accessibility across the community.

Table 4 compares response times across jurisdictions in Australia.

17 Source: Ambulance Service of NSW (using AIHW Australian Hospital Statistics) and NSW Health.
While there has been a significant spike in ambulance demand over recent years, response times for emergency work (see Table 4) have not deteriorated markedly. However, analysis by ORH Ltd\(^{20}\) demonstrates that, if resources remain stable and the number of incidents continues to increase at around 5% per annum (as has occurred over the past two years), response performance will deteriorate rapidly from 2008/09 onwards, highlighting the importance of managing demand better in the future.

International standards for ‘Code 1’ life threatening cases are currently around 8 minutes. The Council of Ambulance Authorities (CAA) benchmark for an emergency response is 10 minutes. Ambulance Service performance meets the CAA benchmark.

In addition to response indicators, clinical measures are used to assess the effectiveness of an Ambulance Service. One such measure is the cardiac arrest survival rate. Such clinical indicators can be seen as outcome measures. While a number of jurisdictions publicly report on these, the Ambulance Service does not.

The Ambulance Service performance agreement with NSW Health reports against several performance measures. The targets specified in 2007/08 recognise that the performance of the Service is expected to worsen. For instance, the specified target for the 50\(^{th}\) percentile response time is 9.8 minutes for 2007/08, compared to 9.6 minutes in 2006/07. The performance agreement is similarly limited in its specification of outcomes and concentrates on activities. There are currently 17 clinical indicators against which the Ambulance Service reports. Data quality for these indicators is variable. The Ambulance Service needs to identify appropriate clinical indicators for public reporting. The appropriate use of targets across clinical and organisation performance can assist in driving both change and a culture of continuous improvement in the Ambulance Service.

---

\(^{18}\) The 50\(^{th}\) percentile response is defined as the time within which 50 per cent of the first responding ambulance resource arrives at the scene of an emergency in code 1 situations. The unit of measure is in minutes.


This Review has found that:

- response times are likely to worsen if demand continues to increase without appropriate demand management actions;
- NSW does not have publicly stated targets for emergency responses, such as those used by other similar jurisdictions (e.g. London, Melbourne, South Australia); and
- reporting against Ambulance Service clinical performance indicators needs some improvement.

**Recommendation:**

That the Ambulance Service continue to improve the public reporting of its performance by:

- expanding the set of performance measures for regular reporting to include patient safety and clinical quality measures; and
- including targets in performance measures to inform the public better about how well Ambulance Service is tracking in its service delivery.

### 5.4 Demand pressures

The 2007 Queensland Ambulance Service (QAS) Audit Report identified changing demographics (population growth and ageing) as one factor driving demand. Notwithstanding this, the Queensland Review found that a significant proportion of the demand growth cannot be accounted for by demographic factors. This is generally consistent with the NSW Health findings for ED demand.\(^{21}\)

Since 2002, a CAA commissioned national study has examined factors in ambulance demand and has identified various factors across all jurisdictions (including demographic and social change). The data utilised is for the period to 2003/04. Given the spike in demand in some jurisdictions since 2003/04 (see Figure 5), it is timely that the CAA review the issue.

Assuming that demographic change is the natural or underlying rate of change, ambulance demand change at the demographic rate is unremarkable. The fact that emergency transports have actually increased by more than three times the demographic rate of change in the past two years is remarkable.

Analysis elsewhere in this Report indicates that around 40% of the change relates to the servicing of low acuity patients. The residual or unexplained increase in demand is of a magnitude of between 3% to 4% and is not properly understood. This issue is further discussed below, leading to a conclusion that more quantitative and qualitative work is required to understand the composition of the residual.

In the NSW Health analysis, the Ambulance Service view was that increased transports were due to both patient demand and increases in ambulance capacity. The Service considered that the reduction in access block and off stretcher time since 2004

---

\(^{21}\) *Analysis of Emergency Data Discussion Paper* June 2007 – NSW Health & Paxton Partners
had improved capacity and subsequently increased demand. NSW Health is not convinced that these assertions are robust.\textsuperscript{22}

The analysis conducted on behalf of NSW Health cites the following factors as contributing to the increasing demand for ED services, of which emergency transports are a sub-component:

- changing patient morbidity and the increasing prevalence of chronic illness in the community increases the number of patients who require ongoing health care;
- increasingly informed patients are demanding greater services;
- patients are by-passing GPs in preference for EDs, which are seen by many as a one-stop-shop for health care; and
- improvements in population health campaigns make patients more aware of a greater variety of health conditions and, as a result, lead them to seek ED care earlier.

In its submission to this Review, the Ambulance Service offers the following reasons as factors driving increased demand for its services:

- social factors – more people living alone and fewer family support mechanisms;
- decreasing accessibility of general practice and alternative services – limitations of both hours of practice and of bulk billing;
- changes in medical practice and patient management – especially the management of acute episodes of care for the chronically ill living at home;
- increased community expectations; and
- changed hospital trends (increased day surgery, reduced length of stay, hospital at home programs, etc.).

It is not at all clear that the system-wide factors identified by NSW Health necessarily result in increased emergency calls, so triggering an ambulance response. An argument can be made that the increased prevalence of chronic disease is driving an increase in non-emergency transports.

However, the Ambulance Service submission notes that the number of such transports actually decreased in 2006/07. It also appears that AHSs have increased their non-emergency transports services. This may be lessening the demand for non-emergency patient transports by the Ambulance Service.

**GP availability**

Many stakeholders consulted in the course of this Review acknowledge increased bypassing of GPs by some in the community who prefer EDs as their source of primary health care. This could account for some of the increase in ambulance demand as well, but data is currently poor and the general claim is difficult to verify. In the forums with Ambulance Service staff, there was a strong anecdotal view that this is a factor driving ambulance demand. While it is generally argued that the availability of GPs affects the demand for Ambulance Services, the Queensland Report notes that demand for Ambulance Services has increased at the same time as

---

\textsuperscript{22} Ibid, p.40
the number of available GPs has also increased. It needs to be recognised that, over the period in question, the rate of bulk billing also increased in Queensland.

It is arguable that ATS categories 4 and 5 could (or should) be treated by GPs as these types of conditions tend to be lower acuity. Analysis of ED attendances by ambulance for these triage categories shows that the proportion of these categories against the total ED admissions has been steady at around 18% and 5% respectively for ATS 4 and ATS 5 from 2003/04 to 2006/07. It could therefore be argued that the availability of GPs has not changed significantly for patients in these categories.

**Transport Policy/Protocols**

One factor that may be driving demand is the Ambulance Service’s transport protocols. Over the past three years, the proportion of admissions to EDs by ambulance for ATS 4 and ATS 5 has been declining. This may be indicative of unnecessary transports in the past. The Ambulance Service submission acknowledges this. Notwithstanding this, NSW’s transport rate for these categories is still significantly higher than in other jurisdictions.

As was shown in Figure 9, Ambulance Service transports to ED for triage category 5 is double that of Victoria, and at least 3.5% higher for category 4. Relative to other comparable services, the Ambulance Service appears to transport a greater proportion of the total incidents attended.

From 2004/05 to 2005/06, the total number of transports to EDs increased by approximately 10.5% (shown in Figure 8). This represented 37,302 additional transports. If NSW had transported ATS 4 and ATS 5 patients at the same rate as Victoria in 2005/06 (13.59% versus 2.6%), there would have been a net reduction of 32,236 transports to the ED. This is approximately 86% of the total increase in ED transports for NSW in 2005/06.

The reasons for NSW having a higher rate of attendances to EDs for ATS 4 and 5 by ambulance compared to Victoria need to be understood, especially in an environment of demand increasing at a greater rate than would be expected. This phenomenon is seen even more dramatically in 2006/07, where the number of ATS 4 and 5 transports to EDs in NSW increased by 20% and 28% respectively.

In 2006/07, over half the 12.9% increase in emergency transports (noting non-emergency demand decreased in that year) was due to an increase in ATS 4 and 5 transports. The Review Team does not argue that ATS 4 and 5 patients should not be transported to EDs where this is appropriate, but the differences between the transport rates in different jurisdictions need to be understood. This is especially the case at a time where activity is increasing at a rate significantly higher than the historical trend.

In its submission to the Review, the Ambulance Service notes that the changed non-transport protocols (72 and 74) resulted in an increase in patient transports between 2005 and 2007. These protocols compelled paramedics to transport patients if transport was requested, regardless of the clinical judgement of the paramedic. Between 2005 and 2007, the Service estimates that approximately 40% of the increase in hospital transports is attributable to the change in protocols. The Ambulance Service has advised that increases due to the modified protocols have abated.

However, based on the year to date data provided to the Review by NSW Health, this does not seem to be the case.
Multiple Deployments

Another factor that may be driving demand higher than would be expected is multiple deployments.

Between 2001/02 and 2006/07, the proportion of responses to incidents has, at an aggregate level, been increasing. This indicates that, over the period, the Ambulance Service has increased the number of vehicles it sends to incidents. In the Review Team’s consultations with stakeholders, a common theme emerged. The operations of the CAD system, combined with the effect of certain protocols, results in a proportion of transports occurring where either an ambulance was not required in the first instance, or – where it was required – the clinical judgement of the paramedic to treat rather than transport is not supported by policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>2001/02</th>
<th>2002/03</th>
<th>2003/04</th>
<th>2004/05</th>
<th>2005/06</th>
<th>2006/07</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responses/Incidents (R/I)</td>
<td>1.161</td>
<td>1.165</td>
<td>1.190</td>
<td>1.191</td>
<td>1.198</td>
<td>1.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency R/I</td>
<td>1.199</td>
<td>1.208</td>
<td>1.231</td>
<td>1.244</td>
<td>1.242</td>
<td>1.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Emergency R/I</td>
<td>1.084</td>
<td>1.083</td>
<td>1.109</td>
<td>1.086</td>
<td>1.090</td>
<td>1.089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chronic Disease

In addition to the demographic changes that have occurred, the prevalence of chronic disease is also increasing. This is probably influencing demand for ambulance services because the burden of disease is increasing across the population through increased rates of obesity, diabetes, heart disease, renal problems, mental health problems, etc. However, the effect of this development is difficult to quantify.

Major Events

Another demand pressure on the Ambulance Service, especially in Sydney, is the provision of medical support for large-scale events. During consultations, senior executives and staff raised the issue of support for events as the source of an increasing impost on operations.

Ambulance Service staff attend the Government Coordination Centre and the Police Operations Centre during some large scale events, as well as attending planning and debrief meetings. The number of events has increased in recent years. The Government has established Events New South Wales recently to stimulate interest in Sydney and in New South Wales as leading global events destinations.

It is likely that the frequency and scale of events will increase over the coming years. In normal circumstances, some financial contribution for medical support is provided by the event organiser to the Ambulance Service. However, the published rates for standby services listed by IPART often do not reflect the true costs. In many cases, Ambulance Service staff provide cover on overtime or higher hourly rates because
normal rostered crews need to remain available to respond to emergencies not related to the event.

The Ambulance Service receives some financial support from the State Government for very large-scale events declared to be “state significant”. Such events are rare and include APEC and World Youth Day. The Service is expected to absorb costs for a range of other regular events, including New Year’s Eve, Australia Day, Mardi Gras and Anzac Day, as well as for one-off events.

The Review Team has been informed that there are very limited options for other service providers to provide medical support to major events because they are already at or nearing operational capacity. It is likely that the provision of support for major events will increase in the future.

**Conclusion**

The preceding analysis has demonstrated that, whilst changing demographics – particularly population growth and an ageing population – account for a major component of the increased demand for ambulance services, a significant proportion of demand growth is not readily understood. The Review has attempted to analyse some of the other drivers at play in NSW such as GP availability, the transport of low acuity patients, and the incidence of chronic disease. Further work is required to understand all of the factors driving demand and to develop strategies to deal with them.

The findings on demand show that:

- the rate of increase in ambulance demand is above that of demographic change;
- the rate of increase has accelerated in 2005/06;
- the increase in emergency transports is higher than incidents/responses in 2005/06; and
- ATS 4 and 5 transports to EDs is higher in NSW than in other jurisdictions.

**Recommendation:**

That the Ambulance Service and NSW Health initiate a study with other jurisdictions, through the Council of Ambulance Authorities, to analyse factors beyond demographic changes that are driving increased demand for ambulance services. The study should be undertaken in close collaboration with state health departments and other key stakeholders to analyse the issues and develop appropriate demand management strategies.
6. RESOURCES AND BUDGETING

6.1 Current resources and utilisation

In 2007/08, expenses are budgeted to be about $479 million. This is an increase on the 2006/07 budgeted expenses of over $32 million. This represents a budget-to-budget increase of over 7%. Actual expenditure over the year will be higher than 7% as revenues to date are significantly higher than was budgeted. The increase in Consolidated Funds from 2006/07 to 2007/08 is about 4.8%. The gap indicates that the Ambulance Service is becoming less reliant on direct Government funding for its operations.

This change is confirmed in the 2008 Report on Government Services. The Report shows that, in terms of direct State Government support for the Ambulance Service, the percentage of total funding has dropped from 76.4% in 2002/03 to 72.5% in 2006/07. NSW Government funding for the Ambulance Service is significantly higher than the Australian average.

In 2007/08, Ambulance Service employee-related expenses represent just over 69.2% of total budgeted expenses. In 2002/03, salary related expenditure represented 72.7% of the total budgeted expenses. While overall increases in recurrent expenditure over the period have been 36%, growth in FTE positions has been 17%. Growth in operational positions over the same time has been 16%.

In 2007/08, employee-related expenses are expected to increase by 4.3% compared to the previous year. In 2007/08, other operating expenses are expected to increase by 9.8% over the 2006/07 budget.

In 2007/08, the sales of goods and services budget increased by over 15% on the previous year. The Ambulance Service has advised that revenue in 2007/08 will be used as a source of funding for some of its maintenance spending.

6.2 Costs of services – financial efficiency

IPART’s 2005 Review of the Financial Aspects of the Ambulance Service of NSW considered aspects of efficiency and effectiveness using PC data. In relation to efficiency, IPART found that, compared to other state jurisdictions, the NSW service was cost efficient. That is, based on costs per patient and per response, NSW was cheaper than comparable states (Vic and Qld) and cheaper than the national average.

The IPART analysis was for the period to 2003/04. Based on the 2007 Report on Government Services, NSW is now on par with Queensland, but still significantly cheaper than Victoria and the national average. It should be noted that direct comparisons using this data should be treated with caution given the inter-jurisdictional variations that exist.

Tables 6, 7 and 8 below indicate that the Ambulance Service is cost efficient compared to other Australian jurisdictions. Costs are below the Australian average and significantly below Victoria, the only directly comparable service. It is more difficult to assess how close the NSW Ambulance Service is to maximising its output, given the resource inputs.
Table 6: Ambulance Service Costs per Response – 2001/02 to 2006/07

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>NSW</th>
<th>VIC</th>
<th>QLD</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>TAS</th>
<th>ACT</th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>Aust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001/02</td>
<td>$395</td>
<td>$457</td>
<td>$465</td>
<td>$415</td>
<td>$442</td>
<td>$405</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$384</td>
<td>$432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002/03</td>
<td>$484</td>
<td>$460</td>
<td>$487</td>
<td>$497</td>
<td>$430</td>
<td>$577</td>
<td>$407</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003/04</td>
<td>$501</td>
<td>$466</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$504</td>
<td>$457</td>
<td>$566</td>
<td>$431</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004/05</td>
<td>$437</td>
<td>$517</td>
<td>$452</td>
<td>$497</td>
<td>$537</td>
<td>$545</td>
<td>$762</td>
<td>$360</td>
<td>$475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005/06</td>
<td>$435</td>
<td>$528</td>
<td>$434</td>
<td>$484</td>
<td>$488</td>
<td>$487</td>
<td>$683</td>
<td>$409</td>
<td>$468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006/07</td>
<td>$453</td>
<td>$537</td>
<td>$441</td>
<td>$520</td>
<td>$515</td>
<td>$508</td>
<td>$625</td>
<td>$412</td>
<td>$482</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 7: Ambulance Service Costs per Patient – 2001/02 to 2006/07

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>NSW</th>
<th>VIC</th>
<th>QLD</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>TAS</th>
<th>ACT</th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>Aust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001/02</td>
<td>$502</td>
<td>$598</td>
<td>$542</td>
<td>$423</td>
<td>$442</td>
<td>$469</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$446</td>
<td>$522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002/03</td>
<td>$515</td>
<td>$637</td>
<td>$536</td>
<td>$480</td>
<td>$497</td>
<td>$525</td>
<td>$625</td>
<td>$468</td>
<td>$546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003/04</td>
<td>$543</td>
<td>$656</td>
<td>$580</td>
<td>$495</td>
<td>$555</td>
<td>$694</td>
<td>$559</td>
<td>$495</td>
<td>$578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004/05</td>
<td>$542</td>
<td>$678</td>
<td>$568</td>
<td>$492</td>
<td>$596</td>
<td>$749</td>
<td>$901</td>
<td>$418</td>
<td>$587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005/06</td>
<td>$543</td>
<td>$682</td>
<td>$540</td>
<td>$477</td>
<td>$543</td>
<td>$653</td>
<td>$821</td>
<td>$475</td>
<td>$575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006/07</td>
<td>$537</td>
<td>$695</td>
<td>$580</td>
<td>$511</td>
<td>$588</td>
<td>$653</td>
<td>$741</td>
<td>$483</td>
<td>$591</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ibid.

Table 8: Ambulance Service Costs per Transport – 2001/02 to 2006/07

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>NSW</th>
<th>VIC</th>
<th>QLD</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>TAS</th>
<th>ACT</th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>Aust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001/02</td>
<td>$568</td>
<td>$656</td>
<td>$574</td>
<td>$425</td>
<td>$556</td>
<td>$542</td>
<td>$737</td>
<td>$522</td>
<td>$578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002/03</td>
<td>$594</td>
<td>$703</td>
<td>$577</td>
<td>$526</td>
<td>$632</td>
<td>$606</td>
<td>$885</td>
<td>$527</td>
<td>$617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003/04</td>
<td>$664</td>
<td>$723</td>
<td>$615</td>
<td>$542</td>
<td>$659</td>
<td>$694</td>
<td>$878</td>
<td>$557</td>
<td>$658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004/05</td>
<td>$665</td>
<td>$746</td>
<td>$603</td>
<td>$539</td>
<td>$705</td>
<td>$878</td>
<td>$1,155</td>
<td>$453</td>
<td>$668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005/06</td>
<td>$664</td>
<td>$746</td>
<td>$583</td>
<td>$524</td>
<td>$650</td>
<td>$823</td>
<td>$1,078</td>
<td>$517</td>
<td>$657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006/07</td>
<td>$673</td>
<td>$767</td>
<td>$633</td>
<td>$574</td>
<td>$682</td>
<td>$865</td>
<td>$1,053</td>
<td>$519</td>
<td>$686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ibid.
Based on the ORH Report prepared for the Review, there is some evidence that reforms to the service delivery model, as well as changes to some work practices, would allow the Ambulance Service to realise further efficiencies. In light of the recent increasing demand for services, and the accompanying pressure on response times, it is important that any opportunities for additional efficiency improvements are pursued. This is further highlighted by the significant growth in ambulance/health related expenses compared to the rest of the general government sector.

This Report elsewhere considers the utilisation of labour resources (including rosters, overtime etc.) and its implications for resource utilisation/efficiency. At this stage, it should be noted that there is significant potential to generate efficiencies by pursuing reforms in this area.

In the ORH report a number of options were identified that, if pursued, would result in improved efficiency for the Ambulance Service. These include:

- tiering – separating the A&E work and the non-emergency work into separate tiers (this will be expanded upon Section 7.2);
- reducing the number of multiple responses;
- making rosters more demand responsive; and
- increasing the proportion of ‘treat-not-transport’ responses.

Pursuing these initiatives could generate efficiencies in the range of 114 -160 equivalent full time (EFT) positions. This equates to an efficiency improvement of 3% to 4%.

Changing the current infrastructure model in the Sydney metropolitan area could provide further opportunities for improving efficiency. Current station infrastructure does not give an efficient or effective base for providing emergency cover. This infrastructure will be put under increasing pressure if demand increases over time as expected. The currently proposed model is based on service networks with major host sites supported by satellite posts. Host stations, accommodating over 100 staff, will be supported by satellites where two ambulances will be stationed. This clustering of stations is expected to reduce response times significantly, and to generate efficiencies through the rationalisation of a number of sites.

The Review understands that, because the project involves significant capital expenditure, the Ambulance Service is preparing a business case seeking approval. The expected efficiencies from the proposed model are expected to be significant (> $7 million per annum).

**Recommendation:**

That the Ambulance Service develop a business case for the new Sydney metropolitan infrastructure model, and pursue other efficiencies to free operational capacity to better meet demand.
6.3 Capital

In the past five years (2002/03 to 2006/07), the Ambulance Service’s capital allocation has increased by an annual average of over 20%. Funding has increased from around $9 million in 2002/03 to almost $22 million in 2006/07. It is important to note that the capital allocation and the actual capital spend may differ for a number of reasons, including accounting classification and expensing.

It should also be noted that, in its submission to the Review, the Ambulance Service includes fleet replacement in its discussion of capital. Fleet replacement is actually effected through a leasing scheme, the costs of which are expensed rather than capitalised. In 2006/07, the fleet leasing expense was over $19 million. Provision of vehicles is the Ambulance Service’s highest priority in terms of capital needs, and this is being fully met through the leasing arrangement. In the past five years, vehicle-leasing expenses have increased significantly.

In its submission to the Review, the Ambulance Service indicated that the existing provisions for its future requirements may not be sufficient to meet its expected needs. The Ambulance Service capital program is part of the overall NSW Health capital program. Ambulance Service requirements are assessed in this context. It appears NSW Health has assessed the Ambulance Service’s needs against other health sector needs and concluded that, based on the limited resources available, only part of what the Ambulance Service wants can be provided. This is not unreasonable, if the basis of the rationing process is reasonable. The Review is not in a position to assess this.

This raises the issues of what characterises good capital planning for the Ambulance Service and how this interfaces with overall NSW Health processes. Based on the material sighted by the Review, it appears that, in the past, the Ambulance Service’s asset planning may not have been as thorough as it could have been. There seems to have been no integrated asset strategy underpinned by investment, maintenance and disposal plans. This was reflected in a number of business cases that were prepared to seek support for capital investment.

The Review is encouraged by the inclusion of the Ambulance Service in NSW Health’s current Capital Investment Strategic Planning (CISP) process. This displays an increased awareness across the health sector of the need for proper capital planning to meet increasing demand pressures.

In consultations with employees, the view was expressed that building maintenance spending was not sufficient. In the past five years, spending on all types of maintenance increased by approximately 26% to over $18 million in 2006/07. In 2006/07, maintenance as a proportion of net assets is approximately 8.5% (compared to about 4% across NSW Health). The proportion of maintenance spending is quite high compared to most agencies. This may be affected by differences in classification as to what constitutes maintenance. In its submission to the Review, the Ambulance Service states that the forward estimates requirements for maintenance are factored into the CISP.

Based on information available to the Review, it appears that spending on building maintenance is a lower priority than other types of maintenance as classified by the Ambulance Service. The Ambulance Service has advised that, since the IPART charging regime, some additional revenue is used as a source of funding for maintenance spending. Generally, actual revenue accrued by the Ambulance Service is greater than budgeted. This could be considered a potential source of funding for
maintenance. More generally, the rationale for the maintenance program needs to be explained and understood throughout the Service, and should be promulgated through the capital planning processes.

This highlights the importance of the interface between NSW Health and the Ambulance Service with regard to overall capital planning. This can be improved significantly through more coordinated planning.

Capital Findings:

- Capital spending has increased at a higher rate than activity;
- The Ambulance Service business analysis to support capital bids is not sufficiently robust; and
- The Ambulance Service is not effectively integrated into NSW Health financial/resource planning.
7. DEMAND MANAGEMENT APPROACHES

7.1 Introduction

In recent years, the demand for ambulance services has increased at a rate higher than the rate of population increase and the rate of change due to ageing. Other drivers of demand are not fully analysed or understood within the health system.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the range of initiatives available to the Ambulance Service to manage demand.

Figure 10: Proposed Demand Management Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiatives</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Dispatch Systems</th>
<th>Alternative Care Models</th>
<th>Community Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tiering</td>
<td></td>
<td>Refining response criteria (MPDS)</td>
<td>HACC: Health Access Coordination Centre</td>
<td>Broad education campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Emergency Patient Transport review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ECP: Extended Care Paramedic</td>
<td>Hardship policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expected benefits</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Dispatch</th>
<th>Alternative Care Models</th>
<th>Community Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased capacity of A&amp;E resources</td>
<td>Improved prioritisation of cases</td>
<td>Increased capacity of A&amp;E ambulances</td>
<td>Improved awareness of role, function and cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better matching of resources</td>
<td>More targeted responses</td>
<td>Fewer ambulance transports to EDs</td>
<td>Appropriate use of resources and skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review to quantify costs and benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td>Improved patient care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Dispatch</th>
<th>Alternative Care Models</th>
<th>Community Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Role of PTS in NEPT</td>
<td>Optimising dispatch processes</td>
<td>Need to maintain focus on A&amp;E services</td>
<td>Evaluation of long term impact of campaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential use of private providers for NEPT</td>
<td>Use of evidence based clinical assessments</td>
<td>Ensure evaluations and cost effectiveness</td>
<td>Hardship policy to be promulgated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining A&amp;E capacity</td>
<td></td>
<td>HACC operates only in Sydney at present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These initiatives include:

- Changing transport arrangements (tiering) so that ambulance resources are most appropriately matched to emergency and non-emergency patient needs;
- Modifying dispatch procedures so that emergency resources are prioritised to meet the most urgent clinical care cases;
- Increased use of alternative care models to reduce the demand for ambulance transport;
- Maximising revenue so that, where appropriate, billed services are fully recovered; and
- Greater community education so that the public is informed about the role and appropriate use of the Ambulance Service.

### 7.2 Tiering the Ambulance Service

‘Tiering’, in the context of the Ambulance Service, is the separation of transport work into distinct operational streams, emergency and non-emergency. Servicing the two streams requires quite different resources. Staff require significantly different levels of skill and training, and vehicles and vehicle fit-outs are markedly different. Tiering of ambulance services is well suited to highly urbanised areas, where there is sufficient work in each stream to realise efficiencies through separation of the operations required to service each.

Tiering in itself does not preclude emergency ambulances from performing non-emergency work. The purpose of tiering is to free up the capacity of emergency ambulances, the prime focus of which is to respond quickly to medical emergencies.

Full tiering of the Ambulance Service would entail:
- the assignment of A&E Ambulances primarily to emergencies; and
- the existing PTS, operated by Ambulance Service, undertaking most non-emergency work.

The A&E tier also includes the provision of Fast Response Vehicles (FRVs). These are staffed by highly trained paramedics who provide immediate attendance at medical/trauma emergencies.

As a part of the Review, a report was commissioned from an international consultant specialising in optimising operations in emergency services, ORH Ltd\(^\text{26}\). The consultant proposed that tiering be introduced for the Ambulance Service. The consultant did not provide an assessment of the current performance of the PTS. The analysis undertaken was focused primarily on improving response times for emergency ambulances. ORH advised that:
- tiering be introduced in Sydney, thereby removing up to 75% of non-emergency demand from the A&E tier and transferring it to an enhanced PTS;
- tiering offers the best prospect of improving response times for A&E ambulances and lowering utilisation rates so that there is improved capacity to respond to emergencies;
- tiering of ambulance services occurs in the United Kingdom and is increasingly the preferred operational model in many large cities;
- further review is required to assess options for improved efficiency within the PTS, although further investment in the PTS is likely to be required;

to improve response times, additional FRV resources will be required: ten to 20 in Sydney, between five and nine for the Central Coast/Hunter area; and between four and seven in the Illawarra; and

in addition to Sydney, tiering be introduced to the Central Coast and inner Hunter, but not for the Illawarra, as there is not enough emergency and non-emergency work in the Illawarra to justify tiering.

**Patient Transport Service (PTS)**

The PTS is operated by the Ambulance Service and provides a limited NEPT tier in Sydney, Central Coast, Newcastle and Wollongong. The PTS has approximately 140 staff. They receive limited training and are employed under a different award to other ambulance staff. The PTS is not deployed to emergency incidents.

PTS vehicles are equipped to transport two patients on stretchers and are usually double crewed, as many patients require lifting and assistance to be transported.

In 2006/07, the PTS completed about 246,000 transports and carries about half of all non-emergency patients transported by the Ambulance Service. The remainder are transported by A&E ambulances.

The PTS is presently managed within the respective geographical Divisions of the Ambulance Service, with the Sydney Division managing most of the PTS. The Review found that there is relatively little analysis of PTS operations, especially in relation to comparative options for service delivery.

The Review is cautious about recommending an expansion of the PTS because more work needs to be undertaken on the effectiveness and efficiency of the current service. There is widespread support from Ambulance Service staff for an expansion of the PTS so that the skills of A&E staff can better be utilised for emergency work.

It is expected that the move to tiering within the Ambulance Service would involve, amongst other things, the establishment of a separate governance structure for the management and delivery of the PTS.

**Transport for Health Policy**

The NSW Health *Transport for Health* policy (2006) aims to improve coordination between services, increase efficiencies, and reduce duplication so that patients are directed to the most suitable form of non-emergency health transport assistance.

The *Transport for Health* policy includes the following transport programs:

- community transport;
- inter-facility transport;
- Isolated Patients Travel and Accommodation Assistance Scheme; and
- Statewide Infant Screening – Hearing (SWISH Travel).

Funding of $16.4 million was provided under the Policy in 2007/08. The *Transport for Health* program is available to patients prevents from using conventional private or public transport due to distance, isolation, location, costs and/or frailty and who therefore require assistance to access non-emergency health services.
Patients who require an ambulance service because of the acute nature of their health condition and/or high level of frailty are not eligible for Transport for Health services.

Under the Transport for Health policy, all AHSs are required to develop specific Transport for Health Implementation Plans. These Implementation Plans guide the implementation and monitoring of the policy at an operational level.

Health Transport Units have been established in each AHS. The Units act as a single point of contact for patients and health service providers in accessing information about available and suitable transport options.

Health Transport Networks have also been established in all AHSs to provide a formal channel of communication between AHS and non-AHS health transport stakeholders.

The market for Non-Emergency Patient Transport in NSW

The size of the total market for NEPT has not been estimated. In this context, NEPT refers to patient transport authorised by a medical professional, usually a doctor.

The Health Services Act 1997 prohibits the provision of ambulance transport for “fee or reward” unless authorised by the Director-General, NSW Health. The opening of the market to private providers for non-emergency work, and an appropriate regulatory system, could be considered at some point in the future, once the fully tiered model is fully implemented and operating well.

NEPT is also provided by the larger teaching hospitals in metropolitan areas. The number of vehicles available, the type and nature of services provided, and the degree of integration (if any) with the PTS requires specific study. It is not clear whether the NSW Transport for Health implementation plans will specifically address this area.

The NSW Health policy is a generalised statement requiring fuller analysis and coordination of non-emergency services at the local level. It encompasses transport services provided by government agencies, community groups and other transport providers. AHS implementation plans are being developed. As indicated, there a few links with Ambulance Service provision.

Operational considerations for the Ambulance Service

The efficiency of current PTS operations requires closer examination prior to any consideration of the allocation of additional resources to that tier of the Ambulance Service. Additional efficiencies are likely to be possible with an enlarged non-emergency structure.

Current proposals from the Ambulance Service to upgrade its infrastructure in Sydney are being considered by the Government. These proposals constitute a significant capital program. Prior to this program being approved, it is imperative that the future directions of the PTS be known so that any expansion of the PTS can be accommodated within the enhanced stations.

In adopting a tiered structure for the Ambulance Service, there are possible implications for the dispatch system, including a focus on A&E responses, and on better planning and systems for the other non-emergency responses.
**Recommendation:**

That ‘tiering’ be adopted in the Ambulance Service as a means of focusing resources on greatest need (A&E demand).

**Recommendation:**

That, to support progress towards a fully ‘tiered’ service, a review of NEPT be undertaken (in collaboration with NSW Health and AHSs) with terms of reference including the following elements:

- Describe the NEPT service system by classifying the different transport types associated with existing service providers and patient presentations across NSW (including air transport);
- Describe the attributes of an efficient NEPT service system by identifying good practice models;
- Estimate the overall size of the NEPT market in NSW including the development of a number of scenarios forecasting possible market growth over 5-10 years;
- Review the existing eligibility criteria and processes to authorise, arrange, and fund NEPT by registered health professionals in NSW;
- Review the governance structure, capacity and efficiency of the existing PTS within the Ambulance Service;
- Assess costs, benefits and risks of expanding the PTS to meet expected market demand;
- Review the current and future arrangements for an expanded PTS within the Ambulance Service, including possible contractual arrangements, dispatch procedures, service planning, accommodation and station infrastructure, staff recruitment and training needs, and linkages to the Transport for Health policy of NSW Health; and
- Assess the potential for any contestability in the provision of NEPT services, including barriers to market entry and any regulatory issues that would arise from the entry of any new providers into the market.

**Recommendation:**

That the NEPT review be overseen by a steering committee comprised of NSW Health, Ambulance Service, Department of Premier & Cabinet, and NSW Treasury. The review is to ensure detailed consultation with Area Health Services and other key stakeholders, including the Health Services Union.

### 7.3 Review of dispatching procedures and systems

The Review acknowledges that the Ambulance Service performs well in maintaining very high levels of patient safety. Ambulance Service operational protocols are such that the vast majority of patients attended to by an ambulance are offered transport to
a hospital ED. The result is that, in many circumstances, a patient is treated by a number of health professionals for the same, often minor, condition.

To meet increasing demand while continuing to ensure the highest levels of patient safety, the Ambulance Service must regularly review its operating protocols so that the most appropriate response can be made by paramedics attending an incident. A consistent theme that emerged in the consultation with paramedics was that a large number of transports to EDs occur because paramedics do not feel adequately supported to exercise their clinical judgement to treat rather than transport.

A significant recommendation of this Review is to begin a comprehensive program of educating the community about the proper use of ambulances. One element of this program would aim to promote a wider acceptance of treatment at the scene, where that is the appropriate clinical response.

In common with most ambulance services around the developed world, the Ambulance Service utilises proprietary software from the United States (ProQA) and the related decision support, the Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS). The integrated dispatching software system is used by most jurisdictions in Australia.

The key objectives of the MPDS, which has been refined over two decades, is to ensure that resources are appropriately deployed to match the clinical condition of a patient, and that these decisions are consistently applied. The system generates a variety of response codes which are determined by the Ambulance Service. Annexure IA of the ORH report\(^{27}\) is a matrix of the possible response modes used by the Ambulance Service, where a ‘hot’ response means that ‘lights and sirens’ are used.

The Ambulance Service diligently reports on the accuracy of emergency call-taking processes at all four operations centres. The Review was informed that in other jurisdictions, where audits of call taking had occurred, compliance was highly variable, undermining the integrity of call triaging and dispatch systems. In NSW, ProQA compliance scores are close to 100% and the Ambulance Service should be commended on consistently achieving an outstanding result.

During consultations with Ambulance Service staff during the Review, many staff were critical of the ProQA system and the urgency rating applied. The system determines the deployment strategy based on both the information provided to it by callers and on answers to standardised questions. It was apparent that some callers were aware of how to answer questions in a manner that overstated their clinical needs in order to ensure that a hot response was forthcoming from the Ambulance Service. There is no evidence that any dispatch system available can overcome these challenges whilst limiting the time for the call.

The issue of ‘professional clinical judgement’ versus an automated systems generated method of dispatching has been evaluated extensively over a number of studies.\(^{28}\) In general, these studies support the application of automated, protocol-based call taking software because the deployment decisions are, in general, appropriate and consistent.


\(^{28}\) J. Clawson, C. Olola, et alia ‘Accuracy of emergency medical dispatchers’ subjective ability to identify when higher dispatch levels are warranted over a Medical Priority Dispatch System automated protocol’s recommended coding based on paramedic outcome data’, Emergency Medicine Journal 2007; 24:560-563.
These studies tend to note that for valid reasons the automated systems are designed to over-allocate resources slightly from a risk-averse paradigm to ensure that patient safety is maintained.

The Ambulance Service has recently reviewed the response decisions from the MPDS to ensure that it is adequately prepared for the expected winter demand spike. Over 300 determinants have been assessed in this review. Where clinically justified, a less urgent response rating has been applied, or a different clinical skills profile has been applied to free up resources and to reserve the highest response capacity for more complex or life threatening cases.

The recent Audit of the QAS notes that, despite an almost annual review of its response categories, the usual result was the transport of a patient to a hospital with the only real difference being the time it took for an ambulance to arrive.29

The Review notes that the Ambulance Service has determined a greater role for the Health Access Coordination Centre (HACC), a small-scale medical advice centre for patients and paramedics. The Service has recently designated the HACC as the sole point of response for twelve clinical presentations. More information about the HACC is provided in the following section of the Report.

The Review supports the ongoing assessment of the MPDS by the Ambulance Service. The assessment should be based on robust clinical evidence, on the ongoing assessment of patient satisfaction, and, where possible, on operational metrics such as the return rates (and transport rates) for patients who were assigned to the HACC as the sole response mode.

Ultimately, the Review is of the opinion that the Service currently allocates too many ambulance crews to patients whose clinical condition does not necessarily warrant an allocation. To ensure that demand can be managed effectively, the Review has identified this as an area of continuous improvement for the Service.

**Recommendation:**

That the Ambulance Service undertake an annual review of the determinants for its dispatching procedures (MPDS) with the aim of better matching resources to patient presentations, reducing multiple deployments, and freeing up capacity to respond to genuine life threatening emergencies.

**Computer Aided Dispatch**

At the heart of the four Operations Centres across the state is the CAD platform, which is the primary ambulance dispatch system used to identify incident locations, and provide real-time visual tracking of vehicles.

The Ambulance Service currently maintains multiple versions of the CAD system across its four Operations Centres. To gain efficiencies, and to ensure business continuity in the event of disasters, the Service is undertaking a major upgrade of its CAD, which will involve the establishment of two highly secure data centres located outside the Operations Centres. The upgrade will provide a single up-to-date instance of the CAD software, related geographic information system data, and ICT.

---

infrastructure to support all statewide operations associated with emergency and routine patient transport, call taking, and dispatch functions.

The Ambulance Service previously maintained 12 Operations Centres. The Review understands that there are plans within the Service to consolidate the number of Operations Centres further in the future, although the timeframe within which this will occur is not clear. The Review contends that there appear to be few business reasons to maintain so many operations centres. The Review therefore supports this rationalisation and the associated integration and upgrade of the CAD infrastructure.

7.4 Alternative care models

Health Access Coordination Centre (HACC)

HACC provides medical advice by telephone to triple-0 callers who are classified by the decision support software (MPDS), as low level, non-acute cases. It is a small unit located in the Sydney Ambulance Centre and staffed by a small number of nurses and paramedics.

To date, HACC’s operations have not resulted in a significant reduction in the number of non-acute cases serviced by ambulance. In only 6% of the 30,600 calls referred to it in 2007 did the patient decide that an ambulance was not required.

The Review Team consulted with the staff operating the Centre. It is apparent that an ambulance is still deployed for non-urgent calls and that only in rare circumstances is an ambulance stood down.

Building community confidence in the role of the HACC will be important in reducing the number of low-level, non-acute cases that are attended by an ambulance and, subsequently, taken to an ED.

The HACC has had trouble in attracting and maintaining a full complement of staff. The reasons for this are not well understood, but it has been suggested anecdotally that the main problem is that the work is not regarded as particularly challenging for highly skilled nurses and paramedics.

There are plans for the HACC to be expanded. Any expansion needs to be considered carefully in terms of costs and benefits relative to performance in reducing the number of ambulance call-outs to low-level, non-acute incidents.

Provision of remote medical advice in other jurisdictions

The Metropolitan Ambulance Service (MAS) (Melbourne) employs a suite of demand diversionary strategies to mitigate deployment of a double-crewed ambulance. These strategies include the use of locum doctors for non-acute cases; nurse advice by telephone; and referral to mental health networks. It has been estimated that these strategies save approximately 25,000 transports per annum for MAS. About 5% of triple-0 callers in Melbourne are diverted to alternative models of service delivery, so avoiding the deployment of ambulance resources.

By contrast, in NSW during 2007 only a very small percentage of triple-0 calls were diverted to the HACC. Even then, for calls diverted to the HACC, an ambulance is usually deployed to attend to the patient. The Ambulance Service estimates that about 1,800 transports were saved by the HACC during the year.
Western Australia operates HealthDirect as a free 24-hour, seven days a week health advice line. HealthDirect provides professional advice on the urgency of a health problem and the action that can be taken to address it. The published aim of HealthDirect is to make health services more accessible, to facilitate service delivery closer to where people live, and to increase participation by health professionals in the community. It is unclear whether this advice line has proved to be effective in managing demand for ambulances.

The London Ambulance Service (LAS) currently has about 50 ambulance staff that provide clinical advice by telephone. This is about to increase to 70. CEO Peter Bradley states:

“We will be purchasing some software (ECMS) that will allow clinical telephone advisors to access primary care services in real time and book appointments - this will take two years to fully roll out and will be a huge undertaking - but it will be great for the patient.”

An evaluation of a more generalised nurse-run telephone support line in the United Kingdom (NHS Direct) concluded that the practice of transferring non-urgent emergency calls for further advice and assessment provides a safe and cost-effective service for some emergency calls, although the relative proportion of these calls in relation to the entire emergency call workload is small. The evaluation showed that any assumption that referring calls for telephone advice would substitute for the deployment of an ambulance was not the case, with almost half of the calls returned for an ambulance response. It should be noted that the Ambulance Service in the United Kingdom is a free service and any comparative assessments with New South Wales should consider this, given that consumer expectations may prove to be different. Another finding of the evaluation was that the extra layer of patient questioning improved the triaging process, resulting in a more appropriate resourcing of deployments to match patient needs, although it also resulted in less satisfied patients tired of persistent questioning about their conditions.

**Future Developments**

The Ambulance Service has indicated that its operational procedures are soon to be reviewed to include some patient conditions as appropriate for referral to the HACC as the sole response mode. The Ambulance Service has reported that the HACC, which currently services the Sydney Ambulance Centre, is to be expanded to service the whole of NSW later in 2008. This expansion will require additional staff.

The Service expects that the HACC will also play an expanded operational role in the future by recommending patients to be serviced by the Extended Care Paramedic (ECP) program. The Service should continue to collect data and analyse the calls referred to the HACC to ensure that it remains an appropriate and cost effective approach to demand management.

The Service has reported that, in preparation for winter 2008, an increased number of determinants (patient presentations) will be referred to the HACC for advice and as
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the sole method of response. This increased role is part of the clinical reassessment of
the MDPS and is supported by the Review.

All states and territories, at a meeting of the Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) in February 2006, agreed to the establishment of a National Health Call
Centre Network. The core functions of the Network were determined to be:

- nurse-based telephone triage, supported by a single national set of electronic
decision support software and algorithms;
- health advice and information including support for the needs of rural and
isolated communities; and
- referral to health services, supported by service directories that are developed
and maintained to be responsive to local needs.

The Review understands that the arrangements for the proposed national call centre
are still to be decided. Therefore, prior to expansion of the HACC to service the
whole of NSW, the Ambulance Service should confirm the proposed arrangements for
the national call centre with the NSW Department of Health and determine the future
arrangements.

The Ambulance Service should also continue to evaluate existing and additional
opportunities to channel more calls to the HACC to mitigate the transport of patients
to hospital EDs.

**CARE Program and Extended Care Paramedic Program (ECP)**

Aside from the HACC, the Ambulance Service has developed two service delivery
models to deflect patient care away from the hospital ED where appropriate. These
proof-of-concept programs are the CARE program and the Extended Care Paramedic
(ECP) program. The ECP and CARE programs are designed to provide direct
treatment, advice and service options to patients who have low-level non-acute
medical needs.

Studies have provided estimates that around 40% of emergency calls that are so
deployed do not actually require an emergency response. Triaging algorithms used
by emergency call-taking staff have been refined over the years to improve the
matching of ambulance resources to patient conditions. To ensure maintenance of
patient safety, it is generally accepted practice in all ambulance services that dispatch
procedures are cautious. This often results in an over-deployment of resources which
may be in the form of multiple resources and/or a higher urgency rating than is likely
to be presented by the patient.

The traditional service model for ambulances is to stabilise a patient, provide
immediate life-saving treatment and pain relief, and transport to a hospital ED.
Ambulance services around the developed world are recognising that there is
increased scope to treat low-risk patients more effectively at the scene, or in their
homes, thus mitigating the conveyance of patients to hospital EDs where treatment is
usually more expensive and often more time consuming. The hospital emergency
room can at times be a very unsettling and unsympathetic environment, especially for
elderly patients. Aside from hospital EDs, the health system is also under pressure to
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manage unplanned hospital readmissions better and to provide appropriate care options within the community.  

Various permutations of extended care paramedics (ECP) operate in several jurisdictions. This shift in service delivery is widely debated within the ambulance profession. On the face of it, ambulance services possess the dispatch infrastructure and range of vehicles and equipment to treat patients who have a variety of medical needs. The question of whether the Ambulance Service is the most appropriate (and cost effective) service provider to treat patients with low medical needs is still to be determined. Some industry commentators have suggested that the skills of a nurse practitioner are more likely to be appropriate for patients with low-level medical needs than those of a paramedic whose domain is generally regarded as emergency medicine.

Nurse practitioners receive additional education and may be authorised to prescribe medications, assess and diagnose patients, and refer them to other allied health professionals in compliance with specific guidelines. There is a history of strong demarcation between health professions across Australia. The PC and COAG have recommended and attempted health workforce reforms respectively. Nurse practitioners were cited as an example where reform is needed.

Should a significant workforce of ECPs be required in the NSW Ambulance Service, it is likely that this expanded role would not occur without some industrial risks, notably around demarcation of roles and equity of conditions. Nurses were consulted by the Review Team in the course of stakeholder consultations. Although supportive of the work of the Ambulance Service, they expressed some concerns that paramedics were not a registered profession, and that their skills and practice knowledge were not independently assessed. Nurses were cautious of an expanded clinical role for ambulance paramedics, especially where these roles were undertaken by other medical professionals.

Nonetheless, the ECP and CARE programs are important initiatives of the Service and come with secured recurrent funding and the support of the Department of Health. The ECP program is a component of the Department’s broader clinical services redesign program. Both the CARE and ECP programs are explored in more detail below.

CARE Program

The CARE (Clinical Assessment and Referral) Program is an enhanced training module for P1 and P2 paramedics to assist them to identify appropriate patient conditions for alternative methods of treatment thereby avoiding transporting patients to hospital.

CARE-trained paramedics use evidence-based criteria to assess low risk patients and provide initial assessment, treatment and advice to patients. The advice is either:

- an appropriate self-care regime;
- a recommendation for further health treatment (such as a GP if the observed condition does not improve); and/or
- direct referral to a local allied health professional.

CARE paramedics are trained to assess the following conditions:

- Epileptic postictal;
- Minor wounds and lacerations;
- Diabetic hypoglycaemia;
- Mild asthma;
- Epistaxis;
- Localised tooth pain; and
- Strains and sprains of the ankle and foot.

At the time of writing, an additional pathway development is planned to increase the impact of the program. Service directories and single points of access/intake services will enhance the range of presentations to which the CARE model can be applied.

CARE is being implemented and evaluated as a proof of concept in Sydney West (Nepean Catchment), South Eastern Sydney, Illawarra (St George / Sutherland), and on the Central Coast.

As part of the winter planning for 2008, the Department of Health has requested that the Service expand training for the program to a greater number of paramedics than was initially planned. The Review considers this a prudent demand management measure.

**Extended Care Paramedic Program**

The ECP program is a proof-of-concept program operating initially in the Nepean area of Western Sydney. To explore the model’s applicability in the regional setting, a further cohort of four ECPs will be trained for the Port Macquarie and Foster-Tuncurry areas.

The aim of the program is to increase the choices available to people who call for assistance following a minor illness or injury or for people who require basic medical advice or reassurance. Eligible clients of the program are individuals who have very low medical risk and do not need to be transported to a hospital ED.

ECP paramedics operate as single responders in a vehicle, similar to that of Rapid Responders. ECP paramedics receive additional training in patient assessment and clinical decision making to enable them to identify low risk patients.

ECP clinical operations commenced in late December 2007, with 12 ECP paramedics. In the first few months of operation, almost 1,000 patients have been seen, with a non-transport rate of 39%. This compares to a non-transport rate of around 20-25% for ‘normal operations’. ECP paramedics are also available to respond to emergencies.

The NSW ECP program is based on the United Kingdom’s Emergency Care Practitioner program that has been piloted for close to five years. The NSW program appears to have been well researched and based on solid clinical and economic concepts. The program has been tailored for NSW in collaboration with key stakeholders including NSW Health, AHSs, Hospitals, Divisions of General Practice and the Ambulance Service, each contributing to the design of a program aimed at meeting local needs. The model is intensively monitored to ensure patient safety and to enable scope development and modification in response to experience and need.
Various components of the UK ECP program have been evaluated, including a national evaluation. There is some evidence in the UK that patients are generally more satisfied with the program and over half are treated by paramedics rather than being referred to other health providers. The national evaluation of the UK program has reported that ECP paramedics are cheaper than are regular paramedics, with cost savings of GBP £291 per patient. This cost saving was based on staff time, avoided ED attendances, and less frequent use of outpatient services. However, this estimate is based on a very small sample of 56 patients (out of a study of 524). Thus, these results should be treated cautiously.

The ECP’s focus on patients with minor injuries (such as lacerations and wounds, sporting injuries, falls, and minor back pain) and, where appropriate, identify and initiate alternative non-ED care such as community GPs, co-located GPs, hospital based services or community based services.

**Evaluation of the CARE and ECP Programs**

On the face of it, the CARE and ECP pilot programs are positive initiatives for the Ambulance Service allowing paramedics to take a more active role in patient care by exercising their clinical skills to a higher degree. The rollout of these programs is likely to engender greater confidence from the community in recognising that paramedics are trained health professionals. The ECP program also provides an additional step in a paramedic’s career.

The Review considers that there are a range of operational and financial issues that need to be evaluated to determine the effectiveness and efficiency of these programs. These issues include:

- Operational costs versus revenue implications;
- Risk that the ECP program is over-utilised by some patients with non-acute chronic conditions which may be more appropriately treated by a General Practitioner;
- Risk that ECP paramedics are frequently diverted to respond to emergency incidents, especially during periods of sustained demand (e.g. winter); and
- Risk that the Ambulance Service is expanding its operations away from its core business of emergency clinical care.

**Summary**

The Service is investing substantial management time and resources to support both the ECP and CARE programs. These programs will be independently evaluated to determine their cost effectiveness, not only within the Ambulance Service but also within the wider health system.

The Review considers that it is critical that the evaluations of these programs are rigorous, quantify the ‘downstream’ impacts on health resources (emergency rooms), and prove whether they are effective. These programs may consume more ambulance resources due to increased case cycle times, extra staff and vehicles, but these extra costs may be more than offset through savings in other areas of the health system.
In September 2007, the Ambulance Service was presented with a comprehensive evaluation strategy for both programs which was developed with an external consultant. These evaluations are to occur over a three-year period. Should these programs (especially the ECP program) be positively evaluated, it is important that all service delivery options for ECP-type patients be considered, including those outside the Ambulance Service.

To some extent, the ECP program presents a new operating paradigm in the industry. Prior to any widespread expansion of this program, the Ambulance Service and NSW Health will need to articulate clearly the role of the different health service providers and how they fit into the spectrum of out of hospital care.

The Review considers that the ECP program is an important program, not only for the Ambulance Service but also for the wider health system. The results from the program evaluation should be reported to the Government annually.

### 7.5 Educating the public about the Ambulance Service

In 2001, the NSW Auditor General delivered a *Performance Audit Report* and recommended that the Ambulance Service:

- develop means of keeping the broader community informed of the Ambulance Service’s progress, directions and plans;
- re-establish public reporting of reliable responsiveness data and trends; and
- identify external relationships to ensure interchange of information and consistency of standards.

A follow-up report by the Auditor General in 2007 indicated that the Ambulance Service had largely met these challenges and that it should be commended for its progress to date. The Review has identified some areas for further improvement, most notably the implementation of a large-scale community-wide education program designed to clarify to members of the public the appropriate use of the Ambulance Service.

### Informing the community

Overall, the Ambulance Service makes significant efforts to consult with and inform the community about its services. This Review has found that the current challenges associated with increased demand will require a stepped up effort in relation to community education. The Review Team believes that some improvements can be made in the quality of information reported to the public.

In relation to keeping the public informed about the Service’s progress, directions and plans, the Ambulance Service has published *Guidelines for Consumer and Public Participation within the Ambulance Service of New South Wales*.

The Ambulance Service has improved its website content by providing more information about its initiatives and its performance. The utility of the performance data could be improved by providing targets and analysis such as benchmarking information. At the time of reporting, the quality of performance data on the Ambulance Service website was variable, with activity data often out of date.
The Ambulance Service has recently engaged in targeted consumer education programs. These programs include, ‘Be An Ambulance Hero – Dial Zero Zero Zero’, a school education program for pupils aged five to eight, and the ‘Life Live It Save It’ program for retirees.

**Recommendation:**

That the Ambulance Service develop and implement an ongoing community education program promoting appropriate use of ambulances. This campaign should be designed using detailed research on Ambulance Service clients and potential clients and should seek to:

- promote effective use of Ambulance Service resources;
- reduce unnecessary requests for ambulances;
- increase acceptance in the community that paramedics are well-equipped to determine whether treatment on site rather than transport to an accident and emergency department is the most appropriate clinical response to an incident;
- ensure that citizens are well informed of the fees payable for ambulance attendances; and
- promote effective use of triple-0 for life-threatening events.

### 7.6 Pricing

NSW has user charges for ambulance services. Patients who are transported are charged unless they are eligible for exemption. Patients who are treated but not transported are also subject to charges unless they qualify for an exemption. The pool of patients who are potentially subject to price signals is less than 50%. Of this reduced pool, less than half are actually invoiced. This reduced pool may limit the overall effectiveness of the price signal in moderating demand.

Based on advice from the Ambulance Service, in 2006/07 there were about 709,000 ambulance transports, of which about 222,000 were invoiced. Of these about 132,000 were paid by DVA or other third parties, e.g. Motor Accidents Authority (MAA). Of the patients who were treated but not transported (161,000), approximately 18% were invoiced. In 2006/07, the number of pensioners transported totalled about 364,000.

The *2007 Queensland Ambulance Audit Report* found that, when patient fees were abolished in 2003 and the funding of the Ambulance Service was replaced by the Community Ambulance Cover levy, there was an increase in ambulance use. This was especially the case with low acuity patients. These findings reinforce the importance of price signals in managing demand for the use of ambulance services for low-level, non-acute incidents.

In NSW, pensioners and health care cardholders are exempt from user charges. People who hold private health insurance are not charged, as they pay an ambulance levy as part of their insurance. Veterans are not charged, but the Ambulance Service recovers fees from DVA where a veteran has used an ambulance service.

Of the patients who constituted primary transports in 2006/07, only about 16% were directly chargeable. This takes into account all exemptions and payments by third
parties. Of this 16%, less than two-thirds are actually charged by Ambulance Service. No reasons for forgoing this revenue were provided to the Review. The Ambulance Service should investigate the reasons for this and adjust its procedures accordingly.

In the consultations with stakeholders, co-payments were suggested as a way of reducing inappropriate use. The Government may wish to consider this. As the application of a co-payment may affect those who are currently exempt from charges, the benefits will need to be assessed against existing policy priorities.

Arising from the IPART Review, the Ambulance Service was to review its *Hardship Policy*. To date, this exercise has not been completed.

The Review’s analysis indicates that:

- price signals can assist in managing demand;
- about 20% of A&E matters are charged;
- Ambulance Service fees are not strongly communicated; and
- the Ambulance Service has not updated its *Hardship Policy* in line with the IPART recommendations.
8. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

8.1 Structure and accountability

With the repeal of the *Ambulance Service Act 1990* in 2006, responsibility for control of the Ambulance Service was transferred from the Ambulance Service Board to the Director-General of the Department of Health. The Chief Executive is appointed by the Director-General to exercise control of the Ambulance Service.

The HSU, in its submission to the Review, raised the issue of the Ambulance Service again becoming a separate agency. The model put forward by the HSU replaced the present position of Chief Executive with a uniformed Commissioner reporting directly to the Minister for Health. The issue was also raised in staff consultations – by a small number of staff – with some expressing a view that an independent Ambulance Service should be part of the Emergency Service Portfolio. The Review does not believe that any compelling case for this model has been put forward and, hence, has not recommended this change.

Indeed, the Review considers that the advantages of greater harmonisation with the broader NSW health sector have the potential to deliver better, more cost effective patient outcomes. However, reporting and consultative structures need to be implemented which explicitly recognise the Ambulance Service’s statewide role and daily interaction with hospitals across all AHSs.

The *Health Services Act 1997* also establishes an Ambulance Service Advisory Council to provide advice to the Director-General of Health. Although the Advisory Council’s membership is identical to that of the previous Board, it no longer has responsibility for control of the Ambulance Service and is an advisory body only.

As shown in Figure 2, the Ambulance Service is structured into four main Divisions:

- Operations;
- Clinical Development;
- Corporate Services; and
- Finance and Data Services.

The first three Divisions are headed by General Managers at Senior Executive Level. The Director of Finance and Data Services and the Directors of the other small units (Public Affairs, Executive Services, and Professional Standards and Conduct) report direct to the CEO.

The Chief Executive of the Ambulance Service has established an Executive Management Board to control the affairs of the Ambulance Service. It is the key corporate governance body for the Ambulance Service and mirrors the former management role of the Ambulance Board.

The Board’s role is to ensure the efficient and effective use of resources and to review regularly the adequacy and effectiveness of organisational performance, financial management and corporate governance arrangements.

Membership of the Board comprises all Ambulance Service senior executives:

- Chief Executive (Chair);
- General Manager Operations;
- General Manager Clinical Development;
- General Manager Corporate Services;
- Director Finance and Data Services;
- Director Public Affairs;
- Director Executive Services;
- Director Professional Standards and Conduct; and
- Director Counter Disaster Unit.

The Board meets monthly and operates with formal agendas and minutes. Four advisory committees which previously reported to the Ambulance Board now report to the Executive Management Board. These are:
- Audit;
- Clinical Governance;
- Finance; and
- Performance and Risk Management.

All but the Performance and Risk Management Committee have independent chairs, drawn from the Ambulance Service Advisory Council.

These governance structures appear appropriate in supporting the Chief Executive in the operation of the Ambulance Service, with one exception. The Review considers that business system and process improvement will be driven better from a single Corporate Services Division which incorporates Finance and Data Services. The functions of the two existing positions should be combined and the grading of the new position evaluated accordingly.

Discussions with Ambulance Service executives indicate that, overall, the Executive Management Board is operating well. It provides a mechanism for cohesion and decision making at that level.

**Recommendation:**
That the Ambulance Service consolidate all existing corporate services functions (including Finance and Data Services) into a single Corporate Services Division. The existing positions of General Manager, Corporate Services and Director, Finance should be abolished and a new position of General Manager Finance and Corporate Services should be created.

### 8.2 Control environment and decision-making

As already mentioned, the Ambulance Service has an Audit Committee and a separate Performance and Risk Management Committee.

The Audit Committee has four members, drawn from the Advisory Council. Whilst the chair and one member are otherwise independent of the service, two are employee representatives, although member declarations of real or potential conflicts of interest are a standing agenda item at each Committee meeting. A number of members of the
Ambulance Service Executive and a representative of the outsourced Internal Audit provider (currently Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu) regularly attend meetings as observers. It is not clear:

- what reporting line exists for the outsourced Internal Audit function; or
- in what way (if any) Internal Audit is linked to the Ambulance Service’s identified risk control measures.

The Performance and Risk Management Committee consists of the Ambulance Service Executive, apart from the CEO, and the managers of Risk Management and of Infrastructure and Assets. The General Manager, Operations is the Chair. This Committee oversees the range of risk management functions within the organisation, with the large membership likely to be a function of the lack of integration between systems. There are separate processes for:

- clinical risks, which are part of the daily work of all paramedics, and considered corporately by the Clinical Governance Committee;
- workforce risks or, more specifically, occupational health and safety risks, which are managed by the Performance Management Unit; and
- infrastructure and asset risks, which are managed by the Infrastructure and Asset Unit.

The April 2008 report, *Internal Audit Capacity in the NSW Public Sector, Final Report*, Department of Premier and Cabinet, includes a better practice framework to guide improvements to public sector governance and risk management. The Ambulance Service should assess its systems generally against this framework, but most specifically:

- create a joint Audit and Risk Management Committee to better integrate the assessment of controls on identified risks; and
- assess the Ambulance Service current risk management systems and processes against *Australian and New Zealand Standard 4360:2004 – Risk Management* and develop a strategy to address any deficiencies.

Based on organisation charts, position descriptions and written delegations, the Ambulance Service would appear to have an appropriate model of devolved responsibility. However, further investigation has raised issues as to whether practice aligns with documentation at the level of operational management.

Other sections of this report address issues in relation to responsibility for staff management in the Ambulance Service, particularly frontline resourcing in the Operations Division, and the current variation in skills for managing conflict as well as complaints and grievances.

The Ambulance Service has limited the devolution of financial responsibility ahead of developing appropriate financial skills for frontline management. Whilst cost centres have been established at station level in at least one Division, they are held at zone level in others pending the development of effective station-level skills and resources in financial management. The Operations Division has indicated the limited opportunity for input to budget planning, although there is a process for proposing amendments to centrally allocated budgets. It is understood that a more “bottom up” planning process is being considered for future years.
A number of consultations raised specific concerns regarding central override of local decisions or requests having a direct impact on delivery of services. An example was procurement of clinical supplies, with some orders from stations being reduced unilaterally by central stores, without investigation of the specific reasons for such orders.

Whilst staff leadership forms an important element of all management position descriptions in the Ambulance Service, there is a significant variation across the service in terms of leadership capacity, and a concentration on day-to-day operational issues at the expense of strategic management.

Consultations with staff (up to and including station-officer level) indicated a staff perception of an overwhelmingly negative management culture, where contact with management regarding performance occurred only when staff had (or were perceived to have) done the wrong thing. This direct feedback confirmed findings in corporate culture surveys undertaken by the Ambulance Service in recent years.

There was little indication that station officers either identified with senior management or were identified as “management” by paramedics. It is likely that this is a result of the large variation in spans of responsibility for station officers in the current structure, resulting in many station managers giving higher priority to their on-road fleet and stock responsibilities than to staff management.

There was comment from a minority of sectors (subsets of geographical Divisions) regarding positive local management initiatives and the value of frontline management training. This feedback reinforces the value of the Ambulance Service’s proposed station manager structure review, and ongoing investment in management training.

### Recommendation:

That the Ambulance Service:

- assess its governance systems against the better practice framework in the *Internal Audit Capacity in the NSW Public Sector, Final Report*;
- create a joint Audit and Risk Management Committee better to integrate the assessment of controls on identified risks; and
- benchmark the Ambulance Service current risk management systems and processes against *Australian and New Zealand Standard 4360:2004 – Risk Management*, and develop a strategy to address any deficiencies.

### 8.3 Business systems and processes

Business information systems (primarily finance and HR) play an important role in enabling an organisation to meet its strategic goals, drive business innovation, and assist a business with its compliance requirements.

Currently, the Ambulance Service uses Sun as its finance system. Its HR system is Supero, a legacy system which is no longer supported by industry. Neither system complies with the Government Selected Applications Systems Strategy. The records system used in Ambulance Service is TRIM.

While the systems themselves are not as important as the processes that support the systems, it does appear that current systems are not meeting expected benchmarks.
The standard of operation of these systems has an obvious flow on effect on the Ambulance Service’s ability to manage its business as efficiently and effectively as possible.

The Review is encouraged by the Ambulance Service’s desire to move from the current paper-based patient records towards an electronic system, and the obvious implication this has for changing business processes in this area. This presents the Ambulance Service with an opportunity to investigate and re-engineer its processes across the whole business. This opportunity needs to be pursued by the Ambulance Service. While there may be impediments to the Service being part of NSW Health’s shared services model (as outlined in the Ambulance Service’s submission), it needs to look at utilising the actual physical systems used for shared services.

**Payroll service**

The Ambulance Service has 23.4 FTEs in its payroll services. These staff service 3,734 employees across 221 pay locations.

Payroll service in the Ambulance Service is largely a manual system with limited automation (e.g. some spreadsheets are used to simplify calculations). Many processes are manually intensive and paper based, resulting in significant work effort and associated cost inefficiencies and reduced data quality.

There is limited standardisation and consistency of procedures across the offices. One reason for this is the complex award system in the Service, with ten different awards across the State.

The Department of Commerce payroll benchmarking data indicates that the Ambulance Service is more expensive and inefficient than both NSW Government and global benchmarks for such services:

- the Ambulance Service has about 160 employees to each payroll FTE (for 2007/08), significantly below the NSW Government benchmark of 250 and the global benchmark of 506; and

- the Ambulance Service’s average direct cost of payroll per employee paid is about $410 pa for 2007/08. This is significantly higher than the benchmarks of $283 pa (NSW Government) and $234 pa (global).

It is acknowledged that rosters and penalties will always complicate Ambulance payroll arrangements to some extent, even when (and if) they use electronic systems. However, on this analysis there is room for improvement in moving towards the benchmarks. A link with the NSW Health shared corporate services entity would provide opportunities for such improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>That the Ambulance Service review its key financial and human resource transactional processes, with a view to optimising automation, reducing corporate overheads, and ensuring compliance with government policies. Where appropriate, ICT systems should mirror those used elsewhere in the NSW Health department. Where benefits can be clearly identified, the Ambulance Service should consider shared service arrangements with NSW Health.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Debtors

The 2005 IPART Report noted the high rate of bad debts for the Ambulance Service. Three main factors were identified.

- First, there is the low level of public awareness about ambulance charges. It appears that this has not changed much since the publication of the IPART Report;
- Second, those incurring ambulance charges tend to be of lower socio-economic status and this affects their overall likelihood of paying. The Review Team is not convinced of this given the large number of current exemptions; and
- Finally, the low value of debts does not warrant legal debt recovery. While the value of the individual debts may be low, the aggregate total is economically significant and legal action to recover it can be justified.

It should also be noted that the Ambulance Service has 49.45 FTE staff engaged in revenue accounting functions statewide.

IPART’s recommendation for improving bad debts and debt collection consisted of a public education campaign to raise people’s awareness. This has not been substantially implemented.

Table 9 shows the bad debts for both the Ambulance Service and the MAS for the past three financial years.

**Table 9: Debt Comparisons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2004/05</th>
<th>2005/06</th>
<th>2006/07</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ambulance Service of NSW ($,000)</strong></td>
<td>6,400</td>
<td>9,591</td>
<td>12,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% Change</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metropolitan Ambulance Service (Melbourne) ($,000)</strong></td>
<td>6,013</td>
<td>6,622</td>
<td>8,277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% Change</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2004/05, the level of bad debts was approximately the same in NSW and Victoria. In the two years since, bad debts in NSW have doubled while in Victoria the increase has been about 37%. In 2005/06, the new charging regime commenced in NSW and this probably explains part of increase in that year. There was also a significant increase in activity in this year. Bad debts as a proportion of revenue (sales of goods and services) have increased from 8.6% in 2004/05 to 10.8% in 2006/07. The increased activity alone does not account for the deterioration.

Based on year-to-date figures it is expected that there will be a further deterioration in 2007/08. The current situation with bad debt in the Ambulance Service is not acceptable.

**Recommendation:**

That, subject to finalising and promulgating its Hardship Policy, the Ambulance Service develop a comprehensive policy and procedures to improve performance with respect to the collection of bad debts.
8.4 Performance management

Structured performance management offers opportunities for performance feedback as well as individualised staff development and career planning. It also simplifies management of performance related issues, allowing resolution at the local level, rather than referral to units such as the PSCU.

The Service indicated in its submission to the Review that:

“All managers down to District Officer, and some station officers, have performance agreements. Each business unit has a business plan linked to the overall strategic direction of the Ambulance Service. Linkages with the Department of Health strategic directions have been improved.”

However, the Review has seen little evidence that individual performance management plays a role in improving staff performance or development opportunities in the Ambulance Service.

Staff performance management has been raised as an issue in most reviews of theAmbulance Service in the last ten years. In the Ambulance Service’s submission, to the Public Accounts Committee’s 2004 Inquiry into the NSW Ambulance Service: Readiness to Respond indicates, the Service stated that it had:

“…developed a set of core management competencies for Ambulance managers based on NSW Health Executive Development Centre competencies. All senior managers have now been assessed through an external Management Assessment Centre environment.

The results of these assessments are now forming the basis of development plans, with training and development requirements, for managers ...

... At the same time the Service has developed a performance management model that combines individual management goals arising from the Service’s new Performance Agreement with NSW Health with personal development targets for individual managers to support and monitor the changes to management approach being disseminated across the Service.

Staff appraisals have been developed for staff and are currently the subject of consultation with relevant unions. The appraisals will provide a valuable tool in progressing development programs and succession planning.”

The Ambulance Service submission to this Review also noted the external assessment process undertaken for senior Executive and operational positions. It does not appear that further external assessment of executive staff has been undertaken, or that there is a clear plan for executive development. Consultation has indicated that there is varying management capability and commitment to performance improvement across the State.

The Review strongly supports the concept of a consistent performance management system with “cascading” responsibilities, flowing from the Ambulance Service performance agreement with NSW Health through Ambulance Service corporate and business planning into management and staff performance agreements. However, given the Review’s concerns regarding the lack of firm indicators in the Ambulance Service performance agreement, it believes that a significant upgrading of the

agreement and a clear, open, ongoing commitment from the Ambulance Service executive is a precursor to a successful performance management system.

A renewed focus on performance management and development at executive level, with managers held accountable for key indicators, both of business performance and staff management, will assist in building trust between management and staff. Communicating a set of key indicators to staff could also be an important initiative.

The Review notes the station-manager structure review proposal which the Ambulance Service outlined in its submission to the MIC. The relative weakness of the current structure has been noted by the Review. It is clear that the Ambulance Service sees implementation of the proposal, which will strengthen and better allocate frontline management resources, as a prerequisite for the creation of a culture better able to manage performance of both individuals and service delivery. The estimated implementation cost of $3.6 million would be a valuable investment in better management of the Ambulance Service.

The Ambulance Service has been offering a Frontline Management Course since 2006 but without a structured link to succession planning. Its extension as part of the implementation of the new station-officer structure, and extension of the program to paramedics aspiring to these positions, will create a management environment with the skills to support effective implementation of individual performance management and development.

**Recommendation:**

That, in order to ensure that Ambulance Service managers are well supported in undertaking their roles, the Service undertake:

- a review of all position descriptions for executive/management/supervisory positions to ensure that key accountabilities and management competencies are properly articulated against business requirements;
- an assessment of current management capabilities against revised position descriptions; and
- a training and development program to assist managers to deal with any issues raised in the assessment.

**Recommendation:**

That, taking account of the previous recommendation, Ambulance Service design and implement a management development initiative targeting those people in operational roles who wish to move into management. This initiative should focus on:

- assessing the suitability of officers to move from operational roles into management positions; and
- for suitable candidates, providing training in a number of core areas: financial management; human resource management; conflict resolution; putting the Code of Conduct into practice.
Recommendation:
That the Ambulance Service establish a more highly structured performance management system comprising the following elements:

- a five year corporate plan;
- annual operational plans;
- annual performance agreement with NSW Health; and
- a staff performance and development system which links individual performance to corporate objectives.

8.5 Advisory Council

The Ambulance Service Advisory Council is established under Section 67C of the Health Services Act 1997. The legislation allows the Minister to appoint between eight and 12 members, of whom at least three are to be staff of the Ambulance Service.

The role of the Council is to provide advice to the Director-General, NSW Health on the exercise of the Director-General’s functions in relation to the provision of Ambulance Services. The Council was established in November 2006 to replace the Ambulance Service Board. Up until that time, the Chief Executive of the Ambulance Service was responsible to the Board.

In November 2006, the Minister for Health appointed the previous Ambulance Board members to the Council. The Chair is the Hon. Barrie Unsworth. The other members currently include the Chief Executive of the Ambulance Service, four external members and four members from the staff of the Ambulance Service.

As already mentioned, the Advisory Council now has a purely advisory function compared to the management role exercised by the previous corporate board up to 2006. From discussion with some Advisory Council members, it is clear that there has been a period of transition and adjustment from the Board to the new advisory Council arrangements and that greater clarity and focus in its role is required.

Nonetheless, the Ambulance Service has been keen to continue to utilise the resources and expertise of Council members. Accordingly, there are regular meetings of the Council and the Service provides full briefings to it on relevant matters. The Council receives audit, finance, training and clinical governance reports from the Executive Management Board.

The Review considers that the Advisory Council provides a valuable ‘sounding board’ to the Ambulance Service and should be retained. However, when the Government next considers appointments, there may be an opportunity to revitalise the Council by the appointment of additional external members. One or two additional appointments could be made within the scope of the existing legislation. The appointees could have medical expertise and/or reflect consumer and community interests.

Recommendation:
That the Ambulance Advisory Council be retained with its broad advisory function.
8.6 Relationship of the Ambulance Service with NSW Health

As indicated elsewhere in this Report, the Ambulance Service is now a “health services function” of the Director-General, NSW Health. It was, until 2006, a separate statutory corporation with its own legislation, and with a Chief Executive reporting to the Ambulance Service Board and to the Minister for Health.

The Director-General, NSW Health is now formally responsible for the delivery of Ambulance Services under the Health Services Act 1997. However, operational and organisational management functions have been delegated to the Chief Executive of the Ambulance Service.

The Chief Executive of the Ambulance Service is a member of the NSW Health Executive and, as such, attends regular meetings at NSW Health. There is the opportunity for strategic and corporate input at this senior level.

The Review perceives that the general day-to-day operations of the Ambulance Service are directed appropriately by the Chief Executive. However, given the integration of the Ambulance Service into NSW Health, there is still some way to go in ensuring that the appropriate opportunities existing for ambulance-related input into the NSW Department of Health Strategic Plan. There appear to be opportunities for greater strategic and business input by the Ambulance Service, especially on measures to reduce attendances and waiting times in EDs.

Whilst the Ambulance Service has a Performance Agreement with NSW Health, an analysis of the current agreement indicates that it primarily requires reports on sets of activities or outputs. As presently itemised and reported, the Agreement lacks clear outcomes and accountability for performance. It should provide for quantifiable targets (see earlier discussion).

A further issue is the relationship between Ambulance Service staff and health (particularly hospital) personnel at local and regional levels of the State. The Review found that there are generally good working relationships at these levels. Often, however, a lack of prior planning or consultation with the Ambulance Service by the local AHS affected Ambulance operations.

During consultations with ED clinicians at selected hospitals in Sydney, serious concerns were expressed to the Review about poor communication channels with senior managers within Ambulance Service Headquarters. Issues reported to Ambulance Service managers were not given an informative response. It was not clear whether the concerns expressed by selected clinicians at one or two hospitals were widespread across the state.

On a more positive note, the patient allocation matrix developed by the Ambulance Service in concert with selected hospital and medical staff, is generally lauded by hospital staff and stakeholders as an effective method of managing access block and reducing off stretcher times. The conceptual framework for the matrix has been used by several other Ambulance Services to assist them in matching ambulance transports to hospital capacity.

The matrix provides real time information to ambulance officers in Sydney, the Central Coast, and Newcastle and assists them to identify the best hospital destination for their patient. The increasing specialisation of many hospitals means that it is
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important that ambulance paramedics are able, wherever possible, to transport patients to a destination where they can be treated without being transported elsewhere. The matrix is not used for life threatening cases where the patient will be sent to the closest hospital ED.

There were reports from some stakeholders that the matrix is subject to dysfunctional outcomes because of specific patient requests and paramedic non-compliance. The patient can demand to be taken to a specific hospital and often this requires negotiation with the paramedic who is likely to be better informed about the appropriate destination for care.

The functionality of the matrix and its capacity to improve operations needs to be better communicated to relevant stakeholders. In addition, hospital EDs should continue to be engaged by the Service continuously to improve both the use of the matrix and the appropriateness of clinical profiling.

**Recommendation:**

That NSW Health ensure that it has mechanisms in place to secure Ambulance Service inputs to its strategic and corporate planning.

### 8.7 Relationship of the Ambulance Service with other agencies

The Ambulance Service has long and established relationships with the other State emergency service providers: NSW Police, NSWFB, the State Emergency Services (SES) and the Rural Fire Service (RFS). It is also a key member of the State Rescue Board.

The Ambulance Service has a key role under the *State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989* whereby the State Emergency Operations Centre (SEOC) is activated in the event of an emergency such as a natural disaster.

The Review found that there are solid and good professional relationships between the Ambulance Service and the emergency services agencies at both the executive level and in the field (with one exception – see below).

NSW Police have a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with NSW Health / Ambulance Service on the transport of mental health patients. Coupled with the introduction of a new policy on the use of restraints for mental health patients, the arrangements between the agencies appear to be working well.

Ambulance Service staff have reported that Police are often reluctant to attend certain incidents, particularly assaults at licensed premises and domestic violence incidents, and that Ambulance officers have become ‘de facto Police’. They are dispatched to these scenes and become the authority in attendance, often with resultant threats or risks of violence. The Ambulance Service and NSW Police have established a working party to develop protocols and procedures for the two services in handling such incidents. The working party is expected to report shortly.

The Ambulance Service, NSWFB, RFS and SES have formed a partnership to establish the Community First Responder scheme in rural New South Wales. Pilot sites have been developed at eight remote locations to provide training for officers in early intervention pending the arrival of Ambulance paramedics. There is shared
funding between the agencies for this scheme and once an assessment is made of the level of training and support infrastructure required, some expansion may be considered.

The Ambulance Service and the RFS have developed a draft MOU to formalise the working relationships between the two agencies. There has been improved planning between them since the major bushfires in the mid 1990s.
9. WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT

9.1 Workforce profile and staffing

As at 1 November 2007, the NSW Ambulance Service employed the full-time equivalent (FTE) of 3,763.43 staff. Over 87% of staff (3,280.95) were in the Operations Division, with 38.6% of all staff in the Sydney Division.

Total staff had increased by 19.03% since 30 June 2003. Staff in the Operations Division had increased from 2,789.82 to 3,280.95 (17.6%), whilst other staff had increased from 372 to 469.09 (26.1%) over the same period.

The proportions of staff in other areas were 2.4% Clinical Development, 4% Corporate Services, 3.4% Finance and Data Services and 0.2% Health Counter Disaster Unit. A total 1.1% of staff is in the Executive Directorate and supporting the General Manager, Operations.

As at 30 June 2006, the median age of all employees was 40, with a median length of service of almost 8.36 years, compared to 44 and 7.7 years respectively for the NSW public sector as a whole. Women made up almost 31% of staff, and were on average younger (35) than male staff with just under half the median years of service (5.04). Almost 35% of staff are over 45 years of age (compared with almost 50% for the NSW public sector) with almost 9.5% over 55 years of age (16.87% for the sector).

Staff turnover in the NSW Ambulance Service is comparatively low, recording 6.07% for non-casual staff in 2006, compared to 9.37% for the NSW public sector as a whole. Ambulance Service data indicate that turnover is lower for Ambulance officers than for other staff in the Ambulance Service, at 3.9% for 2006/07 and averaging 4.5% over 1999/2007.

Current base salary ranges for Ambulance Service operations staff (including Paramedic and Advanced Life Support (ALS) skills allowances as indicated) are outlined in the Table 10. It should be noted that, in late 2007, the Ambulance Service adopted the term Paramedic rather than Ambulance officer. Base salary has increased by a cumulative 27.7% since the beginning of 2003.

The rates shown in Table 10 are base salary only. Rostered staff are paid shift penalties of 10-15% for working afternoon and night shifts. Saturday shifts are paid at time-and-one-half, Sunday shifts at time-and-three-quarters.

Base salary rates for NSW Paramedics are higher than those in Queensland but are currently a little below those in Victoria. Victoria has also “rolled up” shift penalties, with the resulting rate used to calculate other salary based penalties and superannuation. Base salary for front-line managers is higher in both those jurisdictions, although responsibilities may also be higher.

As a point of comparison, commencing base salary rates for ambulance officers and registered nurses are relatively close across all three jurisdictions. However, a registered nurse at the top of the relevant standard pay scale is paid a base rate 10% or more higher than that paid to an ambulance officer. Specialist nurses and nursing unit managers also have a significantly higher salary rate than do higher-level paramedics and station officers.

It has been suggested that a relatively low base salary for paramedics perpetuates an “overtime culture” to increase take-home pay, which can entrench some inefficient work practices and increase fatigue as a safety issue. There is likely to be a
significant increase in base salary as an outcome of the Major Industrial Case (MIC), but it remains to be seen whether this will be sufficient to have a significant impact. Other initiatives, such as “rolled-up” rates may need to be pursued in the future to reduce reliance on overtime.

Table 10: Classifications and Salary Ranges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Current salary range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient transport officer</td>
<td>$37,674-$39,359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainee Paramedic</td>
<td>$41,337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramedic intern</td>
<td>$42,505.83-$43,319.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramedic</td>
<td>$44,499.10-$49,435.33 (7 steps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramedic plus ALS</td>
<td>$51,230.32-$52,853.12 (3 steps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramedic plus Paramedic</td>
<td>$50,223.25-$54,314.16 (6 steps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station Officer</td>
<td>$52,284.36-$53,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station Officer plus ALS</td>
<td>$55,702.15-$56,594.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station Officer plus Paramedic</td>
<td>$57,163.19-$58,055.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Officer</td>
<td>$54,928.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Officer plus ALS</td>
<td>$58,345.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Officer plus Paramedic</td>
<td>$59,808.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Training Officer (plus ALS-Paramedic)</td>
<td>$56,594.43-$59,808.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Educator</td>
<td>$70,223.84-$78,108.24 (3 steps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Educator plus ALS</td>
<td>$73,641.63-$81,526.03 (3 steps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Educator plus Paramedic</td>
<td>$75,102.67-$82,987.07 (3 steps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superintendent</td>
<td>$53,552.30-$57,236.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations Manager</td>
<td>$71,779.33-$109,294.14 (4 steps)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overtime penalties are paid in addition to shift penalties. When used appropriately, overtime can be an effective mechanism for addressing short-term variations in demand for ambulance services. In addition, staff working overtime is the only current means for the Ambulance Service to provide coverage for staff on sick leave. However, if demand for services increases without either an increase in or more effective use of staff resources, overtime is the only response available to meet the demand.

Overtime hours paid in the Ambulance Service in 2006/07 were 2.4% higher than in 2005/06 with a total overtime bill of almost $54 million. Responses increased by 5.3% over the same period. Overtime hours paid in 2006/07 were 13.4% higher than
2002/03, compared to 17.5% increase in responses. A comparison of increases in responses, staffing, overtime and base salaries is included in Table 11.

Table 11: Responses, Staffing, Overtime and Base Salaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Increase 2006/07 over 2002/03</th>
<th>Ambulance responses</th>
<th>Operations Division Staffing (FTE)</th>
<th>Overtime Hours Paid</th>
<th>Overtime cost</th>
<th>Paramedic base salary (cumulative)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td>36.8%</td>
<td>22.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11 shows that the increase in overtime cost is relatively proportionate to hours paid, once salary increases are taken into account. The amount of overtime paid has increased when staff numbers have increased in proportion to overall responses – no clear explanation for this is evident. Factors may include:

- reduced impact of staff increases in non-urban areas with a move to increased double crewing;
- the 62.3% increase in late meals and call-offs (LM&CO), i.e. penalties for late or broken meal breaks in metropolitan areas; and
- the 17.6% increase in call-outs in non-urban areas. Call-outs make up 43% of overtime hours paid.

On average, overtime payments in 2006/07 ranged from $11,249 per staff member in the Sydney Division to $23,059 in the Western Division, with call-out payments being the significant difference. In 2005/06, 10.1% of staff earned over $50,000 each in overtime.

Staff from a number of non-urban locations made negative comments to the Review about the level of ad hoc call-outs (as opposed to rostered on-call work). The issue was of particular concern for staff at smaller/more isolated stations, with a view expressed that they sometimes left town to socialise so that they could not be called out when not rostered.

Both the Ambulance Service and some Health sector stakeholders have provided anecdotal evidence of work practices whereby paramedics are able to maximise the payment of LM&CO and “extension of shift” penalties including, in some circumstances, “penalty on a penalty” payments. The Ambulance Service has proposed a new approach to LM&CO in its submission to the MIC which, if accepted, will reduce such payments.

9.2 Staff deployment and relief levels

Roster arrangements for individual stations are determined by a combination of historical demand data and “essential deployment levels” (EDLs) which have been agreed with the HSU. As discussed elsewhere, more flexible, effective rostering is limited by the use of a manual system within the Ambulance Service, along with a lack of in-house tools to model demand trends in a timely manner.
In its submission to the Review, the HSU argued that the Ambulance Service is not able to meet EDLs due to insufficient staff. The Ambulance Service has expressed the view that EDLs are met in the overwhelming majority of cases, that fixed EDLs do not allow for variations in demand (e.g. winter peaks), and that a more flexible deployment approach using regular and ongoing in-house and that demand modelling would better meet patient needs.

A lack of appropriate relief can affect patient outcomes through staff fatigue and restrictions on staff updating clinical skills. Currently, the Ambulance Service attempts to build into deployment a relief factor of approximately 30% to cover 12 weeks absence per officer to allow for annual and other types of leave (including average sick leave) and organisational priorities such as training and recertification without resorting to the use of overtime.

The Ambulance Service has indicated an intention to increase the relief factor to bring it closer to 34% to support, in particular, proposed training and recertification initiatives. It is understood that modelling is currently being undertaken to support implementation of the higher relief factor in non-urban areas in the first instance.

When insufficient staff are available to fill roster lines (e.g. unfilled vacancies or multiple staff on sick leave on the one shift), staff are called in on overtime to meet rostered demand. Staff have also reported inconsistency in different locations, with some stations designating the newest arrivals “relief” officers and others sharing the responsibilities across all officers.

Data provided by the Ambulance Service shows rostered relief rates generally approaching or exceeding 30% across the Southern, Northern and Western Divisions. The Ambulance Service has flagged difficulties in providing consistent relief across the Illawarra Sector of the Southern Division, most particularly in the Shoalhaven Zone. Although staff based at the large Wollongong and Bomaderry stations are used to support smaller stations, continued work is needed to resolve this issue.

In the Sydney Division, as well as the Central Coast Sector of the Northern Division, a more flexible approach has been adopted, with a proportion of relief resources centralised at sector level and allocated on an “as needs” basis to stations.

It is understood that relief is generally acceptable within the Sydney region. The Ambulance Service has acknowledged to the Review that relief rates in the Central Coast Sector are less than optimal and that this issue will be addressed as a priority in the context of both this Review’s findings and those of the IRC in relation to the current MIC.

**Recommendation:**

That the Ambulance Service seek agreement with the Health Services Union on the transparent implementation of demand-based rostering that ensures that resources are matched to peaks and troughs in demand for ambulance services.
9.3 Appointment and transfer

Off-road positions
All off-road positions are filled by advertising and merit selection. Where appropriate, the position descriptions include qualification requirements. Preference is not given to ambulance officers unless the job requires capabilities held by ambulance officers. Internal stakeholders have raised concerns regarding the timeliness of the process, given the need to advertise within the Health system for displaced staff, prior to advertising in the press.

Operations positions

Initial selection
Initial selection for paramedics involves open merit selection, including application, aptitude (psychometric) testing, interview, and driving assessment as well as health, probity and reference checks. Applications are assessed every two or three months when sufficient numbers have been received. A similar process is followed for the selection of patient transport officers.

Discussions with the Ambulance Service have indicated that it may be opportune for some review of the process to occur, particularly with respect to the aptitude-testing component. Consultation with relevant stakeholders, particularly academic stakeholders, would be a useful component of such a review.

Initial deployment
Trainee paramedics are currently deployed in their second year of training. They are able to nominate preferred locations, and are deployed to their most preferred location with current vacancies. Whilst this allows the Service to fill vacancies on an ongoing basis, negative outcomes include:

- staff with a preference for regional and rural locations being appointed to metropolitan locations, due to the vacancies available at time of deployment; and
- locations with high staff turnover having a higher than optimal number of trainee paramedics, as these locations are the most likely to have current vacancies.

Patient transport officers are primarily deployed in the Sydney metropolitan area, with transfer to positions in Newcastle and Wollongong based on competitive merit selection.

Transfers
The Ambulance Service does not have a coordinated statewide transfer process. There are a number of processes in place for transfer within the Operations Division:

- Sydney Division – has two processes:
  - a “transfer list” for movement within the Division (effectively seniority based, from the time the staff member’s name goes on the list); and
advertisements within the Ambulance Service of Sydney Division
vacancies on at least an annual basis, with rural and regional staff
competing for these vacancies on merit.

- difficult to staff rural locations – requests for transfer are considered at any
time; and
- other rural and regional locations – positions are advertised as needed and filled
by merit selection.

Staff have expressed considerable dissatisfaction with these processes, particularly
with the lack of transparency and feedback. Whilst merit selection is generally
accepted in principle, it is not perceived to be carried out fairly and consistently. In
particular, staff perceive that qualifications are given a higher weighting than
experience, and that management “plays favourites” in some locations.

Staff who are deployed to less attractive locations feel “stuck” in those locations, with
no real indication of when they may be able to move to a preferred location, and no
recognition of their “sacrifice”. They highlight the example of other agencies which
provide priority transfer to preferred locations following an agreed period of service.

As part of its submission to the IRC in relation to the MIC, the Ambulance Service
proposed a revised transfer system that aims to reward staff for service in less
attractive locations. Through “points” allocated after two years service in a location,
relevant staff would be given higher priority in the transfer process. It is understood
that the Ambulance Service and the HSU have discussed similar systems in the past
without reaching agreement due to a perception that metropolitan and coastal staff
(the majority of members) would be disadvantaged.

Compassionate transfers

Staff expressed concern regarding the assessment of applications for compassionate
transfer. There is a perception that some staff have been able to abuse the system to
gain permanent transfer, whilst others with legitimate claims have been denied
transfer.

In recent years, the Ambulance Service altered its compassionate transfer system to
provide temporary transfers rather than permanent transfers and to enable the Service
to seek confirmation of medical recommendations from an external provider. These
changes provide staff with an opportunity to resolve immediate issues and return to
their “home” location whilst removing any incentive to abuse the system.

**Recommendation:**

That the Ambulance Service develop, in consultation with staff and unions, a staff
transfer policy that is clearly understood, is applied fairly and transparently, and
provides the opportunity for feedback to staff on their applications.
9.4 Industrial arrangements

The Ambulance Service has formally established Joint Consultative Committees (JCC) with both the HSU and the USU. These committees meet at least quarterly. Both the HSU and USU have provided formal submissions to the Review.

With the HSU, there are standing JCCs with documented procedures at both statewide and individual geographical division level. These procedures include provisions to establish Sector (i.e. groupings of stations below geographical Division level) JCCs to address more localised reforms. The HSU covers paramedics and patient transport officers, with a high proportion of staff being union members.

Apart from these formalised, coordinated consultative mechanisms, paramedics are also represented by over 15 local HSU sub-branches.

A separate statewide JCC is in place between the Service and the USU. The overwhelming majority of staff covered by the USU work in the Operations Centres as call takers.

There has been little feedback to the Review regarding the operation of these formal consultative mechanisms, but the ongoing relationship between the Ambulance Service and the HSU is highly adversarial. The Review has observed that, as well as ongoing discussions between the Service and statewide HSU representatives, local sub-branches are active in pursuing their members’ interests. Over time, Ambulance Service management has responded locally to such issues, rather than adopting a coordinated approach.

As a result, in addition to the major industrial awards for paramedics, there are over 40 local formal and informal agreements in place, covering such matters as local callout arrangements, specification of vehicle type, and access to rostered overtime for sporting events. This plethora of local agreements complicates rostering, dispatch processes and payroll administration. The agreements have also been cited as a limiting factor in adopting an integrated electronic rostering system.

The Review has received comment that, at times, the respective roles of union delegates and management are not well understood. This has resulted in some delegates, knowingly or otherwise, attempting to direct management on particular matters. There is value for both the Ambulance Service and the HSU in clarifying their respective roles to reduce the potential for conflict.

The USU has raised with the Review its ongoing campaign for increases in call-taker staffing levels. In addition, as the USU has noted that salaries for Ambulance Service call-takers are below those of call-taking staff in comparable NSW public sector call centres.

Recommendation:

That, as a means of improving the relationship between the Ambulance Service and the Health Services Union, the Ambulance Service undertake the following as a matter of priority:

- Review current arrangements for the operation of the Joint Consultative Committees;
- Prepare, as a basis for consultation with unions, draft guidelines for the management of future organisational change (including the process for change management for both clinical procedures and corporate processes); and
- Develop an agreed process for undertaking any future staff ‘climate’ surveys, dealing with the frequency and focus of surveys, reporting of survey findings to staff, and the process for responding to key issues raised by staff in surveys.

9.5 Organisational health – OH&S, counselling, staff support

In 2006, the Health sector overall had a sick leave rate (hours of sick leave per 1,000 hours paid) almost 8.5% higher than the NSW public sector as a whole. The Health sector rate has trended up whilst the rest of the public sector has trended downwards. A higher than average rate is to be expected, with the work of most staff requiring face-to-face patient contact.

The rate for ambulance officers, although comparable with the QAS, was almost one-third higher than for nurses in NSW. Sick leave taken by NSW ambulance officers is significantly lower than that taken by their Melbourne counterparts.

The common factor for public sector classifications in NSW with sick leave rates similar to or higher than those for ambulance officers is that staff on sick leave are replaced with other permanent staff paid at overtime rates.

Following an Industrial Relations Commission (IRC) ruling in 2006, the Ambulance Service implemented a revised Sick Leave Policy and Procedures more actively to manage staff with sick leave levels which have become a cause of concern. Initial data from the Ambulance Service suggests a small decline in the sick leave rate from 2006 to 2007. Further implementation of this procedure, combined with the possibility of increased workforce flexibility resulting from the MIC, may see the rate decline further, with a consequent decline in some overtime payments.

The Ambulance Service is active in improving its workers’ compensation performance, setting specific targets and reporting on these to the Performance and Risk Management Committee. By mid-2007, approximately one-third of staff had been trained in OH&S risk identification and management.

After several years of growth in the number of workers’ compensation claims, the number of claims fell by approximately 8% from 2005/06 to 2006/07. Since 2002/03, there has been a 74% decline in permanent partial disability claims, although in 2006/07 this category made up only 0.8% of all claims. There has also been a downward trend in the average cost of claims.

Claims for “body stressing” (largely manual handling/lifting) made up almost 44% of all claims in 2006/07, 8% fewer than in the previous year. The cost per claim was also less than in the previous year. The service has been providing manual handling training to reduce “body stressing” claims, with over half of paramedics having undertaken this training by mid-2007.

Claims for “being hit by moving objects” were almost halved between 2004/05 and 2006/07 (6% of claims in 2006/07), and there was a reduction in “mental stress” claims (5% of claims in 2006/07). Although the highest cost per claim continued to be for “mental stress”, there was a significant reduction in the cost of completed claims from 2005/06 to 2006/07.
Of concern is the 31% increase between 2005/06 and 2006/07 in claims for “biological factors” (15% of claims), although these claims (for things such as needle stick injuries and contact with bodily fluids) have by far the lowest cost per claim overall.

The reserve balance for 2006/07 for claims (amount expected to be paid out in future years for current claims) is slightly higher than the amount paid for claims. Strategies to facilitate a safe, early return to work, including workplace flexibility, are often the easiest means of reducing a large reserve balance.

It is unclear to what extent fatigue is a factor in the Ambulance Service’s high sick leave and ongoing workers’ compensation performance. Non-urban staff in particular highlighted fatigue resulting from on-call work and call-outs as well as long-distance transports as particular issues in their work environment. Urban staff linked extension of shifts to fatigue.

The HSU, in particular, has raised fatigue as an issue related specifically to staffing levels. As part of its submission to the MIC, the Ambulance Service proposed both changes to shift patterns (reducing night shift from 14 to 12 hours) and a new fatigue management policy to address this issue more actively. The Review supports the Ambulance Service’s proposals.

Staff Support

Ambulance work often involves caring for the most disadvantaged members of the community. Staff are witness to a range of patient conditions including social isolation, drug and alcohol abuse, mental health disorders, domestic violence, and child abuse and neglect.

Taken together or in isolation, several stressors affect the wellbeing of ambulance workers, and their families in a variety of ways. These stressors have physical, psychological and social implications such as depression, sleeplessness, anger, and withdrawal from social activities.

Some of the key sources of stress for Ambulance Service staff include:

- Work-related trauma;
- Difficult working relationships with colleagues;
- Feelings of isolation – especially for those posted to locations away from their families and friends;
- Stress emanating from complaints or allegations of malpractice or misconduct;
- Fatigue from extended periods of overtime, (especially from repetitive call-outs in less urbanised areas); and
- Long term effects of shiftwork.

Better practice in the provision of staff support for emergency service personnel determines that peer support is one component of a total package to improve the welfare of staff. The Ambulance Service has provided trauma counselling for its employees since 1988. Apart from the role of direct supervisors, support to NSW ambulance staff and their families is provided in an integrated program using three different methods:
1. Peer support officers (about 110 volunteers);
2. Employee Assistance Program (provided by a private service provider); and
3. Chaplaincy services (about 15 volunteers).

Ambulance Service staff volunteer to become peer support officers. The work is additional to their existing duties. Staff undergo an initial assessment session of two days with a psychologist to confirm their suitability and to provide training.

The use of fellow workers for peer support is not only cost effective, but can also be less stigmatising for staff than counselling from a psychologist. The ratio of peer support counsellors to staff within Ambulance Service is similar to that in other emergency services.

It should be noted that the Ambulance Service has performed well in recent years to reduce absenteeism for occupational health and safety reasons. However, during consultations with the Review Team, staff expressed only muted satisfaction for the support services provided to them. Many staff recounted instances of trauma they had witnessed in the course of their work and they reiterated the importance of effective peer support mechanisms.

In its submission to the Review, the USU cited ineffective peer support provided for communications assistants. The USU’s concerns centred on the implementation by Ambulance Service management of peer support, rather than on the structure or content of the program.

The following findings relating to staff support were determined by the Review:

- The work of the peer support officers was highly valued by staff;
- Several staff disclosed that they and their family members had accessed the professional counselling services and that these were often useful;
- There is a general shortage of chaplains to assist staff and their families following major incidents;
- There were often tensions between staff in the Operations Centre and frontline ambulance staff following major incidents or traumatic events. It was reported that Operations Centre staff frequently (though often reluctantly) requested that affected ambulance crews make themselves available to respond to further calls;
- There were some reports that local managers needed to improve practices concerning the identification, prevention and treatment of factors that lead to staff stress;
- Staff expressed concern that there were inadequate numbers of peer support officers available at the times when they were required. (It is difficult to determine how widespread these complaints are because the Service does not collect any activity data or report on the use of peer support officers to determine their effectiveness); and
- Existing peer support officers do not undergo any refresher training.
**Recommendation:**

That, in order to continue to promote the welfare of staff, the Ambulance Service, by the end of 2008, evaluate its program of staff support services (including the list of available programs) and take action on the findings of the evaluation by mid-2009.

---

**9.6 Future directions – wage case**

The HSU currently has a Special Case and Work Value claims before the NSW IRC (the MIC), with paramedics, station managers, district officers, paramedic educators and community training officers included in the claims. As at June 2008, hearings are proceeding. The Ambulance Service and NSW Health accept that there have been changes in work value, and have made a salary offer for positions affected by the work value change. In late 2007, staff accepted an interim increase of 4%, pending the IRC’s hearing of the case.

The Ambulance Service and NSW Health have seen the case as an opportunity to address what they consider industrial impediments to more effective operations. In its submission to the Review, the Ambulance Service stated that:

> “The existing awards are considered to be outdated, inconsistent with clinical and operational changes that have occurred to date and limiting necessary future change. The current award is based on a wage system that is supplemented by a complex system of penalty payments and allowances. In many situations this provides a direct financial disincentive for many officers to take up current and future workplace reforms which have the potential to deliver a better working environment and patient care.”

In particular, the Ambulance Service has highlighted its proposals to:

- increase the salary base rate for paramedics and reduce reliance on other payments such as meal penalties for late or disturbed meal times;
- collapse the current pay structure of ten incremental levels to five levels so that officers are able to reach the maximum base rate within five years;
- include more flexible work arrangements to manage surges in demand and the impact of short-term absenteeism including roster reform and management of relief staff;
- use more flexible temporary employment arrangements to support more flexible and efficient rostering arrangements;
- improve arrangements to support paramedics in remote and isolated rural practice and to facilitate return to more popular locations; and
- introduce arrangements to facilitate a more even distribution of paramedics with specialist qualification across the state.

The Review supports the Ambulance Service’s proposals for change in these areas. Other proposals not highlighted by the Ambulance Service but strongly supported by the Review include:

---

a change from 14 to 12 hour shifts, along with adoption of statewide Fatigue Management Guidelines;

- a proposal for a Station Manager Structure Review, as mentioned elsewhere in this Report; and

- a proposal for a single, combined award for Operations Centre staff.

The IRC’s ruling in the MIC is awaited, and the Review expects that the Ambulance Service will actively implement changes, if supported by the IRC, in an active, open and transparent manner, with ongoing dialogue with unions.

Once the MIC has been settled, the Ambulance Service will commence negotiations with unions under the Government’s current wages policy, which provides for increases of 2.5% per annum, with additional increases available where employee-related cost savings are achieved.

Matters which the Review believes the Ambulance Service may wish to pursue include:

- streamlining/reducing the more than 40 local agreements to improve the efficiency of rostering, deployment, payroll administration and human resource management; and

- further strategies to reduce staff reliance on overtime.

The Review acknowledges that the Ambulance Service and NSW Health are pursuing further employee-related cost savings and positive workforce initiatives as part of negotiations under the Government’s wages policy, including streamlining/reducing local agreements.
10. EDUCATION AND TRAINING

10.1 Initial training/graduate entry

Most paramedic recruits in NSW are trained by the Ambulance Education Centre (AEC) within the Clinical Governance Division of the Ambulance Service. The AEC is a Registered Training Organisation, and staff who complete the training receive a Diploma in Paramedical Sciences (Pre-Hospital Care).

In most countries, initial training is largely undertaken in the tertiary sector with significant pre-employment or internship arrangements to ensure students are “work ready” upon graduation. Both Victoria and South Australia appoint only degree-qualified people to paramedic positions, and have entered arrangements with universities for the provision of training. A recent audit of the QAS recommended that it move from primarily in-house initial training to a degree-qualified model over a period of approximately five years, and three universities will provide relevant courses by 2009.

The CAA has, with the assistance of the main university providers, developed a system of course accreditation that is currently being trialled. It is to be used in future by all Australian ambulance services to improve consistency in the quality and content of paramedic courses.

In NSW, approximately 20 graduates with a Degree in Paramedic Practice join the Ambulance Service graduate entry program each year, but make up fewer than 10% of all paramedic recruits. These are mostly from Charles Sturt University (CSU), the single university providing a relevant course in NSW, and have limited on-road placement during their studies, requiring further work orientation following employment. The Ambulance Service is working directly with the university to improve the alignment of its course with the needs of the Service with a view to CSU’s taking on a greater amount of undergraduate training in the future. The Service is also looking to expand the graduate intake program to help meet increasing needs for new recruits.

Movement to a graduate entry model would provide the Ambulance Service with the opportunity further to strengthen the clinical knowledge of paramedics as well as freeing up in-house education resources to support re-certification and ongoing development of current staff. However, adoption of degree qualification would:

- Require the Ambulance Service to work actively with universities over a number of years for the implementation of appropriate courses to provide sufficient students. CSU has indicated that it would be able to grow and service part of the market (possibly rural NSW), but that other universities would also be needed to meet overall demand. Recognition of prior learning by universities would be an important element of any strategy. Developing sufficient workforce supply for Ambulance Service by this method may take up to ten years;

- Require implementation of an internship or other model to allow students to develop their work readiness whilst completing their degree program. Other jurisdictions achieve this through paid employment, whether on probation as a course component or through casual employment during university breaks; and
- Reduce the flexibility to increase initial training rapidly to meet urgent staffing needs.

**Recommendation:**
That the Ambulance Service develop a policy by the end of January 2009 concerning the minimum educational requirements for new paramedic recruits and ongoing training needs for the existing workforce.

10.2 Clinical services focus of the service, now and into the future

The work of an ambulance paramedic today is more complex than ever before. Traditionally the services provided by an ambulance officer encompassed immediate first aid and pain relief for a patient before transporting the patient to the hospital ED for further treatment.

The changing clinical focus of an ambulance paramedic is inextricably linked to the changing nature of the population and increased evidence from research to practice. A combination of factors such as an ageing population, more people living alone, erosion of the ‘nuclear family’, and the increasing incidence of diseases associated with unhealthy lifestyles such as obesity, diabetes and cardio-vascular conditions inevitably result in a need to service recurring patients with chronic conditions who are not always able to care for themselves. Community expectations are also increasing.

Structural impediments within the allied health and even the social welfare and mental health sectors influence the clinical nature of the work of ambulance paramedics. A shortage of general medical practitioners who ‘bulk bill’, a shortage of after-hours medical services, a dearth of transport options, the concentration of clinical specialist centres, and demand pressures in the community and home care sector often mean that the ambulance, traditionally a service of last resort, is called to transport patient to the ED for non-urgent care.

The clinical training of paramedics in the future is likely to emphasise the importance of identifying appropriate interventions for chronic conditions associated with gerontology and for the other conditions mentioned above. One of the highest volume ambulance services in the world, the LAS, deals with over 80,000 falls in the home per annum and it is widely recognised that their training needs better to reflect the nature of the work they are called upon to undertake. 38 The appropriateness of the Ambulance Service to meet the demand for chronic health conditions that are non-urgent in nature is explored further in Section 7, Demand Management Approaches.

Ambulance officers within the Ambulance Service are now classified as paramedics in recognition of the increased skills and training provided to them. The list of equipment, pharmacology, and clinical protocols associated with the increased skills and training of ambulance paramedics is extensive. As with other areas of allied health, the pace of clinical change is rapid. During consultations with Ambulance Service staff, the Review Team were consistently informed that the reality of

---

38 Source: Phone interview with Peter Bradley, CEO, London Ambulance Service.
ambulance work for most paramedics in NSW is providing medical assistance and transport to aged care patients and concession cardholders who are exempt from fees.

10.3 The culture of clinical practice

In understanding changes in clinical practice and the effectiveness of enhanced clinical practices, the Service has recognised that more work needs to be done to measure and report on patient clinical outcomes.

The Service is proposing that a research centre be established so that clinical and operational data can be better analysed. A set of clinical performance indicators has also been defined for regular reporting.

Staff have reported to the Review Team that they often have little or no knowledge about their clinical performance (or that of the Ambulance Service) unless an adverse patient outcome occurs. It was not clear to the Review whether compliance with clinical protocols was regularly audited across all divisions and how systematically compliance was reported. There also appears to be scope to improve the communication of good clinical practice and positive patient outcomes. Such events should be celebrated in the Ambulance Service and be communicated by managers to all staff to assist in building a more positive corporate culture.

The Ambulance Service publishes operational protocols for its paramedics which are strictly enforced by management. These protocols are a set of rules which govern what drugs, medical interventions or operational procedures are implemented and in what circumstances. The rules ensure that clinical and operational procedures are consistently applied and based on sound evidence.

Under these protocols, a paramedic is obliged to transport a patient if that patient requests transport to an ED. This has been a long standing practice across most developed ambulance services.

The advancement in the clinical practice of NSW paramedics is often lauded and with some justification. Several awards for clinical practice have been awarded to staff and to the Service including awards for cardiac care, the patient allocation matrix (which matches patients to the most appropriate hospital ED) and others.

The increased clinical training and skills provided to Ambulance Service paramedics over recent years has not translated to a commensurate increase in clinical decision-making as a health professional. Approximately 20-25% of emergency patients are not transported for a variety of reasons such as patient death, patient refusal, transport by other means, treatment at scene, etc. Unless a patient refuses to be taken to hospital, the inevitable result of an ambulance being dispatched is that the patient is transported to a hospital ED for further assessment and treatment, no matter how minor the complaint.

Results from a series of Corporate Culture Surveys report that staff have a low influence on the perceived degree of autonomy in decision making. That said, there are some positive initiatives from the Ambulance Service that will address the issue of increased clinical decision-making. These initiatives include the CARE and ECP program.

39 Corporate Culture Survey Results, Ambulance Service, June 2007
MAS has shifted to a graduate entry model for new paramedics. Its clinical guidelines (as distinct from protocols), the Authority to Practice Matrix, apply to three different staff classification levels based on their experience and qualifications.

These guidelines engender a more flexible approach to clinical decision-making where it can be justified.

“It is also recognised that alternative methods of treatment exist. From time to time circumstances may arise where the management of a particular patient in a life-threatening situation may require the guidelines to be varied in some aspect. Such variations should only be made by Ambulance and MICA Paramedics in the field after appropriate medical consultation, with each such instance being reviewed.”

During the Review, Ambulance Service staff complained of a mechanistic, command and control mode of management where any diversion from the published clinical protocols is met with an investigation and an assumption of guilt until proof of innocence. Staff reported that they were neither encouraged nor adequately supported by management to make professional clinical decisions about patient care, especially in relation to the non-conveyance of patients such as those with non-acute conditions. Staff were very wary of disciplinary action if they diverted from clinical protocols.

The Ambulance Service operates a “Variation to Clinical Practice” program to review any departures from clinical protocols. This program promotes a consistent approach to patient care and assists in continuous improvement.

The culture of the Ambulance Service is very different from that of the Western Australian Ambulance Service, operated by the St John’s Ambulance Service, where “Allowing Mistakes” is considered acceptable and is even one of the published strategic directions for the service.

Both the Department of Health and the Ambulance Service is recognising that more work needs to be done to promote alternative treatment methods of service delivery and for paramedics to avoid taking patients with low-level needs to an ED.

**Interface between clinical development and operations**

Organisationally within the Ambulance Service, management responsibility for the Clinical Development Division is separated from the Operations Division. The Clinical Development Division undertakes a variety of clinical functions, such as advanced care projects, senior medical advice and clinical review and governance, education, clinical professional development, clinical performance, etc.

The Clinical Development Division also manages Paramedic Educators and Clinical Training Officers (CTOs) who undertake a range of training and quality assurance functions to ensure that paramedics are adequately trained and that their skills are tested. There are approximately 75 CTOs across the state. There is widespread support from most stakeholders consulted by the Review for the CTO model of training in the field, but the view was expressed that there is an overall shortage of officers. Many CTOs are highly valued but there were at times difficulties in
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coordinating and planning training sessions given that CTOs did not report to operational managers. These obstacles could be overcome by closer long term (joint) planning and ensuring that there is adequate coverage of CTOs to backfill occasions of leave.

It was not always possible for staff to attend training sessions when they were not on shift. This was especially the case in rural areas where there was significant travel involved for the staff member whose only recompense in most circumstances was time off in lieu. The operational practices for compensating staff who attended training appeared to be inconsistent.

Given that the employer (the Ambulance Service) is the certifying authority and that most staff are trained in-house, it would be prudent to retain an in-house quality assurance and training function. It was apparent to the Review that the training provided by CTOs was not systematically evaluated. This was reflected in staff reporting that the quality of training was highly variable depending on which CTO was attending. To ensure that this model of training is cost-effective, and in line with better practice in the wider training industry, the Service should consider evaluating all CTO training and take management action where necessary to aid continuous improvement.

The Operations Division is ultimately responsible for implementing new clinical procedures. Consultations with stakeholders during the Review made it apparent that there was friction and division between clinical and operational areas, given that there are resourcing considerations on both sides when new initiatives or clinical practices are implemented. This finding reflects the results of the corporate culture surveys which consistently report that lateral relations between groups are poor.42

In summary, there is scope for the Service to improve the working relationships between operational and clinical managers. It is imperative that there are strong business planning skills available to the Service so that the resource impacts of any new initiatives (whether they be clinical or otherwise), can be estimated accurately. It is also important that the Operations Division enforces compliance of clinical and operational protocols. For example, all information for PHCRs need to be recorded accurately by paramedics so that the clinical data is of high quality to aid a range of reporting requirements such as regular clinical performance indicators.

10.4 Inappropriate use of ambulance resources by the public

Hoax calls or requests for an ambulance where one is not clinically justified can be a significant management challenge for ambulance services around the world. The deployment of an ambulance, especially with lights and sirens, presents a potential risk to pedestrians, ambulance paramedics and other motorists with the increased probability of injury or death from accidents in transit to and from a scene. There are also financial costs related to increased wear and tear on vehicles, staff costs, and the like.

There is widespread evidence that the inappropriate use of ambulances is a problem in many jurisdictions. There have been various estimates from peer reviewed academic research showing that inappropriate use may range from 15% to 45% of all ambulance...
transports. Studies have also shown that pricing signals for ambulance services may also influence use. Those who are exempt from fees are more likely to use an ambulance for clinically inappropriate means.

Staff reported that there were many instances of inappropriate use of ambulances by the public. Often, especially in non-metropolitan areas, a relatively small number of patients with chronic or mild medical conditions and without access to their own transport, regularly demand to be taken to the hospital (or to an area in town) by an ambulance. There was anecdotal evidence from a range of staff that seasoned triple-0 callers knew how to answer call triage questions strategically to ensure that an ambulance is dispatched despite their condition being neither acute, nor warranting an ambulance deployment.

It is apparent that the nature of the clinical conditions of many such people would be more appropriately serviced by a general medical practitioner or by a community service provider rather than by a highly trained double-crewed ambulance resource whose ability to respond to a genuine medical emergency is thereby diminished. There was anecdotal evidence from several staff that many of these callers displayed mental health disorders.

Once emergency calls are transferred to the Ambulance Service, a ‘flag’ is placed against that caller if they have a history of inappropriate use, but there does not appear to be systematic process or any sanctions applied by the Ambulance Service to mitigate the incidence of these calls. The Ambulance Service was unable to provide the Review with data concerning the number and frequency of inappropriate triple-0 callers, nor the number of hoax callers. Hence, the scale of the problem is unknown.

By contrast, the LAS reported that approximately 200 “regular callers” (often with mental health problems) generate about 10,000 calls a year. LAS are in the process of employing a social worker and will use two dedicated frontline staff to hold case conferences with various agencies to help reduce the number of callers and to apply appropriate social or medical interventions.

Clearly, there is scope for the Ambulance Service to improve its reporting of inappropriate and hoax callers in an environment where the Service’s capacity is becoming increasingly challenged.

**Recommendation:**

That the Ambulance Service regularly report the number of hoax calls and other inappropriate calls. The Service should develop a policy and procedures dealing with the management of such calls, including the triggers for taking regulatory action. Where appropriate, the Ambulance Service should engage appropriate agencies or members of the community to work with those who have been identified as regular abusers of the Service.

---

44. Ibid.
10.5 Organisational alignment with NSW Health

In common with ambulance services around the world, the clinical focus of the Ambulance Service has changed markedly over the past decade. Ambulance Services are increasingly becoming recognised as a key component of the wider health system.

Many ambulance services have been moved from an emergency services portfolio into a health portfolio. A recent audit of the QAS recognised this and recommended that consideration be given to QAS transferring to the health portfolio in the medium to long term. Other than in Tasmania between 1989 and 1993, there are no known examples of an Ambulance Service being moved from a health portfolio to an emergency services portfolio.

An extensive review of ambulance services for the National Health Service in England was completed by Peter Bradley in his capacity as National Ambulance Adviser to the UK Department of Health. Peter Bradley is the current CEO of the LAS. The Review, *Taking healthcare to the patient: Transforming NHS Ambulance Services* provided 70 recommendations which are in the process of being implemented.

One of the key messages from the LAS Review was that there are opportunities for the Ambulance Service to provide healthcare in a patient’s home and not merely to transport a patient to a hospital emergency room for treatment. There are some key differences when comparing the UK operating environment to that in Australia and NSW. A key difference is the population density of urban areas in cities such as Sydney which is less than half that of London, and the relatively longer distances between urban centres in regional areas in NSW.

The Review received information from staff both during consultation sessions and by email expressing their preference for the Service to become a separate entity, as it was in the past. Many staff felt that the Service was a “poor cousin” of the Department of Health.

It was reported that lack of budgetary autonomy affected staff morale and many felt that the profile of the Ambulance Service had suffered by being subsumed into the Department. Staff frequently compared themselves to staff in other emergency services such as Police and the fire services. This point is significant because the changing nature of ambulance work in developed countries has led to recognition that an ambulance service can play a key role in improving demand management for emergency hospital beds. If control of the Ambulance Service is shifted away from the Department of Health there is much less scope to exert influence to divert non-acute patients away from the emergency room and to improve bed management in hospitals where the provision of services is likely to be more expensive and in many cases to the detriment of the patient.

The Review does not share the view that the Ambulance Service should switch to an emergency service portfolio, nor that it should become a separate entity. On the contrary, the clinical focus of ambulance work and the interface with the hospital and wider health system mean that the Ambulance Service is appropriately situated within the Department of Health.

The Review considered that there is much more scope for closer collaboration with the Department of Health. There is a need to strengthen integrated planning and demand management initiatives within the Ambulance Service, the hospitals, and the AHSs in the interests of the wider health system.

10.6 Registration and certification of ambulance paramedics

Registration of ambulance paramedics has been an ongoing issue within the ambulance industry in Australia for several years. The rapid pace of change in clinical practices and the increasing shift towards a graduate entry model in some jurisdictions means that pressure is mounting to recognise ambulance paramedics as professionals.

Presently, in Australia and in many other jurisdictions, the employer is the certifying authority for the standard and quality of professional services provided by paramedics. In other national jurisdictions (such as the United Kingdom), a system of national paramedic registration exists where a Health Professions Council monitors the registered status of a number of allied health professionals.

In 2002, the CEO of the Ambulance Service stated that the registration of paramedics is to be pursued at a national level through the CAA. It would be inappropriate for NSW to act unilaterally on registration and without the cooperation of other jurisdictions.

Following a 2006 report by the PC,

[47]

COAG agreed to proceed with a national professional registration scheme for health practitioners. ACAP, a peak body for the ambulance industry, endorsed ambulance paramedics as a candidate for future registration.

The benefits of national registration are thought to include:

- A measure of quality assurance for the standard of care provided by ambulance paramedics;
- Increased community perception of ambulance paramedics as a profession;
- A stronger emphasis on evidence based practice by improving the quality and quantity of professional development and continuing education; and
- Inter-jurisdictional recognition of professional standards to aid portability of qualifications.

Recertification by the employer is largely intended to be the quality assurance measure for a paramedic. Therefore, the clinical and operational benefits from a system of national registration do not appear to be compelling, at least in the short term.

Under the current award, Ambulance Service paramedics are required to be recertified every two years. This requirement is to be extended to three years. The lack of relief capacity in many rosters (especially in Sydney) has meant that some paramedics are not recertified within the necessary timeframe. It should be noted that there are different types of recertification for a variety of job functions. These include clinical, SCAT (Special Casualty Access Teams), and rescue recertification. To service all these recertification requirements, there needs to be adequate relief built into rosters.

The rigour of the existing process for the clinical recertification of NSW ambulance paramedics was questioned by some Ambulance Service staff during consultations.

Some staff reported that they were unclear as to when and whether they needed to be recertified. There appeared to be inconsistent practices concerning recertification and training. Some staff reported that station managers released staff on paid time to undertake study or attend courses, whilst others attended external seminars at their own cost and without any compensation.

Aside from the challenge of gaining mutual agreement from all Australian jurisdictions to the proposed standards for a national registration system, there are also significant challenges to full national registration. These include:

- time to establish a registration board (or similar);
- the cost of establishing the professional registration body;
- ongoing costs of compliance;
- insurance and indemnity arrangements;
- the type of sanctions available for breach of professional standards; and
- a requirement for mandatory training and professional development etc.

Some significant industrial challenges would have to be met for the Ambulance Service to gain agreement on this range of issues, not only with the HSU but also between jurisdictions. Registration may effectively shift some of the liability for professional errors from the employer to the employee, raising the prospect of the employer applying pressure and sanctions on the employee to accord with the employer’s own requirements, in addition to those applied by the registering body.

At the time of reporting, there has been some limited progress on the registration of paramedics. To increase the momentum towards registration, ACAP has recently instituted a voluntary program known as “Certified Ambulance Professional” which is targeted at paramedics who operate outside the traditional large-scale ambulance services.

The operational benefits of registration do not appear to outweigh the costs in the short to medium term. It is likely that more momentum for registration of ambulance paramedics will ensue as the industry in Australia continues its transition from one that transports patients to hospitals to one where paramedics are recognised for the quality of healthcare provided to patients.

In NSW, it is unlikely that the professional status of ambulance paramedics will be recognised until:

- the community is educated to become more aware of the functions of the Ambulance Service and the training and skills needed to undertake the work of a paramedic;
- there is a higher degree of professional decision making in the treatment of patients; and
- there is sufficient confidence from the community and the Ambulance Service management in the clinical skills of all paramedics in NSW so that there can be a relaxation of the current restrictive protocols that ultimately force paramedics to transport patients to hospital regardless of their professional opinion.
10.7 Career paths and options

Many staff and the HSU have expressed the opinion that, as the CEO of the Ambulance Service is not required to be a paramedic, the career path of paramedics is limited.

There seems to be some misunderstanding of the principle of merit (which has been at the core of recruitment and selection in the NSW public sector since 1988) and of a range of equity initiatives. Close consideration is required to be given to the specific capabilities needed to undertake positions, and qualifications should be required for a position only where those qualifications are essential to enable the role to be undertaken effectively.

Limited performance management in the Ambulance Service, coupled with nascent workforce planning processes, make structured discussions around career paths and career planning difficult.

There is clearly a range of positions within the Ambulance Service for which paramedic qualifications or on-road experience is essential to undertake the role. Equally, there are other positions for which a paramedic may be able to develop the necessary skills and abilities, but for which there is also a wider pool of competing qualified applicants.

Paramedic qualifications do not, of themselves, fit a person to be the CEO of a significant public sector organisation with a budget of over $450 million annually. Executive management experience, leadership skills across a diverse range of stakeholders, the ability to influence planning (health, workforce and financial) at a State level are essential for the role of CEO. Whilst the Review does not support restricting the position of CEO of the Ambulance Service to a uniformed paramedic, it strongly supports succession planning and management development initiatives which would allow staff to progress from a paramedic role to that of CEO.

The Service has also participated in NSW Health management/executive development initiatives in the past. However, this option has not been readily available in recent years whilst NSW Health has been reviewing its program.

Since 2004, five Ambulance Service executives have completed centrally funded executive development initiatives. In 2008, one commenced the Australia and New Zealand School of Government Executive Masters of Public Administration course and two commenced the University of Sydney Graduate Diploma of Public Administration course. Opportunities for staff to undertake these programs, funded through the DPC, should continue to be sought.

The 2004 Public Accounts Committee Inquiry recommended that, “The Service organise opportunities for external management secondments”. This recommendation is strongly supported by this Review, but should be extended to include a transparent system of internal “secondments” to broaden organisational knowledge.

As discussed earlier, the Operations Division of the Ambulance Service has a very flat structure which, for most staff, limits the opportunity for vertical career paths (i.e. movement upward through management positions). There is limited financial incentive for staff to gain management capabilities and to take up management roles, and many staff have indicated that attaining more advanced clinical knowledge or skills and remaining on-road is their preferred career option.
The Ambulance Service has indicated that it is developing a Workforce Plan and has a strategy for implementing a new structure for station managers, including structured development (initially through a Certificate IV in Frontline Management) and performance management. The proposal to review the station manager structure is being advanced as part of the current MIC. Implementation of a program of performance feedback and development for all staff which incorporates career planning needs to follow these management improvement initiatives.

Effective performance feedback and development processes will also support the implementation of succession planning for both senior operational management positions and specialist positions elsewhere in the organisation.

Clinical skills requirements for ambulance officers have increased significantly since the turn of the century, with the Ambulance Service investing significantly in training staff for these requirements. The Review acknowledges the Ambulance Service multi-factor approach to identifying locations where the clinical profile of staff should be varied. Whilst the view expressed by staff that all should have an opportunity to progress to the highest level of clinical skills if they wish to do so is unrealistic from a service planning perspective, their desire to improve skills is acknowledged. As a minimum, the processes for supporting upgrade to the new P2 classification should be applied transparently, and progress should be regularly communicated. Staff seeking skills upgrades expressed frustration at having to repeat all elements of the selection process on an annual basis.

As outlined elsewhere in this Report, whilst paramedic turnover is relatively low, 9.5% of the Ambulance Service workforce is over 55 years of age. Recognising that older staff may have changing work preferences, the Ambulance Service is currently carrying out an online retirement intentions survey. A key finding of surveys carried out in the NSW public sector to date has been that, whilst staff approaching retirement are seeking greater flexibility, such flexibility is limited by the attitudes of local management. Staff consultations suggest that this is likely to be a significant issue for the Ambulance Service.

The Ambulance Service has proposed that the survey be conducted annually. The Review strongly supports the survey, but considers that, as an annual survey is unlikely to show significant variation in responses, the re-survey be biennial or even triennial. Resources would be better allocated on implementing relevant initiatives to support older staff than on an annual cycle of survey and analysis.

**Recommendation:**

That, by the end of June 2009, the Ambulance Service finalise an initial workforce plan, with development and succession planning linked to performance management for all staff.

**10.8 Research program**

The Ambulance Service secured funding from NSW Health to establish a research centre to examine evidence based practices in pre-hospital and emergency medicine. Bodies such as the CAA, the 999 EMS Research Forum, and medical professionals consulted by the Review Team stated that in general terms there is a need for more
research in emergency medicine and pre-hospital care. This view appears to be universally accepted by academia.48

At the time of reporting, the specific objectives, research agenda and governance structures were still being considered. In the meantime, the Ambulance Service has provided the following statement about the proposed Research Centre:

“The Centre is planned to have a broad focus on all pre-hospital elements of the patient journey, meaning that clinical research will not only be performed in areas such as trauma, stroke, cardiac arrest, paediatrics and critical care, but also in areas such as care of the elderly, falls prevention, non-emergency department destination use, preventative medical strategies and patient education. The Centre is also intended to have an active research program into non-clinical aspects of out-of-hospital care such as call taking and patient triage, operational function and responses, and major incident management.

The Centre will use sophisticated statistical modelling to analyse currently under explored areas of out-of-hospital care. The Centre is planned to be collaborative in nature, working with stakeholders not only from the health professional and University sectors, but also exploring the possibility of collaboration with colleagues from organisational backgrounds such as first-aid organisations, emergency management agencies and other government agencies.

Another core area of research within the Centre will be in exploration of ‘translational research’, or ‘research into practice’. The aim of this is to explore how best clinical and non-clinical research findings may be converted into practice in the most effective way, within a large organisation such as Ambulance Service. Within this core area will also be educational research, investigating how to enable the most effective learning in a geographically diverse and extended environment.

The defined core areas of Centre research, working with diverse collaborators, will allow not only the best clinical practices to be investigated and implemented, but will also facilitate investigation of Ambulance / hospital interactions and Ambulance operational aspects, to maximise whole system efficiencies and patient outcomes.

The first steps involve providing a small amount of seed funding within a proposal to establish a small research centre and scholarship program for paramedics. This will initially be targeted over later in 2008 with the aim of building a more substantial and enduring research capability over the next two to three years.”49

The Review Team supports the establishment of a research capability within the Service. It is important that any such research capability retain an operational focus and, where appropriate, that its agenda complements existing research such as that done by the Australian Centre for Pre-Hospital Research (ACPHR). The ACPHR is based within the QAS in collaboration with the University of Queensland.

As one of the busiest ambulance services in the world, the Ambulance Service will soon be collecting nearly one million patient health care records annually. Understanding which medical interventions work best will ultimately affect the design

49 Text provided by Dr Paul Middleton, Senior Medical Advisor, Ambulance Service [minor edits included]
and delivery of training, the type and volume of equipment and drugs supplied, and may either reduce or increase operating costs. For example, there is emerging evidence to suggest that the risks of complex procedures such as endotracheal intubation in a pre-hospital environment are too great given the poor survival rates. Information provided by the Ambulance Service reinforces the need to shift more of its training focus to patients who present with chronic, primary care needs, especially the aged care population.

50 Prehospital advanced trauma life support: how should we manage the airway, and who should do it? A. Brambrink, I Koerner, Critical Care, 2004; 8(1): 3–5.
11. SPECIFIC ISSUES

11.1 Complaints handling and grievance procedures

The issue of complaints and grievance handling emerged as a strong issue during the current Review. As a result, there has been a particular focus, and separate consultations, on these issues.

The Ambulance Service has a set of published policies or guidelines covering grievance handling and resolution, the disciplinary process, and bullying and harassment in the workplace.

Grievance handling

The Ambulance Service Grievance Resolution Procedures, issued in 1999, governs the management of grievances. The aim of the policy is to resolve grievances at the lowest level possible with referral to higher levels of management, or even externally, only where this is unsuccessful.

Separately, the Department of Health issued a policy directive in May 2005 to all units of the Department, including the Ambulance Service, entitled Grievance Resolution (Workplace), requiring bodies to have a local workplace grievance-management system.

The Ambulance Service’s 1999 Procedures remains the local document but requires updating for consistency with the Department of Health policy. For instance, the Ambulance document has no set times for processes although it acknowledges that timeframes should be agreed between the supervisor and the aggrieved officer.

Disciplinary process

Disciplinary policies are enunciated under the Ambulance Service Code of Conduct (May 2007), the Ambulance Service Regulation 2005 (Part 3: Management of Conduct and Performance), and the Operational Ambulance Officers (State) Award (Clause 41: Issues Resolution).

The Regulation is the principal document which defines both the disciplinary action (penalty options) from dismissal to caution or reprimand, and the remedial action from counselling to a transfer. The Regulation separates conduct and performance matters and allows the CEO to take remedial action at any time as an alternative to disciplinary action.

The Regulation does not identify timeframes but is otherwise almost identical to the relevant Part of the Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2002 outlining the management of conduct and performance for officers in the Public Service.

Bullying and Harassment

The Ambulance Service has a Harassment Free Workplace Policy dating from July 1999 and a Joint Management and Employee Association Policy Statement – Bullying, Harassment and Discrimination (September 2001).
Further, the Department of Health published a new policy document entitled *Bullying - Prevention and Management of Workplace Bullying: Guidelines* in June 2007. The 1999 and 2001 Ambulance documents need to be reviewed in the light of the central NSW Health policy. A revised policy should be customised following that review.

The Ambulance Service, in recognising management of bullying and harassment as a significant issue of concern for staff and management, initiated a Bullying and Harassment Taskforce in the second half of 2007, chaired by the General Manager, Operations. It noted that, whilst new staff were targeted for bullying and harassment awareness training, there was practically no ongoing training of staff in general.

The Taskforce’s recommendations, currently being considered by the CEO, focus on staff consultation to identify key issues for action along with implementation of conflict management training, which has already been piloted in one sector.

**Professional Standards and Conduct Unit**

The PSCU is the functional area within the Ambulance Service that currently manages serious allegations of misconduct against staff. It reports directly to the Chief Executive. The PSCU had 179 cases referred to it in 2006/7. A breakdown of these cases is at Table 12:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case type</th>
<th>% of total (n=179)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Misconduct</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grievances</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer complaints</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronial</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Complaints Commission</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In November 2007, a review was undertaken of the PSCU, and the Ambulance Service is proceeding to implement its recommendations.

In summary, the report found that:

- cases took too long to resolve, with delays in serious misconduct cases;
- local managers delegated complaint resolution to the PSCU too readily;
- managers often lacked the necessary skills and training to manage grievances and complaints locally;
- complaints handling conducted outside the PSCU was inconsistent; and
- too few resources were available to the PSCU given that it was also servicing complaints made by members of the public (recommending that this task be shifted to the Public Affairs Unit of the Ambulance Service).
Later advice from the PSCU is that 21 cases involving serious misconduct were commenced in the 2006/07 financial year. Thirteen cases were finalised with the average time taken to complete each case being 24 weeks (with case-times ranging from 78 weeks to five weeks). Reasons for delay include the non-participation of staff, the impact of industrial action or criminal investigations, and as resourcing. Delays in less serious cases were often due to insufficient staff resources.

Discussions with staff of the PSCU reinforced concerns about resourcing for effective management of the caseload and a desire for improved management capability in resolving complaints and grievances. Staff also expressed concerns over involvement by HSU sub-branch delegates in grievance and disciplinary processes.

Review Workshops

At the staff workshops and at a separate workshop with HSU delegates, officers expressed their strong dissatisfaction with the current systems and processes used by the Ambulance Service to resolve complaints and grievances.

The findings from these consultations are that:

- disciplinary and grievance processes are not clear;
- there is an inconsistency of approach in investigations, with some elements (single person interviews) not considered best practice;
- the resolution of disciplinary proceedings often takes too long, with affected staff provided with insufficient information on the progress of cases;
- there is a question of the resourcing and skills of the PSCU;
- there is a lack of management skill/resources to handle grievances at local level; and
- there are inconsistent approaches to allegations of bullying and harassment.

Recommendation:

That the Ambulance Service review all policies and procedures on complaints handling, grievance handling, and bullying and harassment for consistency with updated NSW Health policies. Revised processes should, at a minimum, contain the following elements:

- A clearly articulated process wherein complaints about staff (whether from other staff or members of the public or allied health professionals) are properly assessed and handled, according to clearly defined procedures, by the right people. The role of the PSCU in handling only those matters where serious misconduct has been alleged should be spelled out clearly;
- An up to date Code of Conduct, defining and prohibiting bullying and harassment by Ambulance Service staff;
- A clear policy on the Ambulance Service position on the prevention and management of bullying and harassment;
- Amended position descriptions requiring all Ambulance Service staff to comply with the Code of Conduct and related policies;
- Mandatory training for all supervisory/management positions on the policy and related procedures; and
- Information sessions for all staff in the service about the Code, related policies and procedures and their rights and responsibilities.

### 11.2 Rescue function

The Ambulance Service currently employs approximately 140 FTEs (around 180 actual officers) in rescue activities (around $12.5 million per annum). Assets related to these functions are valued at approximately $1.5 million.

In addition to rescue functions, these officers are also involved in regular ambulance activities. The Ambulance Service remains the only ambulance service in Australia to maintain a rescue function.

The Ambulance Service operates 14 rescue units, with five dedicated (full time) urban rescue units and nine which operate as ancillary units for existing ambulance crews in rural locations. The type of rescue activity involved includes road crashes and vertical, confined space, trench, industrial, technical and domestic rescues. These activities are also undertaken by the NSWFB.

The State Rescue Board coordinates rescue services across the state. This involves the Ambulance Service, NSW Police, NSWFB, the SES, the Volunteer Rescue Association and the Volunteer Maritime Rescue Association. While the Board coordinates services, it does not consider operational and financial efficiency issues flowing from multiple providers of the same service.

On average, Ambulance rescue officers are utilised about half as often as non-rescue ambulance officers (155 turnouts per year per FTE compared to 325 responses per FTE for regular ambulance officers\(^51\)).

In 2005/06, rescue turnouts accounted for 11% of the rescue officers’ workload. This equated to 2,141 turnouts. The total number of Ambulance Service responses\(^52\) in 2005/06 was around 999,000.\(^53\) By way of comparison, in 2006/07 the NSWFB responded to 11,555 rescue matters compared to its total activity for the year of 138,021 matters.

For 2005/06, the Ambulance Service has advised that the marginal cost of rescue services was $881,000. This assessment of costs potentially understates the true cost, as it does not consider the opportunity costs associated with the rescue function.

If current ambulance rescue officers were used exclusively for core ambulance work, there would potentially be significant efficiencies generated compared to their current utilisation (up to 80 FTEs).

There is also an opportunity cost related to maintenance expenditure on equipment for rescue. In 2006/07, approximately $1.3 million was spent on rescue.

---

51 Source: Ambulance Service data.
52 Equating a turnout with a response.
maintenance compared to $2.9 million for building maintenance. Using the activity levels provided above, this equates to maintenance spending of $607 per rescue response compared to $3 for building maintenance per regular ambulance response.

Any rationalisation may involve additional costs relating to the officers who transfer from the Ambulance Service, leaving positions that need to be backfilled. This needs to be considered against the potential efficiencies mentioned above. It is not expected that this cost will be significant.

Of the 140 FTEs, about 55 are located in the Sydney metropolitan region. Any proposal to rationalise Ambulance Service rescue functions would primarily affect these officers. In regional areas, the ability/availability of officer transfers will be limited.

The NSWFB has indicated to the Review that it believes it can accommodate any transfer of the Ambulance Service rescue function from within its existing resource levels (both recurrent and capital).

In its submission to the Review, the Ambulance Service stated that, given the increased presence of other emergency services agencies, there may be operational efficiencies gained from it ceasing to provide this service.

One of the key issues that needs to be considered is the difference between the Ambulance Service rescue function and the service provided by other agencies. In this regard, it appears that the main difference is that ambulance rescue officers bring the skills of a paramedic to a rescue incident. This argument is deficient for two reasons.

First, where paramedics are required at a rescue incident they can be called. Multiple responses to an incident by more than one agency are not unusual.

Second, given the relatively low activity levels experienced by ambulance rescue officers compared to other rescue providers, it appears that this is already happening.

There are three options to consider in relation to the ambulance rescue function:

1. maintain the status quo;

2. a partial cessation of the function based on a rural/metropolitan split, where the NSWFB takes on the function in the metropolitan area and rural and regional areas continue in accordance with current arrangements; and

3. a complete cessation of Ambulance Service rescue activity, with the function being taken over by the NSWFB and other providers as required.

Table 13 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of these options. Based on this analysis, option 3 seems to be the only viable option.
Table 13: Options in relation to the Ambulance rescue function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>· No disruption to Ambulance Service arrangements</td>
<td>· Significant opportunity cost forgone by the Ambulance Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2      | · Frees up capacity for core business  
· Minimal cost (capacity to absorb the function by others)  
· Some improved operational efficiency for rescue across the state | · Loss of staff who want to focus on rescue |
| 3      | · Frees up significant capacity for core business  
· Minimal cost (capacity to absorb the function by others)  
· Improved operational efficiency for rescue across the state | · Loss of staff who want to focus on rescue |

While there are likely to be minimal actual Budget savings, the Review believes that the Ambulance Service rescue function should be rationalised, as it does not represent core ambulance activity.

Further negotiations should be undertaken with the State Rescue Board and its partner agencies (particularly NSWFB), and with the HSU on a strategy to withdraw the Ambulance Service from the rescue function.

**Recommendation:**
That the Ambulance Service rescue function be transferred to NSWFB. The Ambulance Service, in consultation with NSWFB and the HSU, should develop a transition plan (by 1 December 2008) to facilitate the transfer.

**11.3 Service planning**

**Analysis of business performance**

The Ambulance Service currently collects considerable data from its operations, with over 1 million requests for service in 2006/07 and over 880,000 responses. The Review found that there is very limited dissemination or in-depth analysis of performance data which is accessible to the public, staff and other stakeholders.

For an organisation of its budget and size, there should be a well-developed in-house capacity to:

- analyse operational and financial data;
• develop robust economic business cases for long term planning needs (ensuring that the costs, risks and benefits are quantified);
• estimate the resource and operational impacts of new policies;
• implement major projects effectively; and
• evaluate the outcomes of major projects, and any inter-related or unexpected outcomes.

The Review observed that the Ambulance Service possesses differing levels of skill across these areas. The quality of communication and cooperation between functional areas needs to be strengthened so that business intelligence and the Ambulance Service’s capacity for long term strategic planning is improved.

Several skills need development, or consolidation. These skills include:
• resource allocation modelling;
• corporate/business planning and reporting;
• clinical profiling of local populations;
• matching paramedic skills to local needs;
• total asset management (especially long term capital planning);
• shared service and corporate support functions;
• project management; and
• policy development.

Several staff and stakeholders consulted by the Review expressed a desire that long-term service planning and the analytical capacity of the Ambulance Service be strengthened. There were also concerns expressed about its ability to manage major projects from ‘cradle to grave’ and to ensure that the expected outcomes determined in the planning phase were delivered.

The development of the Ambulance Service’s analytical capability should not be understated. It is critical that it be adept at long term planning to ensure that it can operate efficiently in the future without simply adding more ambulance crews as the prime solution. Proof of concept programs such as CARE and ECP are to be encouraged as demand management initiatives for the wider health system. Should these programs be efficiently implemented and positively evaluated, it is imperative that the Ambulance Service have a robust resource allocation model that can determine the optimal mix of resources between functions such as PTS, Rapid Responders, A&E (general duties) ambulances and ECP resources.

There is currently an over-reliance on external consultants for modelling and predictive capability in service planning. These consultants are not always able to modify their pure mathematical analysis to account for local constraints to achieve service optimisation. In many cases, the intellectual property and analytical skills for service planning tools such as the patient allocation matrix are retained by external, often international consultants.

The Ambulance Service urgently needs to attract highly skilled analytical staff to who are skilled in operational research and who can undertake long term planning using best practice modelling and underlying economic principles of cost effectiveness. The Review found that such skills were not available from NSW Health.
The Review found that there appears to be a strong case for a centralised policy, planning and analysis function within the Ambulance Service. The responsibility for policy development is currently scattered around the organisation depending on the functional area involved. The result is that there are ‘silos’ of specialised areas throughout the organisation and scope for better, more fruitful relations between senior managers.

**Recommendation:**

Ambulance Service reduce its reliance on external consultants by strengthening its internal capacity to undertake business analysis to optimise operations, strengthen service planning, and estimate the operational impacts of new clinical practices and major projects.

**11.4 Change management practices**

The Ambulance Service has struggled to implement a range of cultural, operational and staff related improvements over a number of years. This was a consistent theme or complaint in the staff discussions and in the submission from the HSU.

The Review considers that the Ambulance Service needs to enhance its change management capacity and devote senior management attention to implementing change within acceptable timeframes.

The key change management issues include:

- poor communication with staff;
- limited outcomes and improvement from successive corporate staff surveys;
- lack of a performance culture throughout the organisation, especially one praising good practice;
- support for staff by upskilled managers who are focused on improving patient care and achieving corporate objectives and performance goals;
- shifting from a somewhat military-style emergency management mode to a professional, health practitioner role; and
- a need to involve local communities and other stakeholders in service planning.

The recommendations of the Review, especially in the areas of organisational change, performance management, and service delivery and planning will require commitment from the Ambulance Service executive and strong communication skills.

Implementation of Review recommendations is to be subject to regular reporting to the Government, and a change management strategy should be developed in line with this.
12. SUBMISSIONS

12.1 List of submissions received

A wide range of individuals, including past and present staff, contacted the Review. Formal written submissions were received from:

1. The Ambulance Service of NSW;
2. The Health Services Union;
3. The United Services Union;
4. National Patient Transport Pty Ltd.

12.2 Ambulance Service of NSW

The Ambulance Service submission described the structure and operations of the Ambulance Service. It highlighted:

- demand pressures;
- staffing levels and issues;
- comparative financial efficiency;
- capital utilisation and requirements;
- management structure and improvement initiatives; and
- strategies for demand management and for improving the efficiency of the Ambulance Service.

The submission indicated that the Ambulance Service aims to:

- continue with the implementation of a range of services designed to reduce pressure on hospital EDs by ensuring that paramedics obtain the skills to manage and re-direct non-acute patients within the health system;
- continue to adhere to the Government’s priorities and to implement service enhancements, particularly improvements to fixed and rotary wing services, enhanced training, and increased staffing numbers;
- where feasible, separate emergency and non-emergency operations to enable the Service to increase emergency capacity and improve the quality and efficiency of service;
- continue to develop strategies to improve the speed and accuracy of triple-0 call-handling;
- introduce new deployment strategies to improve response times to life threatening emergencies;
- develop management capability across the organisation;
- reform the work environment to allow flexible rostering practices and to remove incentives for inefficient work practices;
- make strategic investments in infrastructure, particularly in Sydney where the existing station network limits current and future response performance;
- optimise the Ambulance Service’s capacity to participate in NSW Health’s Shared Services Program; and
- continue to explore the feasibility of making greater use of university providers of paramedic education.

12.3 Health Services Union

The HSU represents uniformed staff in the Ambulance Service (including uniformed management staff), as well as a number of non-uniformed positions. Its submission indicates “membership density” within the Ambulance Service of over 95%.

The HSU’s submission is set in a context of its members’ reported dissatisfaction with management of the Ambulance Service. HSU argues the need for the Ambulance Service to acquire and utilise effectively a rigorous service planning capacity. It seeks more efficient utilisation of current resources, and offers support for resource improvements. It questions Ambulance Service management capacity, and raises concern regarding consistency of management decisions across a number of areas which directly affect the efficiency and morale of staff. The HSU submission made the following recommendations:

- that the Review recommend the establishment of an effective senior management structure for the Ambulance Service incorporating an operational/uniformed Commissioner in lieu of the existing CEO position;
- that the new Commissioner report direct to the Minister for Health;
- that the Review recommend the maintenance and enhancement of a clinical focus on “doing what is best for the patient” as an integral core requirement of and performance measure for the Ambulance Service;
- that the Review recommend the establishment of an appropriate performance management framework, together with indicators against which the activities of the Commissioner and senior personnel can be monitored and measured;
- that the Review recommend the establishment of (or the commencement of consultations on) the services that the community can by right to expect, together with performance targets for their delivery and an appropriate mechanism for funding such services;
- that the Ambulance Service establish a properly resourced planning department capable of analysing, identifying and planning for the future resources required to meet the needs of the community;
- that the Review recommend that the Ambulance Service acquire a modelling tool that can quickly and accurately analyse current operational data, that can model “what if” scenarios, and that allows for analysis to be completed by Ambulance Service staff;
- that the new planning department and its outputs be accessible by Divisional management so that local demand pressures can be analysed;
- that the Review recommend the establishment, as a matter of urgency, of an interim increase of staffing and associated resources required for the implementation of the above recommendations;
that the Review recommend the establishment of a new best practice approach to the management and investigation of complaints/grievances within the Ambulance Service, and that the new approach be adequately resourced;

that the Review recommend the establishment of a comprehensive implementation plan to ensure that workplaces are free from bullying and harassment;

that the Review recommends the commencement of consultations on the establishment of a comprehensive patient transport system within the Ambulance Service to undertake adequately and cost effectively the transport of patients requiring significant clinical management; and

that the Review identify the reasons for the failure to recognise and deal with the growing demand on services, and the other factors affecting response performance, patient care, and the Service’s staff.

12.4 United Services Union

The USU provides industrial coverage for communications assistants and clerks in the Ambulance Service. Issues raised in the USU submission included:

- concern about Review’s Terms of Reference focusing on ambulance officers, rather than on all staff of the Ambulance Service;
- staffing levels, especially the current dispute in the IRC relating to Sydney and Northern Division Operations centres. The Union indicated that staffing has not increased in line with increases in call volumes;
- recognition of the skills of communications assistants;
- salary progression and career paths. The USU argued that that salaries are significantly below those of similar NSW public sector call-takers;
- lack of sufficient support, including the non-replacement of communications assistants on breaks (while dispatchers, who are paramedics, are replaced), and ineffective peer support for communications assistants; and
- non-adherence to policies and procedures, particularly the failure of management in some locations to follow procedures relating to grievances and disputes, and the investigation of complaints.

12.5 National Patient Transport Pty Ltd

NPT is a contracted provider of NEPT services in Victoria and Western Australia. Based on its experience in this sector, NPT’s submission provided information and made recommendations on the achievement of efficiencies in the provision of NEPT. Its recommendations included:

- that a further separation of emergency and non-emergency operations occur within the Ambulance Service;
that there be an investigation into the skill stratification of NEPT services to improve the capability of the PTS to transport patients other than those for which no active monitoring or intervention is required;

that the skill level of staff within the PTS be increased, and that a range of alternative transport options be provided for patients other than those requiring little or no clinical intervention in order to provide an appropriate level of clinical service;

that the dedicated Ambulance PTS hours of operation be extended to promote timely access to the appropriate level of service, and that reliance on emergency ambulances for these transports be reduced after 6 pm;

that, in order to relieve the tension created by competitive access for in-patient beds by elective and emergency admissions, opportunities be explored to allow limited market entry for non-government patient transport providers who have demonstrated a capacity to transport patients of varying degrees of acuity;

that, to achieve the outcomes anticipated from the Review, an examination of relevant legislation be undertaken to ensure that access to the market is available to providers equipped, experienced and able to support the transport of non-emergency patients.

NPT argued that economic benefit and improved after-hours access was likely to be derived from the introduction of competition in the NEPT sector. These benefits are likely to be both tangible and intangible.
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ATTACHMENT 3: PREVIOUS REVIEWS OF THE AMBULANCE SERVICE

Background
The Review of the Ambulance Service requires an examination of all external reviews and audits undertaken since 2001. These reviews include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Follow up Performance Audit – Ambulance Service of NSW, Readiness to Respond (Audit Office)</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination of Rescue Services - State Rescue Board of NSW (Audit Office)</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of the Financial Aspects of the Ambulance Service of NSW; Report to the Minister for Health on Revenue and Charging Structures (IPART)</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW Department of Health and Ambulance Service of NSW: Transporting and Treating Emergency Patients (Audit Office)</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORH Rotary Wing Review</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Red: Hospital Emergency Departments - NSW Department of Health and Ambulance Service of NSW (Audit Office)</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORH Review of Operations – Operation Centres</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORH Review of Operations – Regional</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulance Service: Readiness to Respond (Audit Office)</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These reviews fall into distinct categories:

- Reports by the Auditor-General, focusing primarily on Ambulance Service operations. Two reports: Readiness to Respond (2001) and the 2007 Follow-up Report.
- Reports by the Auditor-General, focusing on the Ambulance-hospital emergency interface. Two reports, in 2003 and in 2004.
- The report by the Auditor-General on the State Rescue Board (2005).
- The report by IPART on funding arrangements for the Service (2005).
- Reports by ORH, commissioned by the Ambulance Service, on the review of Ambulance operations. Three in 2002 (operations), and one in 2004 (rotary wing).
**Analysis**

1. **Auditor-General’s Reports on Ambulance Service 2001 and 2007**

   The 2001 Review was a major audit of the Ambulance Service with a particular focus on the efficiency and effectiveness of practices and systems. The key conclusion was that the Service had considerable work to do to reach its aspirations of being recognised amongst leading examples of best practice services. The computerised dispatch system (CAD), introduced 2½ years previously, was yet to deliver the full range of benefits and improvements.

   Because of data collection difficulties with the CAD, the Audit Office was not in a position to comment authoritatively on the Service’s performance. However, the Service agreed that overall responsiveness had not improved on 1997 performance. There were also significant barriers to achieving greater efficiency in that resources were not appropriately deployed to areas and times of highest demand, and there were problems with ambulance diversion and waiting at some hospitals.

   The 2001 report made 29 specific recommendations, including proposals to change the Service’s governance structure and to make changes to most facets of the Service’s organisation and operations. At the time, the Service was generally supportive of the Review recommendations.

   The 2007 Follow-Up report found that all the original recommendations had been substantively implemented. The Government had made changes to the Service’s governance structure (restructuring the Ambulance Board and reporting structure in 2002 and subsequently, in 2006, making the Service a unit of NSW Health). Implementation of the remaining recommendations and other initiatives not part of the 2001 report had resulted in slightly improved response times, continuing high customer satisfaction levels, and generally improved performance.

   However further analysis indicates that, although there were significant improvements across the six year period (as the 2007 report indicates), full implementation of some recommendations remains incomplete. Two key examples are that automation of the rostering system has not been completed and that barriers to flexibility in resource deployment have not been fully removed (although the current wage case incorporates a review of award conditions).

2. **Auditor-General’s Reports on Ambulance/Hospital interface 2003 and 2004**

   The 2003 Report examined the use of the Emergency Department Network Access Scheme (EDNA). This was introduced by the Ambulance Service and the Department of Health to improve ambulance patients’ access to hospital services by reducing ambulance delays at EDs.

   Overall, the EDNA initiative was judged as having been effective in establishing a consistent and transparent method for judging hospital capacity and in engaging the whole hospital, not just the ED, in responding to overcrowding. However, whist EDNA had had some impact on sharing demand, there had not been an overall reduction in ambulance delays at hospitals.

   The Department of Health accepted all three recommendations relating to access to information by EDNA on the status of all network hospitals, measures to encourage accurate reporting on hospital capacity, and an assessment of the impact of EDNA.
The last mentioned was being done by linking the Ambulance data set with hospital data sets (ED and in-patient).

The 2004 audit examined the way in which the Ambulance Service and public hospitals respond to and treat patients who seek emergency assistance. It noted the disproportionate increases in ED attendances and emergency ambulance transports compared to the rate of population increase.

The shortage of beds in hospitals is attributed largely to the difficulties in discharging aged care patients. The Department of Health estimate is that up to 900 inpatient beds are occupied by patients who should be in nursing homes or, with appropriate support, back in their own homes.

The report’s recommendations covered areas such as the need to:

- address shortages of medical, nursing and allied health staff;
- explore with the Commonwealth further trials of after-hours GP clinics;
- reduce patient flow problems and access block in hospitals; and
- negotiate with the Commonwealth on greater nursing home placements.

Most of these recommendations have been, or are in the process of being, implemented by NSW Health. For instance, in 2005 the Department introduced a Sustainable Access program designed to reduce the impact of access block. More structural changes (e.g. in aged care) may be considered in the context of the current COAG Working Group on Health and Ageing.

One recommendation from this Review has not been implemented. The Audit Office recommended that the quality of management information to support better decision making be improved by:

- linking CAD and the EDIS;
- ensuring that hospitals where appropriate adopt real-time EDIS operation to improve timeliness and accuracy of data; and
- monitoring and disseminating information on ambulance diversions and non-emergency transport performance.

CAD and EDIS have not been linked, although the Ambulance Service does supply daily information to AHSs on off stretcher times and long delays. Clearly, greater integration of the two systems would result in greater efficiencies but there are understood to have been technological impediments in proceeding quickly. The project on electronic health records is expected to assist in this area.


This audit examined the role of the State Rescue Board in coordinating the five providers of land rescue services in NSW: NSW Police, Ambulance Service, Fire Brigades (permanent services), the State Emergency Service, and Volunteer Rescue Association (volunteer organisations).

The audit did not comment on which agency or agencies should be providing rescue services nor did it evaluate the performance of individual providers of rescue services. However, the report observed that most other jurisdictions have a single provider, generally the Fire Brigades, to undertake land rescue in metropolitan areas.
and that the Ambulance Service of NSW had sought to withdraw from the rescue function in 2001.

The report proposed the development of a strategic approach to rescue with the introduction of service standards, better information on performance and enhanced accreditation criteria. At the time, the Board (chaired by Mr P Koperberg) supported most of the recommendations and indicated that a number had already been addressed.

In line with the audit recommendations, the Board is currently preparing a draft strategic plan on its operations. It is understood that this will be in line with current Government policy and the respective roles of the existing providers of rescue services.


This Review found that the costs of running the Ambulance Service either were in line with, or were well below, those for similar services in other Australian jurisdictions but that the fee structure and scales did not reflect the costs of providing services. On average, fees recovered less than 60% of the costs of services and the situation was seen as detrimental to the financial sustainability of the Service.

Recommendations were made for changes to fees and new fee scales for each type of service. A review of the *Health Insurance Levy Act 1982* was proposed to address the concerns of participants in the industry. Other options to be considered included a more broad-based ambulance levy through Medicare, or the introduction of a Community Ambulance charge.

In 2006, the Government endorsed the IPART recommendations for changed or new charges. These have been applied from the 2006/07 financial year. The changes include:

- charging “treat not transport” patients (previously not charged);
- charging a standby fee when involved in dangerous incidents or events (e.g. chemical spills or industrial accidents);
- charging all DVA clients; and
- increased, more cost reflective fees for inter hospital transfers and for primary cases.

IPART proposed that funding for the Ambulance Service should be revisited in three years to assess its progress towards sustainability. The Government accepted this recommendation and such a review is due towards the end of the 2008/09 financial year.

A number of the IPART recommendations remain to be implemented or were suggested for further review. These are:

**Rec 13:** Ambulance Service to clarify its hardship policy.

**Rec 15:** Department of Health to undertake a public education campaign in consultation with private health insurance funds to raise public awareness of ambulance charges and insurance options.

**Rec 17:** Government review of the *Health Insurance Levy Act 1982*. 
Rec 18: Review the exemptions policy, or seek to recoup from the Commonwealth the cost of exemptions given to Health Care Card holders.

Rec 20: Government should explore the introduction of an ambulance-service component to the Medicare levy.

Rec 21: Government should consider the introduction of a Community Ambulance charge should it not be possible to reach agreement on a national system of funding by the Medicare levy.


These reviews were commissioned by the Ambulance Service in order to examine possible improvements to its operations. Two reviews examined the operational arrangements in Sydney and other regional sectors respectively, one examined the four Operations Centres (where calls are taken and ambulances dispatched), and the other was a review of rotary wing (helicopter) services across the State.

The Sydney and regional reviews had particular focus on staff utilisation and resources, and methods to improve performance in mobilisation and response times. The Sydney report noted that with the current (2002) rostering system, relief capacity was low or non-existent for some staff groups and that most overtime arose from minimum operating levels (MOLs) in industrial agreements for an unpaid one-hour meal break in the day shift. It was noted that mobilisation and average response times were both high in relation to good practice.

Proposals from the Sydney review to fund additional Ambulance Officers and Patient Transport Officers, introduce a rapid response tier, and introduce new rosters have been implemented. Roster reform was completed with the introduction of the afternoon shift and amended starting times. The proposal to replace MOLs with a deployment plan was not completed, presumably because of the existing industrial arrangements.

The regional review found that the balance between establishment, planned deployment and relief capacity was out of kilter across the areas and there was continuing pressure on overtime for both shift cover and call-outs. Proposals from the review for more investment in resources in Group 1 sectors and for re-deploying resources in Groups 2 and 3 were overtaken by negotiations with the HSU for the introduction of 230 additional staff. The rollout of additional staff was completed in June 2007. ORH is currently undertaking a second review of Groups 2 and 3 in regional areas.

The review of the Operations Centres found that performance was constrained by a number of factors including working practices at dispatch boards, shortage of resources at some times and in some areas, technical shortcomings, and local industrial agreements which complicate and restrict dispatcher functions. Because of the review, and the proposal for tighter standardisation of working practices, a performance improvement plan was introduced into the Sydney Operations Centre. The plan is now being rolled out to the Northern Operations Centre. The proposed rationalisation of dispatch boards has also been completed and a PTO Board introduced.

The Service advises that the Switch program, commenced in February 2006, has overtaken some particular recommendations in the ORH report, such as the
introduction of revised positions. Switch is a project designed to improve the efficiency of work practices and processes in the Sydney Operations Centre.

The Rotary Wing services review examined the provision of helicopter services in NSW, noting that their development by the operating companies (largely NGOs) had not been within a NSW Health or Ambulance policy framework with resultant anomalies and weaknesses. Some of these were low utilisation rates, mobilisation delays caused by non-dedicated crew arrangements, restrictions with retrievals due to doctor unavailability, and concerns over the level and currency of staff training.

The principal proposals were for tenders to be undertaken for specific services. As a result, a new contract with CHC commenced in May 2007. Other proposals (e.g. specific helicopter location requirements, mobilisation targets) have been implemented with the new contract arrangements. An enhanced management structure for the Medical Retrieval and Aero-medical Services Directorate was completed in August 2007. ORH also recommended a review of the trauma system in NSW and its relationship with helicopter cover; this review was undertaken in 2007 and a draft report is with the Department of Health.